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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit untersucht die formalen Grundlagen von Merkmalsbeschreibungen, die
partielle Beschreibungen von abstrakten, record-ahnlichen Objekten darstellen. Die
Beschreibungen verwenden funktionale Attribute genannt Merkmale. Merkmalsbeschreibungen tauchten erstmals in den spaten siebziger Jahren im Zusammenhang mit
sogenannten constraint-basierten Grammatikformalismen auf [Kay79, KB82, Shi86].
In neuerer Zeit wurde die Verwendung von Merkmalsbeschreibungen in ConstraintProgrammiersprachen vorgeschlagen und untersucht [AKN86, AKN89, AKP93, AKPS94, ST94]. Eine der wesentlichen Operationen auf Merkmalsbeschreibungen ist die
Uni kation, deren Eingabe zwei Merkmalsbeschreibungen sind und die entweder fehlschlagt, falls die Merkmalsbeschreibungen inkompatibel sind, oder als Ergebnis eine
Merkmalsbeschreibung liefert, die die Information der Eingaben kombiniert.
Eine der zentralen Fragestellungen, mit der sich die Literatur uber Merkmalsbeschreibungen beschaftigt, ist die De nition einer geeigneten Semantik fur Merkmalsbeschreibungen als auch fur die Uni kationsoperation. Es gab viele und auch sehr divergierende Formalisierungen von Merkmalsbeschreibungen. Diese Arbeit vertritt hierzu
einen klaren Standpunkt. Aufbauend auf den Arbeiten von Johnson [Joh88] und
Smolka [Smo88] betrachten wir Merkmalsbeschreibungen (und deren Erweiterungen)
als Formeln in geeigneten Sprachen erster Ordnung. Die Semantik von Merkmalsbeschreibungen wird uber eine Merkmalstheorie (also eine Menge von geschlossenen
Formeln (Satzen)) de niert. Die Uni kationsoperation wird als ein Erfullbarkeitstest
fur konjunktiv verknupfte Merkmalsbeschreibungen interpretiert.
Wir untersuchen in dieser Arbeit verschiedene in der Literatur eingefuhrte Merkmalsbeschreibungssprachen. Fur die De nition der entsprechenden Merkmalstheorien verwenden wir eine Standardmethode der Logik erster Ordnung, die jedoch erst
in jungster Zeit auch auf Merkmalsbeschreibungen angewendet wurde [BS93a, AKPS94, ST94]. Wir de nieren fur eine Merkmalsbeschreibungsprache L eine Standardinterpretation TL, deren Wertebereich aus sogenannten Merkmalsbaumen besteht.
Merkmalsbaume sind Baume, deren Kanten mit Merkmalen, und deren Blatter mit
i
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Atomsymbolen beschriftet sind. Fur die Merkmals- und Atomsymbole verwenden wir
ein gemeinsames, unendliches Alphabet L. Die Element von L werden im folgenden
Pfade genannt. Die Merkmalstheorie fur L de nieren wir nun als die Menge aller
Satze, die in TL gultig sind. Diese Vorgehensweise hat den Vorteil, das sie intuitiv ist
und eine vollstandige Merkmalstheorie liefert (das heit, fur jeden L-Satz  enthalt
die Theorie von TL entweder  oder :.)
Unsere Merkmalsbeschreibungssprachen enthalten fur jedes Symbol aus L ein entsprechendes Konstantensymbol. Die Konstantensymbole werden in den Standardinterpretationen als atomare Merkmalsbaume interpretiert (also Merkmalsbaume, die
keine Merkmale besitzen und mit einen Atomsymbol markiert sind). Im einzelnen
werden wir folgende Sprachen naher untersuchen:
FT: Die Signatur von FT enthalt ein unares Relationssymbol atom sowie fur jedes
Element von L ein binares Relationssymbol. Ein Merkmalsconstraint der Form
xfy ist in der Standardinterpretation erfullt, falls y der Unterbaum von x unter
dem Merkmal f ist. FT wurde (in einer leicht modi zierten Form) in [BS93a,
AKPS94] eingefuhrt. Sie ist eine Basissprache fur Merkmalsbeschreibungen in
der Hinsicht, da alle anderen Merkmalssprachen die Ausdrucksmittel von FT
zur Verfugung stellen.
CFT: Neben den Relationssymbolen aus FT enthalt CFT fur jede endliche Teilmenge ff1; : : :; fn g von L ein unares Relationssymbol. Ein Aritatsconstraint
xff1; : : :; fn g ist in der Standardinterpretation von CFT erfullt, falls x genau
die Merkmale ff1; : : : ; fng besitzt. Diese Sprache wurde (wiederum leicht modi ziert) in [ST94] eingefuhrt.
In der Literatur uber Merkmalsbescheibungsprachen wurde fur die Sprache FT meistens eine andere als die von uns verwendete Standardinterpretation betrachtet. Der
Wertebereich dieser Interpretation besteht aus sogennanten Merkmalsgraphen (das
sind Graphen, deren Kanten mit Merkmalen beschriftet sind; siehe [Smo88, Smo92]).
Die nachsten beide Sprachen verallgemeinern die Merkmalsconstraints in FT zu Unterbaumrelationen auf zwei verschiedene Arten:
RFT: : Die Signatur von RFT enthalt fur jeden regularen Ausdruck L uber dem Alphabeth L ein entsprechendes binares Relationssymbol. Ein regularer Pfadausruck xLy ist in der Standardinterpretation von RFT erfullt, falls y ein
Unterbaum von x unter einem Pfad p 2 L ist und p in der durch L beschriebenen regularen Menge von Pfaden enthalten ist. Regulare Pfadausdrucke wurden
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in [KZ88, KM88] unter der Bezeichnung "functional uncertainty\ im Rahmen
des Grammatikformalismus LFG [KB82] eingefuhrt.
F: Neben den Konstantensymbolen enthalt die Signatur von F nur noch ein dreistelliges Relationssymbol []. Ein generalisiertes Merkmalsconstraint x[y]z ist
in der Standardinterpretation von F erfullt, falls y einen atomaren Merkmalsbaum denotiert, der mit dem Atomsybol f markiert ist, und z der Unterbaum
von x under dem Merkmal f ist. Constraints ahnlicher Art wurden in [Joh88,
Tre93] betrachtet.
Wir untersuchen in dieser Arbeit die Theorien dieser Sprachen unter den folgenden
Aspekten:

Sind Merkmalsbaume ein adaquater Bereich fur Merkmalsbeschreibungen?
Oder um etwas spezi scher zu sein, wie verhalt sich unsere Merkmalstheorie von
FT (der Basissprache) zu der Theorie, die man erhalt wenn man die Merkmalsgrapheninterpretation von FT zugrundelegt?

Was ist die Expressivitat dieser Sprachen?

Zum einen wollen wir hier die Sprachen untereinander vergleichen. Zum andereren interessieren wir uns auch fur die Frage, inwieweit weitere aus der Literatur
bekannte Konzepte kodierbar sind.

Welche Fragment der Merkmalstheorien sind entscheidbar?

Einige Resultate konnen der Literatur entnommen werden. So ist zum Beispiel
bekannt, da die existentiellen Fragmente von F, FT und CFT entscheidbar
sind. Jedoch ist nichts uber die volle Theorie von FT und CFT bekannt, und
es gibt nur partielle Resultate fur das existentielle Fragment von RFT.

Beitrage der Arbeit
Die Hauptresultate der Arbeit sind folgende:

 Wir zeigen, da die regularen Pfadausdrucke in der Signatur von RFT in F

de nierbar sind. Damit konnen alle RFT-Formeln in eine aquivalente F-Formel
ubersetzt werden (fur FT und CFT wurden diese Resultate bereits in [Tre93]
gezeigt). Desweitern zeigen wir, da wichtige in der Literatur eingefuhrte Relationen in F de nierbar sind.

iv
Eine wichtige Klasse von Relationen, die in F kodiert werden konnen, sind
solche, die mit Hilfe von de nite A quivalenzen de nierbar sind. De nite A quivalenzen wurden in [Smo93] eingefuhrt. Sie dienen dazu, Relationen in der Art
und Weise zu de nieren, wie es im logischen Programmieren ublich ist [Cla78,
Smo93]. Daneben konnen auch die von den constraint-basierten Grammatikformalismen her bekannten Typsysteme in de nite A quivalenzen ubersetzt werden.

 Wir stellen eine Axiomatisierung der Merkmalstheorien fur FT und CFT auf.

Da unsere Theorien vollstandig sind, folgt daraus die Entscheidbarkeit dieser
Theorien. Desweiteren zeigen wir, da auch die Merkmalsgraphinterpretation
von FT ein Modell der FT-Axiomatisierung ist. Dies bedeutet, das beide Standardinterpretationen genau die gleiche Semantik fur FT liefern.

 Wir zeigen, da das Erfullbarkeitsproblem fur Konjunktionen von regularen

Pfadausdrucken entscheidbar ist. Dabei betrachten wir zunachst eine Formel
als erfullbar, falls sie in irgendeiner Interpetation von RFT erfullbar ist (die
nicht notwendigerweise unsere Standardinterpretation sein mu). Dies wurde
in [KM88, BBN+93] als ein o enes Problem beschrieben. Desweiteren zeigen
wir, da die Standardinterpretation von RFT kanonisch fur dieses Problem ist
(das heit, eine Konjunktion von regularen Pfadausdrucken ist erfullbar, falls
sie in der Standardinterpretation von RFT erfullbar ist). Damit ist auch gezeigt,
da das positive existentielle Fragment der Theorie der Standardinterpretation
von RFT entscheidbar ist.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis investigates the formal foundations of feature descriptions, which are
partial descriptions, by means of functional attributes called features, of abstract
record-like objects. Feature descriptions originated in the late seventies with so-called
constraint-based grammars [Kay79, KB82, Shi86], a by now popular family of declarative grammar formalisms for the description and processing of natural language.
More recently, the use of feature descriptions in constraint programming languages
has been advocated and studied [AKN86, AKN89, AKP93, AKPS94, ST94]. Figure 1.1 gives an example of a feature description. One of the main operations de ned
on feature descriptions is uni cation, which takes two feature descriptions and yields
either a failure, if the feature descriptions contain con icting information, or a feature
description that combines the information from both input descriptions.
One of the main problems addressed in the literature is to provide an appropriate
semantics for feature descriptions (and for various extensions of feature descriptions)
as well as for the uni cation operation. There have been many diverging approach-

2
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Figure 1.1: An example of a feature description. It can be interpreted as a person
which works at home.
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es to formalising feature descriptions (see sections 1.2 and 1.3). This thesis takes a
clear position: following [Joh88, Smo88], we consider feature descriptions and their
extensions as formulae in speci c rst-order languages. The semantics for feature
descriptions is provided by a feature theory, which is a set of closed formulae (sentences) having at least one model. Uni cation is interpreted as an operation testing
the satis ability of conjunctions of feature descriptions.
In this thesis we will investigate several existing feature description languages. For
the de nition of the corresponding feature theories we apply a standard rst-order
logic method which was used only recently by [BS93a, AKPS94, ST94] in the context
of feature descriptions. Given a feature description language L, we interpret L over
the xed domain of feature trees resulting in a rst-order structure TL (henceforth
called the standard interpretation of L). Then we take the feature theory for L to
be the set of sentences valid in TL (called the theory of TL). This approach has the
advantage that it is fairly intuitive. Furthermore, it yields a complete theory (i.e.,
for every L-sentence , either  or : is contained in theory of TL).
Feature trees are trees where the edges are labelled by features and the leaves are
labelled by atoms. The labelling is functional, that is, the direct subtrees of a feature
tree are uniquely determined by the features of the edges leading to them. The names
of features and atoms are taken out of a common in nite set of labels L. Formally,
a feature tree is a pair consisting of a pre x-closed subset D of L together with a
total mapping  of the leaves of D (i.e., the set of elements p in D with the property
that there is no feature f such that pf is in D) into L. Examples of feature trees are
listed in Figure 1.2. The elements of L are called paths.
Our feature description languages are rst-order languages which do not contain
proper function symbols, but contain for every symbol of L a corresponding constant
symbol. As described above, every language is associated with a standard interpretation whose domain is the set of all feature trees. In this interpretation, the
constant symbols are interpreted as atomic feature trees (i.e., as feature trees having no subtrees). In particular, we will consider the following languages (and their
corresponding standard interpretations) in this thesis:
FT: The signature of FT contains a unary predicate symbol atom, and for every
symbol in L a binary relation symbol. A feature constraint xfy with f 2 L
holds in the standard interpretation of FT i y is the subtree of x under the
feature f , and atom(x) holds if x denotes an atomic feature tree. This language
was introduced in [BS93a, AKPS94] with minor di erences and contains the
descriptional primitives used in every feature description language. Hence, we
call this language the basic feature description language.

3
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Figure 1.2: Examples of Feature Trees.
CFT: The signature of CFT is the signature of FT extended by a unary predicate
symbol for every nite subset of L. An arity constraint xff1; : : :; fng is true
in the standard interpretation of CFT if x has exactly f1; : : :; fn as features
under its root. This language permits the speci cation of complete information
for some variable x by specifying the arity of x and the subtrees of x under
the features listed in the arity of x. As we will show, this is not possible in the
language of FT (the feature descriptions in FT are inherently partial). CFT was
introduced in a slightly di erent form by [ST94] and combines the expressive
power of FT with Colmerauer's rational tree constraint system RT for Prolog-II.
The next two languages generalise the feature constraints in FT to subtree relations
in two di erent ways, providing additional expressivity:
RFT: The signature of RFT contains, for every regular expression L over the alphabet L, a binary relation symbol. A regular path expression xLy holds in the
standard interpretation of RFT if y is the subtree of x under some path p, where
p is an element of the regular set of paths denoted by L. Using this language,
it is now possible to specify properties of arbitrarily deep subtrees, where the
paths leading to the subtrees can be restricted by a regular expression. Regular
path expressions were introduced as \functional uncertainty" by [KZ88, KM88]
for handling long-distance phenomena in the context of the grammar formalism
LFG [KB82].
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F: Beside the constant symbols, the signature of F contains only a ternary relation
symbol []. A generalised feature constraint x[y]z is true in the standard
interpretation of F if y denotes an atomic feature tree and z is the subtree of x
under the feature f , where f is the label of the atomic feature tree denoted by
y. In this language, features are now rst class objects (i.e., it is now possible
to quantify over features). Feature descriptions with rst class features have
been considered in [Joh88, Tre93].
Note that for the basic feature description language FT, the literature has mainly
employed a di erent standard interpretation (see [Smo88, Smo92]). The domain of
this standard interpretation consists of feature graphs, which are directed, labelled
graphs with edges labelled by features.
To obtain a well-investigated theory for these languages, we address the following
questions in our thesis:

Are feature trees an adequate domain for feature descriptions?

More precisely, how does our feature theory for the basic feature description
language FT relate to the theory we obtain if we use the feature graph interpretation of this language?

What is the expressivity of the di erent languages?

Here, it is interesting both to compare the languages each other and to consider
whether the languages are expressive enough to encode additional concepts from
the literature.

Which fragments of the feature theories are decidable?

A number of results from the literature apply to this concern. For example, it
is known that the existential fragments of FT, CFT and F are decidable, and
that the full theory of F is undecidable. But there is nothing known about the
full theory of FT and CFT, and only partial results have been obtained for the
existential fragment of RFT.

Concerning the question of the expressivity of feature description languages, only minor results can be found in the literature, and they are (with a few exceptions) stated
only informally. There does not even exist a xed de nition for the expressivity of
a feature description language. Using the domain of feature trees for the interpretation of the feature description languages, however, we obtain a simple de nition of
expressivity, using a standard rst-order technique. The expressivity of a language L
is de ned as the set of relations on feature trees that are de nable by L-formulae. An

1.1. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS THESIS
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n-ary relation R over feature trees is said to be de nable in L if there is an L-formula
(x1; : : :; xn) with x1; : : :; xn as free variables such that the set of tuples of feature
trees (1; : : :; n) satisfying  in the standard interpretation TL of L is exactly R.
Using this de nition of expressivity, we follow the work of [Tre93], who showed that
the languages FT and CFT are less expressive than F. Note we can use such a simple
de nition of expressivity since we interpret all the languages over the same domain
of feature trees. This is a strong indication that the approach of de ning a feature
theory via a standard interpretation is fruitful and should be carried over to other
languages.

1.1 Contribution of this Thesis
The main results of the thesis are the following:

 We show that the descriptive primitives of RFT are de nable in F. Together

with the results of [Tre93], this implies that every FT-, CFT- and RFT-formula
can be translated into an equivalent F-formula. Furthermore, we show that
important additional relations considered in the literature are also de nable in
F.
A particularly important class of relations are those that can be described using de nite equivalences over F. De nite equivalences over arbitrary constraint
languages are introduced in [Smo93] and provide a machinery for de ning all
recursive relations. Given a set R of relation symbols that are not part of the
signature of F, an equivalence

R(x1; : : :; xn) $ D(x1; : : : ; xn)
with R 2 R is called de nite if D has at most x1; : : :; xn as free variables and
D is an element of the class of all formulae generated by the production rule

D; D0 ::= R(t1; : : :; tn) j D ^ D0 j D _ D0 j 9xD j ;
where  denotes a F-formula. The following de nition of a feature tree representation of lists and the corresponding append relation is an example of a set
of de nite equivalences:
:
list(x) $ x = nil
_ 9y(xf1; 2g ^ x[2]y ^ list(y))
:
:
app(x; y; z ) $ x = nil ^ y = z

6
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_ 9u; v; v0(x[1]u ^ z[1]u ^
x[2]v ^ z[2]v0 ^ app(v; y; v0));
A model of a set of de nite equivalences is an interpretation of the extended
language which is a conservative extension of the standard interpretation of F
and which satis es the equivalences. Note that a set of de nite equivalences
does not necessarily de ne a unique model, but there always exists a least and a
greatest model (see [Smo93]). In the above example, the interpretation of list
in the least model contains all representations of nite lists, whereas in the
greatest model the representations of cyclic and in nite lists are also included.
De nite equivalences are important since they allow to de ne relations in the
way they are de ned by logic programs. A set of de nite clauses P can be translated into an equivalent set of de nite equivalences [Cla78, Smo93], whose least
model is the model of P de ned by the operational semantics of logic programming. Furthermore, type systems as used for processing modern constraintbased grammars can be translated into de nite equivalences [Bac95b]. Here,
both the least and the greatest model are viewed as the intended semantics.
In general, adding the concept of de nite equivalences to a given language L
enlarges the expressivity of L. We show in this thesis that F is expressive enough
even to encode relations de nable by the least model of a set of de nite equivalences, and, under certain conditions, also the ones de nable by the greatest
model. Note that no feature description language having this expressivity was
previously known. Since most of the relations used in applications are de nable
via de nite equivalences, this implies that F is a universal feature description
language.

 We present an axiomatisation of the theories of FT and CFT. Since our feature

theories are complete, this implies that we inherit a decision procedure for valid
FT- and CFT-formulae from predicate calculus. This is by no means trivial,
since until [BS93a], no complete and decidable feature theory was known.
Furthermore, we show that the feature graph interpretation of FT is also a
model of the FT-axiomatisation. Since all models of a complete theory are
elementarily equivalent, this implies that for the basic feature description language FT both the feature tree and the feature graph interpretation yield the
same theory. We will show that the theories of the feature tree interpretation
and the feature graph interpretation of CFT di er. As [ST94] stated, one can
translate every formula  in Colmerauer's rational tree constraint system RT
into a CFT-formula such  is valid in the tree interpretation of RT (the stan-

1.1. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS THESIS
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dard interpretation of RT) i is valid in feature tree interpretation of CFT.
This does not hold for the feature graph interpretation of CFT.
Our completeness proofs will exhibit simpli cation algorithms for the theories
of FT and CFT that compute for every feature description an equivalent solved
form from which the solutions of the description can be read o easily. For a
closed feature description the solved form is either > (which means that the
description is valid) or ? (which means that the description is invalid). For a
feature description with free variables the solved form is ? if and only if the
description is unsatis able. As a by-product, we can use the existence of the
solved form to investigate the properties of the theories. Thus, we can show
that FT is really less expressive than CFT, which is also a new result.
These results are partially published in [BS93a] and [Bac95a].

 We show that the satis ability problem for conjunctions of regular path expres-

sions is decidable (where we consider a formula satis able if it is satis able in
some interpretation of RFT, not necessarily our standard feature tree interpretation). This problem has remained open for a long time. Previously, there
were only a partial positive and a negative result for this problem. Kaplan
and Maxwell [KM88] showed that this problem is decidable, provided that a
certain acyclicity condition is met. Baader et al. [BBN+93] showed that this
problem becomes undecidable if we add unrestricted negation. It has, however,
remained an open problem as to whether satis ability of conjunctions of regular
path expressions is decidable in the absence of additional conditions (such as
acyclicity). We will show that this is indeed decidable, and furthermore, that
the feature tree model of RFT is canonical for satis ability (i.e., a conjunction
of regular path expressions is satis able if it is satis able in the standard model
of RFT). This implies that the positive existential fragment of the theory of
the standard interpretation of RFT is decidable.
Even for the fragment of non-cyclic formulae, our algorithm is an improvement
over the algorithm given in [KM88] since it allows for more exible control in
delaying the evaluation of complex regular path expressions. As [KM88] stated,
delaying the evaluation of regular path expressions is an important method of
gaining eciency.
This result is partially published in [Bac94].
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Overview
Chapter 2 de nes the domain of feature trees and some basic relations and functions
on feature trees. We then de ne the rst-order languages F, FT, CFT and RFT,
and introduce the standard interpretations of these languages and the corresponding
substructures consisting only of the rational feature trees. Chapter 3 investigates
the expressivity of our universal feature description language F. According to our
de nition of expressivity, we present for every n-ary relation R over feature trees,
which is encodable in F, a formula (x1; : : : ; xn) (called explicit de nition for R)
whose denotation in the standard interpretation is R. Interestingly, we can use the
same de nitions if we restrict the relations to the set of rational trees and replace
the standard interpretation by its substructure consisting only of the rational feature
trees. Chapter 4 presents axiomatisations of the theories of the standard interpretation of FT and CFT and proves their completeness. We show that the feature graph
interpretation of FT is also a model of the axiomatisation of the theory of FT. Furthermore, we show that FT is really less expressive than CFT. Chapter 5 shows that
the satis ability problem for conjunction of regular path expressions is decidable.
Furthermore, we show that the feature tree interpretation of RFT is canonical for
satis ability (i.e., a conjunction of regular path expressions of satis able if and only
if its is satis able in the feature tree interpretation). Thus, the positive existential
fragment of the theory of RFT is decidable.

1.2 Feature Descriptions in Constraint Programming
Feature descriptions are used in several constraint programming languages, where the
main representatives are the languages LIFE [AKP93, AK93, MAK90], which is a constraint logic programming language with functions and inheritance, and Oz [HSW93,
HSW95, Smo94a, Smo94c, Smo94b, Smo94d], which is a higher-order object-oriented
concurrent constraint programming language. Others languages using feature descriptions are Le Fun [AKLN87, AKN89] and Login [AKN86].
The logical sublanguages of both LIFE and Oz are strongly in uenced by the constraint logic programming scheme of Ja ar and Lassez [JL87]. In this scheme, Prolog's
rst-order constructor terms are replaced by a constraint system (i.e., a constraint
language together with a class of interpretations), and the uni cation operation of
Prolog is replaced by a satis ability test of conjunctions of formulae in the constraint
language. Hohfeld and Smolka [HS88] generalise the constraint logic programming
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scheme to de nite speci cations over arbitrary constraint languages. If the constraint
language is closed under conjunction and renaming of the variables, then both the
operational and declarative semantics can be de ned in a uniform way.
Oz is also in uenced by Saraswat's concurrent constraint programming scheme [SR90,
Sar91]. To illustrate the principle of this scheme, we de ne concurrent agents to be
expressions of the form
if  then else 0;
where , and 0 are formulae in the constraint language.  is called the guard of
the agent. The agents live in a context, which itself is just another formula  of the
constraint language. For reducing an agent in some context one has to test whether
the context entails or disentails the guard in the underlying constraint system. A
formula  entails a formula  if in every interpretation of the constraint system,
every valuation satisfying  also satis es . If the context  entails the guard  of the
above agent, then is conjoined to the context. If  disentails  (i.e., entails :),
then 0 is conjoined to the context. Otherwise, the agent is suspended. It will be
reawoken if the evaluation of other agents changes the context.
The main motivation for using feature descriptions in these languages is that they
provide the notion of a record, familiar from programming languages such as Pascal, as a basic datatype, in a natural and exible way. LIFE uses open records
(i.e., records whose arity is not xed), whereas Oz uses closed records with xed
arity. This is also re ected by the fact that the basic constraint language of LIFE
is similar to FT, whereas Oz uses CFT as basic constraint language. Oz also incorporates extensions of CFT, but the evaluation of these additional constraints is
delayed until enough information has been gathered to transform these constraints
into corresponding CFT-constraints. Besides the satis ability test on conjunctions of
constraints (which is delayed in the case of Oz for eciency reasons), the entailment
test is another important operation used in these languages.
The exibility of feature descriptions arises from the fact that they allow for partial
descriptions. A good example for this exibility is the language CFT, which combines
the expressivity of FT and RT. The following examples are taken from [ST94]. Given
an RT-formula 
x = point(y; z);
we can translate  into the following equivalent CFT-formula:

x sort point ^ xfsort ; 1; 2g ^ x 1 y ^ x 2 z:
But CFT has more expressive power than RT. It is possible to express within CFT
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that a record has some feature without specifying others. A description of the form

x colour y
just states that x has a colour feature, but it does not disallow other features such as
shape, size or position. If the language has a nite signature, the description above
can be de ned in RT by a disjunction of the form

x = circle (: : : ; y; : : :) _ x = triangle (: : :; y; : : :) _ : : :
enumerating all constructors for which a colour feature is appropriate. But the
computational behaviour of this disjunction is much worse than that of the single
constraint x colour y. In the case of an in nite signature (which we consider here),
such a single feature constraint is not de nable in RT (since it would correspond to
an in nite disjunction).

Related Work
Historically, the formal foundation for feature descriptions in constraint programming
languages started with the work of Hassan At-Kaci [AK86], who introduced the term calculus. -terms are equivalence classes of feature descriptions that are closed
under consistent variable renaming. Later, [Smo92] considered feature descriptions as
formulae in a rst-order language and introduced feature graphs as an interpretation
for feature descriptions which is canonical for satis ability (i.e., a feature description
is satis able if it is satis able in the feature graph interpretation). He also provided
a translation of At-Kaci -terms into his language.
The languages FT and CFT were introduced in [AKPS94] and [ST94], respectively.
Each de ned the corresponding feature theory via an axiomatisation which is very
similar to the axiomatisation of the standard interpretation of the language as presented in this thesis (in fact, the axiomatisation in [AKPS94] was taken from [BS93a]).
But they didn't address the problem of proving completeness of their axiomatisations.
And each presented a decision procedure for fragments of these theories, namely an
incremental algorithm for testing simultaneously entailment and disentailment of possibly existentially quanti ed conjunctions of constraints. Since the class of interpretations of these languages are determined by a theory, we can reformulate the notion
of entailment. A formula  entails a formula in some theory T (written  j=T )
i
T j= 8~( ! );
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and disentails i

T j= 8~( ! : ):
Furthermore, both prove the independence property. A theory T satis es the independence property if for all formulae ; 1; : : : ; n in the positive existential fragment
of the language of T ,

j=T 1 _ : : : _ n () 9i : j=T i:
If a theory T satis es the independence property, then an algorithm for testing entailment and disentailment in T can be used for deciding the existential fragment of
T.
Since we can decide the full theories of FT and CFT, it is clear that both the entailment and disentailment test can be performed using our simpli cation algorithms for
these theories. But the ones in [AKPS94] and [ST94] are more ecient since they
are optimised for this purpose. On the other hand, these algorithm apply only to a
very limited fragment. A simple example that is not covered by these algorithms is
to test whether
xfc1 ^ xgc2
is entailed by
9y1; y2(xfy1 ^ xgy2 ^ y1 6= y2):
This can be decided using our simpli cations algorithm.
The languages FT and CFT were introduced in [AKPS94] and [ST94] with a slightly
di erent signature. Their signatures didn't contain the constant symbols and the
predicate symbol atom, but used sort symbols instead. Sorts are unary predicate
symbols which are interpreted as disjoint sets. Both also considered feature trees,
which were de ned slightly di erently because of the di erent signature. Their feature
trees had labels at every node (whereas our feature trees bear label only at the leaves).
The denotation of a sort symbol A in the feature tree interpretation is exactly the
set of all feature trees having the root labelled with A. Their results can easily be
adapted for our signature.
We changed the signature in order to gain a bit more expressivity. Sorts can be
expressed in our languages by introducing a new feature sort and a new constant
symbol for each sort symbol, and by replacing a sort constraint of the form Ax (in
pre x notation) with the constraint

x sort A:
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In our signature, we can express the fact that two variables share the same sort,
without knowing the sort:

x sort xS ^ atom(xS ) ^ y sort yS ^ atom(yS ):
This implies that we have sorts as rst class values, which is not true of the signatures
used in [AKPS94, ST94].
A complete axiomatisation for Colmerauer's rational tree system RT over an in nite
signature was given in [Mah88]. Our completeness proofs for the languages FT and
CFT have the same overall structure used in [Mah88]. However, Maher's proof depends heavily on the structure of rst-order terms, since it uses substitutions. This
is not appropriate in our case since we are using a relational language. A complete
axiomatisation for RT over a nite signature is given in [Mah88, CL89].
A di erent completeness proof for CFT is presented in [BT94], where EhrenfeuchtFrasse games are used. The method is semantic, in showing that all models of
CFT are elementarily equivalent (i.e., make the same sentences valid), which immediately implies that CFT is complete. This yields a trivial decision method for
CFT-sentences, by enumerating all consequences of CFT. Given an arbitrary sentence , the enumeration will produce either  or : since CFT is complete. On
the other hand, this thesis employs a proof theoretic method in showing explicitly
that for every sentence , either  or : is valid in CFT. Both methods have their
merits. The proof in [BT94] is shorter (though similar problems arise in handling
inequations), while the proof in this thesis presents a decision method for validity.
Another closely related work is the one by Treinen [Tre93], who introduced the languages F (again with sort symbols instead of constants) and EF, which is F extended
with arity constraints as used in CFT. Treinen also de ned the standard interpretation of feature trees for these languages. Since arity constraints are de nable in F,
the expressivity of F and EF is the same. But this is only true if we consider the full
rst-order theory. For the existential fragment, these theories clearly di er. Treinen
showed that the existential fragment of the theory of the feature tree interpretation of
EF is decidable. Furthermore, he proved that the full theory of F is undecidable. In
contrast with our work, Treinen was not concerned with showing that F is a universal
feature description language.
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1.3 Feature Descriptions and Constraint-Based
Grammars
In the last decade, a family of grammar formalisms has become popular which is subsumed under the term constraint-based grammar formalisms. These formalisms have
in common that they use feature descriptions for modelling linguistic entities such
as words, phrases and sentences. Some of the most widely used grammar models in
formal theoretical linguistics such as LFG [KB82], FTAG [VSJ88] and HPSG [PS87]
employ constraint-based formalisms. One of the main advantages of such formalisms
is that they provide a declarative representation of linguistic knowledge, i.e. the linguistic knowledge can be stated independently from the way it is processed. This has
important impact on grammar engineering in computational linguistics. For example, the time for developing a sizeable grammar in these formalisms is usually much
less than in other formalisms. Because of the declarative semantics of the formalism,
constraint-based grammars exhibit a higher potential for reusability (see for example [RJ94]). For this reason, European-Union-funded projects involving grammar
development have adopted constraint-based grammar formalisms [Eur94].
The motivation for using feature descriptions as representation formalism in constraintbased grammar formalism is stated in [PS87, page 7]:
\In all these formalisms and theories, linguistic objects are analysed in
terms of partial information structures which mutually constrain possible
collections of phonological structure, syntactic structure, semantic content
and contextual factors in actual linguistic situations. Such objects are in
essence data structures which specify values for attributes; their capability
to bear information of non-trivial complexity arises from their potential
for recursive embedding : : : and structure-sharing : : : ."
To summarise, important attributes of feature descriptions are declarativity, partiality and the capability of describing nested structured objects. They allow for structure
sharing via coreferences and a uniform representation of di erent levels of linguistic
knowledge.
In the following, we give a detailed example of the use of feature descriptions in
constraint-based grammars. We start with an example of annotated context-free
rules (phrase structure rules) as used in the PATR-II [SUP+83, Shi89, Shi92] or
LFG [KB82] formalisms. These annotations further restrict the set of derivations
that are licenced by some grammar rule. Figure 1.3 shows a small grammar for
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(R1)

S ! NP VP
xNP agr z ^ xVP agr z

(R2)

VP ! V NP
xVP agr z ^ xV agr z

(R3)

V ! loves
xV agr z ^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd ;

(R4)

NP ! Mary
xNP agr z ^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd ;

(R5)

NP ! John
xNP agr z ^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd ;

Figure 1.3: A small grammar
English. A rule of the form

S ! NP VP
xNP agr z ^ xVP agr z
consists of the context-free rule S ! NP VP , which is annotated by the feature
description xNP agr z ^ xVP agr z, where xNP , xVP and z are logical variables.
Derivations are described over annotated phrase structures. A phrase structure is a
labelled, ordered tree. An annotated phrase structure consists of a phrase structure,
a feature description and an association of the non-terminal nodes of the phrase
structure with the free variables in the feature descriptions. We indicate that some
non-terminal node of a phrase structure is associated with the variable x by writing
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(! x) to the right of this node. An example of an annotated phrase structure is
S (! xS )
NP (! xNP )

VP (! xVP )

V (! xV ) NP (! x0NP )
Mary

loves

xVP agr z ^ xV agr z ^ xNP agr z
^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd
^ x0NP agr z0
^ z0 pers sg ^ z0 num 3rd :

John

Here, Mary, loves and John are the terminal nodes. When a rule is applied to some
leaf of an annotated phrase structure, then the phrase structure is expanded according
to the context-free part of the grammar rule. The variable on the left-hand side of
the rule is identi ed with the variable associated with the expanded node, and all
other variables of this feature description are consistently renamed to new variables.
The resulting feature description is added conjunctively to the feature description of
the initial annotated phrase structure. Thus, applying the rule (R2) to
S (! xS )
NP (! xNP )

VP (! xVP )

xNP agr z ^ xVP agr z
^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd

John

yields
S (! xS )
NP (! xNP )
John

VP (! xVP )

VP (! xVP ) NP (! x0NP )

xNP agr z ^ xVP agr z
^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd
^ xVP agr z0 ^ xV agr z0:

Note that the feature description associated with the result can be simpli ed to
xNP agr z ^ xVP agr z ^ xV agr z ^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd . An annotated phrase
structure is licenced by a grammar if it can be generated by applying the grammar
rules as described above and if the associated feature description is satis able.
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In some modern grammar formalisms, which are in uenced by the work on of the
grammar theory HPSG (Pollard and Sag [PS87, PS94]), a more radical approach is
taken by uniformly representing all linguistic data (including the phrase structure)
within feature descriptions. Since phrase structures are ordered trees, the ordering
information must be represented explicity using lists of feature descriptions. A list
of feature trees (t1; : : :; tn) can be represented as a feature tree using the features 1
and 2 and the atom nil:
1

t1

1

2

2

t2

1

2
nil

(1.1)

tn
The clumsiness of list description using this encoding can easily be avoided using
some syntactic sugar. Thus, we write y = hx1; : : :; xni for
n^
?1
:
9y1 : : : yn(y = y1 ^ yn 2 nil ^ yi 1 xi ^ yi 2 yi+1)
i=1

Using this representation of list, we can encode the information contained in an
annotated phrase structure within feature descriptions. Here, we use the feature syn
to denote the non-terminal symbol associated with the phrase structure, the feature
phon to denote the string of terminals covered by the phrase structure, and the
feature dtrs to list the phrase structures which occur directly under the root. Using
this encoding, the annotated phrase structure
VP (! xVP )
V (! xV ) NP (! x0NP )
loves

John

xVP agr z ^ xV agr z
^ z pers sg ^ z num 3rd
^ x0NP agr z0
^ z0 pers sg ^ z0 num 3rd :

is translated into the following feature description (where we use matrix notation for
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better readability):
2
66 syn : VP
66 phon : hloves Johni
2
3
66
66 agr : z = 4 pers : sg 5
66
num : 3rd
66
3
2
66
syn
:
V
66
*
66 dtrs : 666 phon : hloves i 777
75
64
66
4
agr : z

2
3
syn
:
NP
66
77+
66 phon : hJohn i
7
2
3 777
; 66
64 agr : 4 pers : sg 5 75
num : 3rd

3
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
5

After the encoding of annotated phrase structure is established, the question arises
as to how to transform the grammar listed in Figure 1.3. First note that we can read
a grammar rule such as (R1) as a recipe for building an annotated phrase structure
with top-symbol VP , given phrase structures for a V and an NP . Conversely, we
know that every phrase structure labelled with VP must have a V followed by an
NP since there is only one rule having VP at the lefthand side. This implies that
the set of feature trees satisfying the feature descriptions of a verb phrase RVP can
be described by the formula
RVP (x) $ x syn VP
(1.2)
^ 9y; z( 9z0(x dtrs z0 ^ z0 = hy; zi) ^
RV (y) ^ RNP (z) ^ 9u(x agr u ^ y agr u)
9u1; u2; u3(x phon u1 ^ y phon u2 ^ z phon u3 ^ app(u2; u3; u1)));
where RV and RNP are unary predicates denoting the feature trees representing V s
and NP s, respectively; VP is an atom symbol; and app is the append relation on the
feature tree representation of lists as de ned on page 5. Note that the de nition for
RVP is a de nite equivalence.
Using this formalisation of grammatical rules, parsing (and if we had added semantics in our examples also generation) can ideally be described as a pure deductive
process [Per83]. A sentence word1 : : : wordn is licenced by the grammar G if
9x; y(RS (x) ^ x phon y ^ y = hword1 : : : wordni)
is valid in all models of G (or valid in some model of G, depending on the intended
semantics of grammars).
In representations of grammatical rules (and/or grammatical principles; for a detailed discussion on the di erence of grammatical rules and grammatical principles
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see [PS87]) like (1.2), the relation symbols representing linguistic entities (such as
RVP etc.) are always unary predicates. Now there are quite a number of formalisations that are concerned with feature description languages that contain unary
predicate symbols in their signatures. In these formalisations, the unary predicate
symbols are called types, and the languages are called typed feature description languages. For example, both FT and CFT were introduced in [AKPS94] and [ST94] as
typed feature description languages (where the unary predicate symbols were called
sorts instead of types). But as the discussion in section 1.2 shows, these types can be
simulated using constants, and our versions of FT and CFT are even more expressive.
Based on typed feature descriptions, the concept of type systems played an important
in the literature on constraint-based grammar formalisms ([AK86, EZ90b, EZ90a,
Pol89, PM90, Smo92, AKPG93, Car92, Zaj92, KS94]) since they allow for a direct
encoding of grammatical principles as de ned in the grammar theory HPSG [PS87,
PS94]. A type system consists of a partial order on the type symbols de ning type
inheritance and a set of type de nitions of the form

T (x) := (x);
where T is a type symbol and  is a typed feature description. The ordering is interpreted as the subset relation on the sets denoted by the types, and a type de nition
T (x) := (x) restricts the denotation of T to the set of all elements x satisfying
(x). But as [Bac95b] shows, type systems can be translated into de nite equivalences, and the intended interpretation for type systems is the greatest model of the
resulting set of de nite equivalences. Retrospectively, one can say that the reason
for concentrating on the unary predicate symbols (types) is that the unary predicates model classes of linguistic entities (which are the objects of main interest in
constraint-based grammars). This focus might have been the reason that type systems and de nite equivalences have often been considered as di erent concepts. For
a detailed discussion of type systems, the interested reader is referred to [Kri95].
Many modern implementation of constraint-based grammar formalisms use type
systems. Furthermore, nearly all implementations provide a mechanism whose semantics can be described in terms of de nite equivalences. In the following, we
consider the systems ALE [Car92, Car94], TFS [Zaj92], CUF [DE91, DD93] and
TDL/UDiNe [BK93, KS94], which is a representative selection of advanced constraintbased grammar formalisms (descriptions of these and other implemented systems can
be found in [BKSU93]). Both TDL/UDiNe and TFS have type systems that allow
for arbitrary type de nitions, and grammatical principles can be de ned via type
de nitions. In TFS, the constraint solver is built in and parsing (or generation) must
be performed with the deductive system provided with the type system. Since in
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TDL/UDiNe the constraint-solver UDiNe is a separate component, it can also be used

for eciency reason together with a separated parser.
In ALE and CUF, the type systems allow only a restricted form of type de nition,
which is not sucient for de ning grammatical principles directly. Both systems instead provide a mechanism called de nite clauses over feature description languages.
The mechanism was introduced in [HS88] and generalises the constraint logic programming scheme of Ja ar and Lassez [JL87]. De nite clauses can be translated
into a set of de nite equivalences, where the intended semantics is the least model
of the resulting set of de nite equivalences [Smo93]. In CUF, these de nite clauses
can be used directly for de ning grammatical principles, while this is not possible in
ALE. The operational semantics used for the de nite clauses in ALE is adapted from
PROLOG, which is not the appropriate one for grammatical principles [Man93a].
For this reasons, ALE has a built in parser for annotated context-free rules, in which
grammatical principles can be speci ed.
Roughly speaking, the feature description languages used in the above-mentioned systems are syntactic variants of FT. Clearly, all systems handle the positive existential
fragment of FT. Furthermore, negated equations are handled by ALE, TDL/UDiNe
and CUF. UDiNe is (to our knowledge) the only implemented feature constraint solver
which also handles negation of feature description as de ned in [Smo92]. Given a conjunction of constraints  and a distinguished variable x which is free in , the negation
of  with respect to the variable x is de ned as
= :9(X ? fxg);
where X is the set of free variable of . UDiNe additionally uses a syntactic variant
of disjunction which appears in the literature under the name distributed disjunction
([Bac89, BEG90, DE89, DE90, MK89]). Distributed disjunction are disjunctions
which bear an additional tag, a name. An example of a feature description with
distributed disjunctions is
#
"
+
;
?
g
l
1
:
f
d
 = l2 : f 1 1; 2 g
d1
This feature description is equivalent to the disjunction of
#
#
"
"
l1 : + and l1 : ?
l2 : 2
l2 : 1
Note that the combinations
"
#
"
#
l1 : + and l1 : ?
l2 : 2
l2 : 1
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are not in the interpretation of . The advantages of distributed disjunctions are that
they allow for a very compact encoding of linguistic data and that they often avoid
expansion to disjunctive normal form during uni cation.

Related Work
There have been many di erent and diverging formalisations for feature descriptions.
Even for the basic feature description language which contains (roughly speaking)
the descriptive primitives of FT, there have been many di erent approaches besides
the predicate logic ones of [Joh88, Smo92]. Examples include the early work by
Kasper and Rounds [RK86, KR86, KR90] using a non-standard logic, and the multimodal logic approaches by [Rea91, BS93b] where every feature corresponds to a
modal operator. At least these approaches are comparable to each other. But for the
extensions to feature descriptions there are even more divergent approaches. Most
of the formalisations were custom-built, and nearly every time a new extension to
feature descriptions was proposed, a new formalisation was presented.
There was only one approach to building a more general feature theory (i.e., encoding di erent extensions in one single feature theory), namely that of Johnson [Joh91,
Joh94], who used Schon nkel-Bernays' formulae for the formalisation of feature descriptions. Schon nkel-Bernays' formulae are of the form

9x1; : : : ; xn8y1; : : :; ym
where  is a quanti er-free formula. For this class of formulae, the satis ability
problem is known to be decidable. But this approach is restricted to decidable extensions of feature descriptions, while we also want to encode undecidable extensions
such as de nite equivalences. Furthermore, regular path expression and subsumption
constraints are not expressible within the Schon nkel-Bernays' fragment (see [Joh94,
page 10]), although they are expressible in the feature description language F. Hence,
no other feature description language presented in the literature has an expressivity
comparable to F. For this reason, we call F a universal feature description language.
The notion of completeness as de ned for FT and CFT is di erent from the notion of completeness considered in related work by Kasper and Rounds [KR90] and
Moss [Mos92]. These authors study logical equivalence for rooted and quanti er-free
feature descriptions and give complete equational axiomatisations of the respective
congruence relations. In contrast, we are concerned with a much larger class of possibly quanti ed feature descriptions. Moreover, exploiting the power of predicate logic,
we are not committed to any particular model or any particular deductive system,
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but instead prove a result that implies that any complete proof system for Predicate
Logic will be complete for proving equivalence of feature descriptions with respect to
any model of our feature theories for FT and CFT.
The complexity of the simpli cation algorithms is too high for use in a grammar
formalism. But one could use the algorithms to decide general properties of a grammar, where the complexity is not relevant. For example, one can check with our
simpli cation algorithms whether a grammatical rule is super uous by virtue of being subsumed by another rule. For example, consider the two annotated context-free
rules
(R1) NT ! NT 1 : : : NT n
1
and
(R2) NT ! NT 1 : : : NT n
2
where NT ; NT 1; : : : ; NT n are non-terminal symbols and 1 and 2 are the annotated feature descriptions. If 1 entails 2 (i.e., every valuation of satisfying 1 also
satis es 2), then R1 is super uous and can be removed, since in every derivation the
application of rule R1 can be replaced by an application of rule R2. We have used
annotated context-free rules in this example for reasons of simplicity, but a similar
test can be performed for formalisms where the phrase structure is encoded in feature
descriptions. Now if the feature descriptions make use of negated equations as in the
example given in section 1.2, page 11, the known algorithm for testing entailment
in FT and CFT (see [AKPS94] and [ST94], respectively) cannot be used. The use
of such negated equation for constraint-based grammars is, for example, considered
in [Car92].
As mentioned, a partial result for the satis ability problem of conjunction of regular
path constraints was obtained in [KM88]. They showed that the satis ability problem for conjunctive formulae containing regular path expression is decidable if an
acyclicity condition is met. But it cannot be guaranteed that the acyclicity condition
is maintained during the application of their algorithm for testing satis ability.
Solving the satis ability problem for cyclic descriptions containing regular path expressions requires a non-trivial extension of the algorithm described in [KM88]. Their
algorithm uses a set of simpli cation rules that transforms a feature description into
a normal form, from which satis ability can be read o trivially. If the acyclicity
condition is met, the rule system is terminating. But in the case of cyclic descriptions, termination cannot be guaranteed anymore. This is inherent to the problem.
We solved the problem in this thesis by introducing a quasi-terminating rule system
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(see [Der87]). A rule system is quasi-terminating if it is not terminating, but produces
only nitely many di erent results. To achieve a quasi-terminating rule system we
had to translate the problem into a new syntax that enabled us to delay subproblems
whose evaluation would cause an in nite number of results.
To see some possible application of regular path expressions, we brie y recall an example that is given in Kaplan and Maxwell [KM88, page 1]. Consider the topicalized
sentence
Mary, John telephoned yesterday:
Using s as a variable denoting the whole sentence, the LFG-like clause

s topic x ^ s obj x
speci es that in s, Mary should be interpreted as the object of the relation telephoned.
The sentence could be extended by introducing additional complement predicates, e.g.
in sentences like Mary, John claimed that Bill telephoned; Mary, John claimed that
Bill said that : : : Henry telephoned yesterday; : : : . For this family of sentences the
clauses s topic x ^ s (comp obj ) x, s topic x ^ s (comp comp obj ) x and so on would
be appropriate; specifying all possibilities would yield an in nite disjunction. This
changes if we make use of regular path expressions, allowing the above to be speci ed
as the single clause
s topic x ^ s comp obj x:

Chapter 2
First-order Languages over
Feature Trees
In this chapter, we de ne feature trees and some basic functions and relations on
feature trees. We then introduce various rst-order languages, consider the corresponding feature tree interpretations and their substructures consisting only of the
rational trees. We close this chapter by discussing some properties of these languages.
Furthermore, we summarise the decidability and undecidability results that either can
be taken out of the literature or will be proven in this thesis.

2.1 Basic De nitions for Feature Trees
Throughout the thesis we assume a xed, countable in nite set L of labels, over
which the set of feature trees is de ned.1 The labels are used for labelling both the
edges and the leaves of feature trees. A nite string p 2 L of labels is called a path,
where  denotes the empty path. A tree domain is a nonempty set D  L of paths
that is pre x-closed, i.e., if pq 2 D, then p 2 D. Note that every tree domain
contains the empty path . Given a tree domain D, we de ne leaves(D) to be the set
of maximal paths of D, i.e.,
leaves(D) := fp 2 L j 8f 2 L : pf 62 Dg

De nition 2.1 (Feature Tree) A feature tree is a pair  = (D; ), where D is a
tree domain and  is a total function : leaves(D) ! L.
1In the rest of the thesis, we assume that L contains the following symbols: 0, 1, 2, nil and .
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The paths in D represent the nodes of the tree; the empty path represents its root;
and  represents the labelling of the leaves of . The letters  and  will always
denote feature trees. The set of all feature trees is denoted by T . For convenience,
we will identify the primitive feature trees of the form (fg; f(; a)g) with the symbol
a itself. These feature trees are called atoms.
A feature tree  = (D; ) is called nite [in nite] if its domain D is nite [in nite].
A label f 2 L is called a feature in some feature tree  = (D; ) if it labels some
edge of , i.e., there is some path p 2 L such that pf 2 D. The set of all features of
a tree  is denoted by features().
Our de nition of feature trees di ers slightly from the de nition given in [AKPS94,
BS93a]. In our case, only the leaves of feature trees are labelled, whereas the feature
trees in [AKPS94, BS93a] have labels at every node (called sorts). This form of
feature trees can easily be simulated in our setting using a special feature sort.
The subtree p?1  of a feature tree  = (D; ) at a path p 2 D is the feature tree
(D0; 0) de ned by

D0 = fq j pq 2 Dg and 0 = f(q; a) j (pq; a) 2 g:
If it is convenient, we will also sometimes write subtreeAt(; p;  ) if p?1  =  . A
feature tree  is called a subtree of a feature tree  (written subtree(;  )) if  is a
subtree of  at some path p 2 D, and a direct subtree if in addition p = f for some
feature f .

De nition 2.2 (Rational Feature Tree) A feature tree  = (D; ) is called rational if

1.  has only nitely many distinct subtrees, and
2.  is nitely branching (i.e., for every p 2 D, the set ff 2 L j pf 2 Dg is
nite).

Note that for every rational feature tree  = (D; ) there exist nitely many features
f1; : : : ; fn such that D  ff1; : : : ; fng.
A very important notion is the one of the arity of a feature tree, which is the set of
features that occur directly under the root of a feature tree. We write arity() = F if
F  L is the arity of . Clearly, the arity of a feature tree  is the intersection of the
tree domain of  with the set of labels L. All atoms have the arity ;, and conversely,
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a feature tree with arity ; is an atom. Note that if two feature trees have the same
non-empty arity and the same subtrees at the corresponding features, then they are
equal. This does not hold for the empty arity, since all atoms have the arity ;.
The following functions and partial orders have been considered in the literature on
feature descriptions. Although we will not make use of them in the rest of this thesis
(except that we are showing that these operations can be de ned in our universal
feature theory), we de ne them here since they are natural concepts, and since they
have important applications.
The rst function is adjoinAt. It is used for adjoining a feature tree  to a given
feature tree  at some feature f . The resulting feature tree 0 = adjoinAt(; f;  ) has
the feature f de ned under its root, and the subtree of 0 at f is  . Except f , 0 has
the same features as , and the same subtrees at the corresponding features. Thus,
adjoinAt(; f;  ) replaces the subtree of  at f by  if f 2 arity(), and adds the
feature f with  as the corresponding subtree if f 62 arity(). Note that adjoining a
feature to an atom implies that the label of the atom gets lost.
This function was introduced in [HSW95, Smo94b] in the context of the Oz-system
(for the description of the Oz-language and the underlying concepts see also [HSW93,
Smo94a, Smo94c, Smo94d]), where an important application of adjoinAt is inheritance of objects. In Oz, the method table of an object is represented as a record
(where the method names are the features, and the values are the actual methods).
If an object inherits from another object, then the method table of the inheriting
object is derived from the method table of the parent object. If a method name is
new, then this name is added to the table. Otherwise the corresponding method is
overwritten. This behaviour is exactly modelled by the adjoinAt function. Since the
method tables cannot be extracted from the object de nitions but are computed at
runtime, we cannot make any assumptions about the changed record. Again, this
holds for the adjoinAt function.
From the de nition we get immediately that the e ect of applying adjoinAt several
times using the same feature depends only on the last application of adjoinAt, i.e.,
adjoinAt(adjoinAt(; f;  ); f;  0) = adjoinAt(; f;  0):
On the other hand, if we adjoin under di erent features f and g, then the application
of adjoinAt is order independent2, i.e.,
adjoinAt(adjoinAt(; f;  ); g;  0) = adjoinAt(adjoinAt(; g;  0); f;  ):
2This notion was introduced by [NP93], where a ternary relation on so-called multitrees similar

to adjoinAt was introduced. Multitrees di er from feature trees in that a node can have several
outgoing edges labelled with the same feature.
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Furthermore, adjoining the same feature tree at the same feature to di erent atoms
a 6= b produces the same result:
adjoinAt(a; f;  ) = adjoinAt(b; f;  ):
The next two relations are partial orders on feature tree. These orders have been
investigated in detail in [DR89, DR92, Dor93b]. The rst order simulate is just the
subset relation on feature trees:
simulate(;  ) i D  D and   
The second order subsume corresponds directly to tree embedding. For this purpose,
we have to de ne the notion of an endomorphism. An endomorphism on the set of
all feature trees T is partial map : T ; T such that the following holds:

 (c) = c for every c 2 L \ dom( ).
 for every feature tree  2 dom( ) and every feature f 2 L, if f ?1  is de ned,
then (f ?1) is de ned and

(f ?1) = f ?1 ():

A feature tree  is said to be subsumed by a feature tree  (written subsume(;  )
if there is an endomorphism on T that maps  to  .
There exists an alternative de nition of the subsume relation, namely
subsume(;  ) i simulate(;  ) and
8 paths p; q 2 D : (p?1  = q?1 ) p?1  = q?1 ):
This de nition re ects more the original motivation for introducing this relation,
namely to order feature trees due to their \information content". The notion of
\information content" is strongly related to the expressive means of the core language for feature descriptions, where the existence of speci c paths, the labelling
of some paths as atom and the equality of subtrees can be speci ed. The relation
was initially introduced by Shieber [Shi89, Shi92]. There, it was shown that this
relation has an application in computational linguistics in solving the coordination
problem. Furthermore, Shieber showed that type inference in a programming language with polymorphic types can be described adequately using the subsumption
relation. Unfortunately, [DR89, DR92] showed that the satis ability problem for
feature descriptions that use the subsumption relation as a descriptional primitive
is undecidable. Therefore, Dorre [Dor93b] argued that extending feature descriptions with a descriptional primitive expressing the simulate relation suces for most
applications. This extension has a decidable satis ability problem [Dor93b].
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2.2 The Languages F0, FT0, CFT0, and RFT
In this section, we de ne various rst-order languages with equality whose properties
will be considered in the remaining parts of this thesis. All of these languages are
purely relational, i.e., the signatures do not contain proper function symbols. We
assume an in nite supply of variables ranging over x; y; z; : : : Since the languages are
purely relational, every term is either a constant or a variable. We use the letters
t; t0; : : : to denote terms. For all languages we introduce two interpretations, namely
the feature tree structure, whose domain is the set of all feature trees (de ned over
the set L of labels), and its restriction to rational feature trees. The languages
F0, FT0 and CFT0 have been introduced in a slightly modi ed version in [Tre93],
[AKPS94] and [ST94]. These papers used unary predicates called sorts and didn't
have constant symbols. To make a clear distinction between our languages and the
languages de ned by these papers, we do not use the original names F, FT and CFT.

2.2.1 De nition of the Languages
The Language F0
The signature of F0 consists of

 all elements of L acting as constant symbols, and
 a ternary predicate symbol []
We use mix x notation t[t0]t00 for the so-called generalised feature constraint.
The feature tree structure TF0 is the F0-structure de ned as follows:

 the universe U(TF0 ) of TF0 is the set of all feature trees over L,
 cTF0 = (fg; f(; c)g) for every constant symbol c 2 L, and
 (1; 2; 3) 2 []TF0 if and only if there is a constant symbol c such that 2 =
cTF0 and c?11 = 3.

The Language FT0
The signature of FT0 consists of
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 all elements of L, which act both as constant symbols and binary predicate
symbols (called features), and
 a unary predicate symbol atom.
We use the letters f; g; h; : : : for the feature symbols, and use in x notation tft0 for the
so-called feature constraints. The feature tree structure TFT0 is the following
FT0-structure:






the universe U(TFT0 ) of TFT0 is the set of all feature trees over L,

cTFT0 = (fg; f(; c)g) for every constant symbol c 2 L,
for every feature f 2 L: (;  ) 2 f TFT0 i f 2 arity() and  = f ?1,
 2 atomTFT0 i  is an atom.

The Language CFT0
The signature of CFT0 is the signature of FT0 extended by

 a unary predicate symbol for every non-empty, nite set F  L of features
(called arity).
We use post x notation xF for the so-called arity constraints. The feature tree
structure TCFT0 is the following CFT0-structure:

 the universe of TCFT0 and the interpretations of atom, the constant symbols and
the feature symbols are de ned as in TFT0 , and

  2 F TCFT0 i arity() = F .
Note that the signature of CFT0 contains no arity constraint for the empty arity. The
reason is that the interpretation of the empty arity is the same as the interpretation
of atom. We use in atom(x) instead of x; since (1) we want FT0 to be a subsignature
of CFT0, and (2) the behaviour of the empty arity is di erent from the non-empty
arities; for example, for a non-empty arity F = ff1; : : : ; fng we have
^n
0
TF j= 8y1; : : : ; yn9!x(xF ^ xfn yn);
i=1

whereas there are in nitely many elements in U(TF0 ) with the empty arity.
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The Language RFT
For the de nition of this language we need to extend the notion of regular expressions over a nite alphabet to an in nite alphabet. The formation rule for regular
expressions over the alphabet L is given by

L; L1; L2 ::= ; j  j F j F j L1 [ L1 j L1L2 j L
where F  L is a nite set of labels. This de nition extends the standard de nition
of regular expressions by allowing expressions of the form F , which are called conite sets. The regular set [ L]  L denoted by a regular expression L is de ned
inductively as
[ ;] = ;; [ F ] = F; [ F ] = LnF;
[ L1 [ L2] = [ L1] [ [ L2] ; [ L1L2] = fpp0 j p 2 [ L1] ^ p0 2 [ L2] g;
[ L] = fp1 : : : pn 2 L j n  0; pi 2 [ L] for i 2 1 : : : ng
A set S  L is called regular if there is some regular expressions L such that
S = [ L] . Since the denotation of ; is L, we will just use L as syntactic sugar for
;. If F = ff g is a set containing only one feature, then we use f as short for ff g.
Similarly, we write f1 : : : fn instead of f1 : : : fn. Furthermore, we abbreviate LL
by L+ .

Proposition 2.1 The class of regular sets is closed under union, intersection and
complement.

The signature of RFT consists of

 all elements of L acting as constants, and
 all regular expressions L with [ L]  L+ , which are taken as binary predicate
symbols.

We use in x notation tLt0 for so-called regular path expressions. We have excluded
the empty path in the regular expressions since xfgy would be an atomic formula
equivalent to x =: y, which we wanted to avoid. The feature tree structure TRFT
is the following RFT-structure:

 the universe U(TRFT) of TRFT is the set of all feature trees
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 cTRFT = (fg; f(; c)g) for every constant symbol c 2 L.
 for every regular expression L we have (;  ) 2 LTRFT i there is a path p 2 [ L]
such that  = p?1.

For the models TF0 , TFT0 , TCFT0 and TRFT we denote the substructure consisting only
of the rational trees by RF0 , RFT0 , RCFT0 and RRFT , respectively.

2.2.2 Some Properties
In this and the next chapter, we concentrate on the theory of the standard interpretation of F0 (i.e., Th(TF0 )), and we show that the theories of standard interpretations
of the other languages are de nitionally equivalent to fragments of Th(TF0 ). The
constraint [] used in F0 generalises over ordinary feature constraints (as for example
used in FT0 and CFT0) in that it allows features as rst class values. Such predicates
were introduced by Johnson [Joh88] and Treinen [Tre93]. But these authors didn't
address the problem of showing that F0 is a universal feature description language.
We encode additional predicates in F0 using a standard rst-order method by providing explicit de nitions for them.
0 , FT0, CFT0 ,
De nition 2.3 (Explicit
De
nition)
Let
L
be
one
of
the
languages
F
or RFT and R  Qni=1 T be some relation over feature trees. An explicit de nition

for R in TL in terms of L consists of a L-formula (x1; : : :; xn) having x1; : : :; xn as
free variables such that for all valuations in TL

TL; j= (x1; : : :; xn) i

( (x1); : : :; (xn)) 2 R

Similarly, we say that (x1; : : :xn ) is an explicit de nition in RL in terms of L for
the restriction R0 of R to the set of rational trees i for all valuations in RL

RL ; j= (x1; : : : ; xn) i

( (x1); : : :; (xn )) 2 R0 :

If L0 is another language de ned above, we say that Th(TL0 ) (or Th(RL0 )) is de nitionally equivalent to a fragment of Th(TL) (or Th(RL)) if for every relation symbol
R in the signature of L0, the relation RTL0 (or RRL0 ) has an explicit de nition in TL
(or RL ) in terms of L, respectively.

The de nitions we will present are the same regardless whether we consider the feature
tree interpretation or the rational feature tree interpretation for the corresponding
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languages (although the theories of TF0 and RF0 for example di er; see Proposition 3.5,
page 39). Hence, we could also have chosen the rational feature tree interpretations
as standard interpretations. For this reason we will just say that (x1; : : : ; xn) is a
de nition for R within L if  is an explicit de nition for R in both TL and RL in
terms of L, and that R can be de ned within L (or is de nable within L) if there is a
de nition for R within L. Furthermore, we say that L0 is de nitionally equivalent to a
fragment of L if the theories of TL0 and RL0 are de nitionally equivalent to fragments
of Th(TL) and Th(RL ), respectively.
In the following, we state the relations between the di erent languages and the known
decidability and undecidability results for the theories of the feature tree interpretations of these languages. Henceforth, we will deliberately confuse the languages F0,
FT0, CFT0 and RFT with Th(TF0 ), Th(TFT0 ), Th(TCFT0 ) and Th(TRFT ), respectively.
For the feature constraints used in FT0 and CFT0, the de nition for xfy is just x[f ]y.
For the atom predicate, there are two possible de nitions, namely
(x) := 9u; v(u[x]v)

atom

or
(x) := :9u; v(x[u]v):

atom

The existence of this dual characterisation re ects the fact that the label set L is
used for both labelling the edges and the leaves of feature trees. A similarly simple
de nition is given in [Tre93] for the arity relations of CFT0. Given an (non-empty)
arity F = ff1; : : :; fn g, the corresponding arity relation is de ned within F0 as
_n :
u = fi )
arityff1 ;:::;fn g (x) := 8u(9y x[u]y $
i=1

Henceforth, we use xff1; : : :; fn g as an abbreviation for arityff1;:::;fng(x).
The de nition for the adjoinAt function is again very simple. For this purpose, we
have just to consider adjoinAt as a functional relation. This leads to the following
de nition:
(x; u; v; y) := y[u]v ^ 8z; z0(z 6= u ! (x[z]z0 $ y[z]z0)

adjoinAt

The de nitions for the regular path expressions are somewhat more dicult and will
be presented in the next sections, where we handle the more complicated examples
(see Lemma 3.1, page 41). Overall we get that FT0, CFT0 and RFT are de nitionally
equivalent to fragments of F0. Clearly, FT0 is a fragment of CFT0 since the signature
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of FT0 is a subset of the signature of CFT0, but the converse does not hold (see Corollary 4.1, page 88). Furthermore, we can show that CFT0 is de nitionally equivalent
to a fragment of RFT by providing the following de nitions in RFT:
(x) := :9y(xL+y)
featf (x; y ) := xfy
arityff1 ;:::;fn g (x) := 9y1 : : :yn (xf1 y1 ^ : : : ^ xfn yn )
^ :9y(xff1; : : :; fn gy)
atom

On the other hand, we can show that RFT is undecidable3

Theorem 2.1 The theories of TRFT and RRFT are undecidable.
Proof. Venkataraman [Ven87] showed that the rst-order theory of constructor trees

with the subterm relation is undecidable. Since constructor constraints can be de ned
within RFT and since the RFT-constraint xL+y is the same as the subterm relation,
this result follows by an adaption of the proof in [Ven87].
2
Since we will show that both FT0 and CFT0 are decidable, this implies that RFT
cannot be de nitionally equivalent to a fragment of CFT0. Whether F0 is de nitionally
equivalent to a fragment of RFT is an open problem.
Concerning decidability and undecidability, some results can be taken from the literature. Beside the full theory of the feature tree interpretations of these languages, we
consider the positive existential fragment (+1 -fragment) and the existential fragment
(1-fragment). Furthermore, we consider the fragment which corresponds to the entailment test of existentially quanti ed conjunctions of atomic constraints, which is a
subset of the 2-fragment. A formula  entails a formula in some theory T (written
 j=T ) if T j= 8~( ! ).
The decidability of the existential fragment of F0 and FT0 can be proven by an adaption of previous work on feature logic by [Smo88] and [Joh88]. Both presented a
system that transforms a quanti er-free formula into a solved form. The decidability
of the existential fragment of CFT0 was shown in [ST94].
The decidability of the fragment corresponding to the entailment test of possible
existentially conjunction of atomic constraints was shown for FT0 in [AKPS94], and
3The undecidability of this language interpreted over arbitrary rst-order structures where features are binary relations was shown in [BBN+ 93].
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for CFT0 in [ST94]. For both theories, the so-called independence property was
shown. Given existentially quanti ed conjunctions of atomic formulae ; 1; : : :; n,
we say that the theory T has the independence property if
_n
 j=T
i () 9i :  j=T i:
i=1

Simple rst-order equivalence transformations show that T satis es the independence
property if and only if the following equivalence is valid in T :
^n
^n
9~( ^ : i) j=jT 9~( ^ : i):
i=1

i=1

Clearly, independence allows one to extend the entailment test to formulae containing
disjunction. In the completeness proofs for FT0 and CFT0, we will prove a generalised
independence property for FT0 and CFT0, namely
^n
^n
9X ( ^ : i) j=jT 9X ( ^ : i);
i=1

i=1

where X is an arbitrary set of variables and T is FT0 or CFT0.
The results are summarised in table 2.1. Note that all results also hold for the theories
of the rational feature tree interpretations of these languages. Since the solved form
algorithm for FT0 in [Smo88] can be easily adapted for F0, and every solved form
algorithm for F0 is also one for FT0, we do not distinguish the existential fragment
of F0 and FT0 in this table. For completeness, we have added the language EF0,
which was introduced by Treinen [Tre93]. The signature of EF0 is the signature of F0
extended by arity constraints. Since arity constraints are de nable in F0 this language
is no real extension if we consider the full rst-order theory. But there is clearly a
di erence when considering restricted fragments of these languages. Treinen showed,
that the existential fragment of this theory is decidable, and that the full theory is
undecidable.
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+1 -fragment

RFT

EF0

[Smo88, Joh88]

[ST94]

Theorem 5.5

[Tre93]

1-fragment

[Smo88, Joh88]

[ST94]

Entailment
+ 9 quanti ers
+ independence
Full theory

p

FT0

p

p

p
p

p

[ST94]

p

p

[Tre93] Theorem 4.4 Theorem 4.6

p

[Tre93]

p

[AKPS94]

p

Theorem 2.1
[Tre93]
(adaption of [Ven87])

Table 2.1: Collection of decidability and undecidability results. p means decidable, and

means undecidable.
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CFT0

F0

Chapter 3
Expressivity of F

0

3.1 Some F0-de nable Relations
We present a feature tree encoding for tuples and sets, and show that we can de ne the
usual relations upon these representations. These concepts will play an important role
in de ning further concepts such as regular path expressions and de nite equivalences.
The chosen representation of sets allows to encode nite sets in the case of the rational
tree model RF0 , and in nite sets in the case of the feature tree model TF0 . This fact
is used to show that the theories of TF0 and RF0 are di erent. Note that these
cardinality restrictions have to be respected when using the set representation for
other de nitions.
We proceed showing that, under certain restrictions, the transitive and re exive closure of de nable, binary relations is de nable in F0. This part applies a simple variant
of the general technique that we use to simulate computation within F0. The ability
for de ning the transitive and re exive closure of de nable relations is then used for
de ning regular path expressions, which are the descriptional primitives of the language RFT. A regular path expression is a subtree relation, where the path to the
subtree is restricted to a regular expression. As in the case of the subtree relation,
an implicit existentially quanti cation over the path to the subtree is used. We can
gain additional expressivity if one splits regular path expressions into the subtreeAt
relation and a relation which restricts a variable denoting a path to a given regular
expression. Thus, paths become rst class values. We will consider this generalisation for three reasons. First, these relations are the descriptional primitives that are
used in the Chapter 5 for solving the satis ability problem for RFT. Second, these
relations can be used for de ning the simulate and subsume relations. And third, the
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de nition for the subtreeAt relation is exactly the kind of formula that is used in the
de nition for relations that are formed by de nite equivalences.
Finally, we will show that we can encode natural numbers in feature trees, and that
we can de ne the successor and predecessor relation, and the relation \x represents a
natural number". The encoding of natural numbers will also play an important role
when considering de nite equivalences.
Note that all de nitions can be used for both TF0 and RF0 . Therefore, we use a metavariable M ranging over the two feature tree structures TF0 and RF0 . This eases the
technical details of the proofs for the parts which are common for both structures.
This makes sense since even the proofs are very similar and must be distinguished
only at some (rare) occasions.

3.1.1 Tuples and Sets
We start with the de nition of tuples. Although we will later de ne sets, and a
standard technique is to de ne tuples using sets, we use a more direct and simpler
approach. For the representation of tuples we assume an arbitrary but xed enumeration f1; : : :; fn ; : : : of L. Using this enumeration, a tuple (1; : : :; n) of feature trees
is represented by the feature tree

f1 : : :
1
Now we de ne

:::

fn
n

TUPLEn : T n ! T

to be the function that maps a given tuple (1; : : : ; n) to the corresponding feature
tree representation.

Proposition 3.1 The relation \TUPLEn (1; : : : ; n) = " is de nable within F0.
Proof. The de nition for this relation is yff1; : : :; fng ^ y[f1]x1 ^ : : : ^ y[fn]xn: 2
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In order to reduce the complexity of formulae, we use the syntactic sugar ht1; : : : ; tni
for tuples of length n. We treat ht1; : : :; tni as a functional term, i.e., for a formula
(x) with x 2 V () we write (ht1; : : :; tni) as an abbreviation for

9y((y) ^ yff1; : : :; fng ^ y[f1]t1 ^ : : : ^ y[fn]tn):
Next we continue with the feature tree representation of sets. We use a technique
introduced in [Tre93], where a set f1; : : :; ng of feature trees is represented by a
feature tree  which has 1; : : :; n as direct subtrees. Thus, the feature tree
f
1

g
2

is one possible representation of the set f1; 2g. Note that we could have used any
pair of distinct features instead of (f; g) for representing the set f1; 2g. The total
function
SET : T ! }(T )
maps every feature tree to the set of its direct subtrees. Note that we do not have
a unique representation for a given set of feature trees. For example, all constant
symbols represent the empty set. Furthermore, given a representation of an arbitrary
set as a feature tree, we can generate a di erent feature tree representing the same
set by renaming the features under the root consistently, or by taking additional
occurrences of subtrees.

Proposition 3.2 For every feature tree , SET() is a countable set. If  is a

rational feature tree, then SET() is nite.

We say that a set m of feature trees is representable in M if there is a feature
tree  2 U(M) with SET() = m. By the above proposition, the class of sets
representable in RF0 is the class of all nite sets, and the class of sets representable
in TF0 is the class of all countable sets.

Proposition 3.3 The relations \ 2 SET( )", \SET()  SET( )", \SET() [
SET( 0) = SET( )" and \SET() \ SET( 0) = SET( )" are de nable within F0.
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Proof. The corresponding de nitions are
in(x; y ) := 9u(y [u]x)
subset(x; y ) := 8u[in(u; x) ! in(u; x)]
union(x; y; z ) := 8u[in(u; z ) $ (in(u; x) _ in(u; y ))]
intersec(x; y; z ) := 8u[in(u; z ) $ (in(u; x) ^ in(u; y ))]:

2

Throughout the text the letters M and N are used for rst-order variables which
are intended to denote sets. Note that we could also use our representation of sets
for encoding the extension of feature descriptions by set descriptions (so-called setvalues) as they have been introduced in [Rou88, PM90, MP93, Man93b].
In the following, we will often use the feature tree representation of sets for representing n-ary relations, which are encoded as sets of tuples of length n. For simplicity
reasons, we do not guarantee that these sets contain only feature trees representing
tuples of length n. This implies that for every n 2 N, every feature tree represents
an n-ary relation. Thus, we de ne the function
RELn : T ! }(T n )
by RELn() = f(1; : : : ; n) j TUPLEn (1; : : :; n) 2 SET()g:

Proposition 3.4 The relation \SET() is in nite" is de nable in F0.
Proof. Recall that SET() is in nite if there is a function f : SET() ! SET()

which is injective but not surjective. Now we can de ne the relation \REL2( ) is a
total, functional relation over SET()" by
totalfun(N; M ) := 8x; y [in(hx; y i; N ) ! (in(x; M ) ^ in(y; M ))]
^ 8x; y; y0[(in(hx; yi; N ) ^ in(hx; y0i; N )) ! y = y0]
^ 8x(in(x; M ) ! 9y in(hx; yi; N ))
The relations \REL2( ) is injective on SET()" and \REL2( ) is surjective on SET()"
can be de ned within F0 by
inj(N; M ) := totalfun(N; M )
^ 8x; y; x0[(in(hx; yi; N ) ^ in(hx0; yi; N )) ! x = x0]
surj(N; M ) := totalfun(N; M ) ^ 8x[in(x; M ) ! 9y (in(hy; xi; N ))]
Hence, we can de ne the relation \SET() is in nite" by 9N (inj(N; M )^: surj(N; M )):

2
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Proposition 3.5 (Treinen 93) Th(RF0 ) 6= Th(TF0 ).
Proof. Follows from the fact that the relation \SET() is in nite" is de nable within

F0, and that by Proposition 3.2 only nite sets are representable in RF0 , whereas we
2
can represent also in nite sets in TF0 .
We have proven this proposition using the de nition for \SET() is in nite" since
we wanted to show that the property of being an in nite set is de nable in F0.
Treinen [Tre93] used a more direct approach to prove Proposition 3.5. He constructed
a formula (x) which expresses that x has an in nite number of children, which
themselves have a strictly increasing number of children. Using x/y as an abbreviation
for 9u(x[u]y) (which can be read as \y is a child of x"), this formula is de ned by

(x) := 9y(x / y) ^ 8y(x / y ! 9y0(x / y0 ^ 8z(y / z ! y0 / z) ^
9z(y0 / z ^ :y / z)))
It is easy to verify that TF0 j= 9x(x), whereas RF0 j= 8x:(x).
The following proposition gives the de nition for the subtree relation as presented
in [Tre93].

Proposition 3.6 (Treinen 93) The relation \9p : p?1  =  " is de nable within
F0.

Proof. The de nition for this relation is
subtree(x; y ) := 8M (in(x; M ) ^ subtree clos(x; M ) ! in(y; M ));
where subtree clos(x; M ) is the formula

8y; z(in(y; M ) ^ 9u(y[u]z) ! in(z; M )):
(M ) is the de nition for the relation \SET() is closed under the direct
subtree relation". We have to show that for every valuation in M,
subtree clos

M; j= subtree(x; y)
if and only if (y) is a subtree of (x). For every  2 U(M) let S be the set of all
subtrees of .
For the \if" direction note that if
M; j= in(x; M ) ^ subtree clos(M );
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then S (x)  SET( (M )). Hence, M; j= in(y; M ).
For the \only if" direction we have to show that for every feature tree  2 U(M)
the set S is representable in M. If M = RF0 , then S is nite since  is a rational
tree. If M = TF0 , then  can have at most as many di erent subtrees as paths are
de ned on . This implies that the cardinality of S is at most jLj. Since we have
assumed that L is countable, we know that L is also countable. Hence, the set S
is representable in M by Proposition 3.2.
2
The de nition of subtree uses a general technique for de ning re exive and transitive
closures of binary relations.

De nition 3.1 Given a de nition R(x; y) for a binary relation R  U(M) U(M),
we de ne refl-transR (x; y) to be the formula
refl-transR

(x; y) := 8M ((in(x; M ) ^ closureR (M )) ! in(y; M ));

where closureR (M ) is the formula
closureR

(M ) := 8z; z0((in(z; M ) ^ R(z; z0)) ! in(z0; M )))

Proposition 3.7
1. For every binary relation R  U(TF0 ) U(TF0 ) which has an explicit de nition
R(x; y) in TF0 in terms of F0, the formula refl-transR (x; y) is an explicit
de nition for the re exive and transitive closure of R in TF0 in terms of F0 if
for every  2 U(RF0 ) the set

f j 9n 2 N : (R|  :{z: :  R})(;  )g
n-times

is countable.
2. For a relation R  U(RF0 )  U(RF0 ) which has an explicit de nition R(x; y)
in RF0 in terms of F0 , the formula refl-transR (x; y) is an explicit de nition
for the re exive and transitive closure of R in RF0 in terms of F0 if for every
 2 U(RF0 ) the set

f j 9n 2 N : (R|  :{z: :  R})(;  )g
n-times

is nite.
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Proof. For every  2 U(M) let S be the set
S = f j 9n 2 N : (R
|  :{z: :  R})(;  )g:
It is easy to check that for every with

n-times

M; j= in(x; M ) ^ closureR (M )
the set S (x) is a subset of SET( (M )). Hence, it suces to show that for every
 2 U(M) the set S is representable in M. For M = RF0 we have assumed that S
is always nite, and for M = TF0 we have assumed that S is always countable. This
implies that S is representable by Proposition 3.2.
2

3.1.2 Regular Path Expressions
In this section, we show that the descriptional primitives of the language RFT are
de nable within F0. Recall that in RFT, a regular expression L is taken as a binary
relation symbol whose interpretation in TRFT is
(;  ) 2 LTRFT i 9p 2 [ L] : p?1  = :

Lemma 3.1 For every regular language L over the alphabet L, the relation
\9p 2 [ L] : p?1  =  " is de nable within F0.
Proof. The explicit de nition regexpL for a some regular language L within F0 is
given inductively as follows:

(x; y) := ?
:
regexp (x; y ) := x = y
_
regexpF (x; y ) :=
x[f ]y
regexp;

f 2F

regexpF

(x; y) := 9z(x[z]y ^

^
f 2F

z 6= f )

(x; y) := regexpL1 (x; y) _ regexpL2 (x; y)
regexpL1 L2 (x; y ) := 9z (regexpL1 (x; z ) ^ regexpL2 (z; y ))
regexpL (x; y ) := refl-transregexpL (x; y ):

regexpL1 [L2

We show by induction over the structure of regular expressions that

M; j= regexpL(x; y)
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if and only if there is a path p 2 [ L] such that subtreeAt( (x); p; (y)) holds.
For the base cases L = ;, L = , L = F or L = F the claim holds trivially. For
the induction step the claim is easy to show if L is a regular expression of the form
L1 [ L2 or L1L2.
Otherwise, let L be of the form R. Let  = (x) and let S be the set
S = f j 9p 2 [ R] : subtreeAt(; p;  )g:
By an similar argumentation as in the proof of Proposition 3.6 we get that S is
representable in M. Hence, the claim follows from Proposition 3.7.
2
Next we want to generalise regular path expressions. The constraints xLy contains
an implicit existential quanti cation of the path since M; j= regexpL(x; y) i 9p :
(subtreeAt( (x); p; (y)) ^ p 2 [ L] ). We gain additional expressivity if we allow
also universal quanti cation over the path p, which means that we make paths rst
class values. For this purpose we have rst to nd some feature tree representation of
paths. Furthermore, we have to de ne the subtreeAt relation using this representation
of paths, and the relation \the path represented by  is in [ L] ". Assuming that there
is a symbol  2 L, a path f1 : : :fn 2 L is represented by the feature tree
...



f1
fn

The partial function

PATH : T ; L
maps these feature trees to the corresponding paths. For clarity, we use the letter v
for rst-order variables that are intended to denote paths.

Proposition 3.8 The relation \PATH() is de ned" is de nable within F0.
Proof. The de nition for this relation is
path(v ) := 8y (subtree(v; y ) ! (y =  _ onefeat(y ))) ^
where onefeat(y) is the formula 9u8u0(9z(y[u0]z) $ u =: u0)

(v; );

subtree

2
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Proposition 3.9 The relation \subtreeAt(; PATH( ); 0)" is de nable within F0.
Proof. The de nition for this relation is
(3.1)
subtreeAt(x; v; y ) := 9M ( in(hx; v; y i; M ) ^
:
8x; v; y(in(hx; v; yi; M ) ! v =  ^ x = y
_ onestep(x; v; y; M )));
where onestep(x; v; y; M ) is de ned as
(x; v; y; M ) :=

onestep

(v) ^

path

9x0; v0; z(v[z]v0 ^ x[z]x0 ^ in(hx0; v0; yi; M ) ):

We have to show that

M; j= subtreeAt(x; v; y) i

subtreeAt( (x); PATH( (v)); (y)):

The \if" direction is left to the reader. For the \only if" it is sucient to prove that
if
M; j= 8x; v; y(in(hx; v; yi; M ) ! v =  ^ x =: y
_ onestep(x; v; y; M )));
then every tuple (1; ; 2) 2 REL3( (M )) satis es subtreeAt(1; PATH( ); 2). Note
that (1; ; 2) in REL3( (M )) implies that  is the feature tree representation of a
path. Hence, we can use induction over the length of PATH( ).
For the induction beginning PATH( ) =  we know for every fx; v; yg-update 0 of
with 0(x) = 1, 0(v) =  and 0(y) = 2 that

M; 0 j6 = onestep(x; v; y; M );
which implies 1 = 2.
For the induction step assume that we have proven the claim for all tuples (1; ; 2) 2
REL3( (M )) with j PATH( )j  n. Let (1 ; ; 2) be an element of REL3( (M )) with
j PATH( )j = n + 1, and let 0 be a fx; v; yg-update of with 0(x) = 1, 0(v) = 
and 0(y) = 2. Since  is not the empty path, we know that

M; 0 j= onestep(x; v; y; M ):
Hence, there are trees 10 ;  0 and a feature f such that PATH( ) = fp, PATH( 0) = p
and subtreeAt(1; f; 10 ). By induction hypotheses we get subtreeAt(10 ; p; 2). Hence,
subtreeAt(1; fp; 2 ).
2
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(x; v; y) is a good example for the general method of de ning relations.
As we will see in the next chapter, we can at least de ne all those relations within
F0 which are de nable by de nite equivalences. To see this consider the following
alternative de nition of subtreeAt using de nite equivalences:1
:
subtreeAt(x; v; y ) $ v =  ^ x = y
_ ( path(v) ^
9x0; v0; z(v[z]v0 ^ x[z]x0 ^ subtreeAt(x0; v0; y)))
Note the similaritybetween the second clause and the de nition of onestep(x; v; y; M ).
In fact, for every valuation M of the variable M in the de nition of subtreeAt (see
(3.1)) the extension of M encodes a subset of the subtreeAt relation. If M is the
rational tree model, then M encodes a nite subset of subtreeAt, otherwise it may
be in nite. Note that a nite extension is alway sucient.
subtreeAt

Proposition 3.10 The relation \PATH() 2 [ L] " is de nable within F0.
We need an additional proposition for the proof.

Proposition 3.11 Given two regular expressions L1; L2, then [ L1]  [ L2] if and
only if M j= 8x; y(regexpL1 (x; y) ! regexpL2 (x; y)).
Proof. The \only if" direction is trivial. For the \if" direction assume that M j=
8x; y(regexpL1 (x; y) ! regexpL2 (x; y)). We have to show that [ L1]  [ L2] . Let
p 2 [ L1] be a path, let  be the feature tree
(fp0 j p0  pg; ;):
 is rational tree, which implies that  2 U(M). Clearly, subtreeAt(; p;  ), where 
is the feature tree (fg; ;). Furthermore, p is the only path connecting  with  . Now
we have assumed that M j= 8x; y(regexpL1 (x; y) ! regexpL2 (x; y)). This implies
that a valuation with (x) =  and (y) =  satis es M; j= regexpL2 (x; y),
which shows p 2 [ L2] .
2
Proof of 3.10. By the last proposition, the de nition for the relation \PATH() 2
[ L] " is

pathrestrL

(v) :=

(v) ^ 8x; y(subtreeAt(x; v; y) ! regexpL(x; y)):

path

2

1Note that this is no explicit de nition for subtreeAt, since the de nition itself makes use of the

symbol subtreeAt to be de ned. De nitions of this form are sometimes called recursive de nitions.
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Proposition 3.12 The relations simulate and subsume are de nable within F0.
Proof. The de nitions are
simulate(x; y ) := 8v (9z subtreeAt(x; v; z ) ! 9z subtreeAt(y; v; z ))
^ 8v; z(subtreeAt(x; v; z) ^ atom(z) ! subtreeAt(y; v; z))
subsume(x; y ) := 8v; v 0[ 9z (subtreeAt(x; v; z ) ^ subtreeAt(x; v 0; z ))
! 9z(subtreeAt(y; v; z) ^ subtreeAt(y; v0; z))]:
2

3.1.3 Natural Numbers
In this section we show that we can encode natural numbers and the operations
successor and predecessor. We use the atom 0 2 L to represent zero. Hence, we can
represent a natural number n by the feature tree
...

pred

n-times
pred

0
The partial function

NUM : T ; N
maps these feature trees to the corresponding natural number. Note that for every
n 2 N there is exactly one feature tree  with NUM() = n.

Proposition 3.13 The relations \NUM() is de ned", \NUM() is the predecessor

of NUM( )" and \NUM() is the successor of NUM( )" are de nable within F0.

Proof. The corresponding de nitions are
nat(x) := 8y [subtree(x; y ) ! (y = 0 _ y fpred g)] ^ subtree(x; 0)
pred(x; y ) := xfpred g ^ x[pred ]y
(x; y) :=

succ

(y; x)

pred
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2
In the following, the letter C is used for rst-order variables which are intended to
represent natural numbers. Since for every feature tree  representing a number there
is a unique  representing the successor of NUM(), and since for every  representing
a number di erent from 0 there is a unique  representing the predecessor of NUM(),
we write (C + 1) and (C ? 1) as an abbreviation for 9C 0(succ(C; C 0) ^ (C 0)) and
9C 0(C 6= 0 ^ pred(C; C 0) ^ (C 0)), respectively.

3.2 De nite Constructions
In this section, we show that the language F0 is even expressive enough to encode de nite constructions, i.e., every relation that can be de ned using de nite constructions
has a de nition in F0. De nite constructions allow one to extend the signature by a
set of new relations symbols R, and to provide de nitions for these relations in form
of so-called de nite equivalences, which are introduced in [Smo93]. The extended
language R(F0) is called the relational extension of F0. An equivalence de nition for
some relation R is a formula

R(x1; : : :; xn) $ D(x1; : : :; xn );
where D is a de nite formula which has at most x1; : : :; xn as free variables. The set
of de nite R(F0)-formulae is generated by the production rule

D; D0 ::= R(t1; : : :; tn) j D ^ D0 j D _ D0 j 9xD j ;
where R 2 R denotes a relation symbol of arity n and  a F0-formula. In the following
we refer to a set of de nite equivalences as a de nite program.
[Smo93] associates to every de nite program P a continuous function TP over the set
of R(F0)-interpretations which has the property that every xpoint of TP is a model
of P . The result of applying TP to some interpretation A of P is an interpretation
A0 such that for every equivalence R(x1; : : :; xn) $ (x1; : : :; xn),

RA0 = f( (x1); : : : ; (xn)) j A; j= (x1; : : :; xn)g:
Since TP is continuous, it has a least and a greatest xpoint, which establishes a least
and greatest model of P .
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Usually, one is interested in the least model of a de nite program. But the greatest
model has also its applications. Recall the de nition of the feature tree representation
of lists that we have used in the introduction:
:
list(x) $ x = nil
_ 9y(xf1; 2g ^ x[2]y ^ list(y))
Now assume that we have an interpretation A, where list A contains all feature trees
representing the empty list and unary lists, i.e., all feature trees of the form
1

nil

2
nil

t1
Let A0 be the result of applying the continuous function TP associated to P on the
interpretation A. Then the denotation of list in A0 is de ned as
list A0 := f (x) j A; j= x =: nil _ 9y(xf1; 2g ^ x[2]y ^ list(y))g:
This implies that list A0 contains all feature trees of the form
1

nil

2
nil

1

t1

t1

1

2

2
nil

t2

It is now easy to check that the least xpoint of TP contains only the representation
of nite lists, i.e., the feature trees of the form
1
2
1 2

t1

t2

1

tn

2
nil
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But this xpoint does not contain the representation of cyclic or in nite lists. An
example of the representation of an cyclic list is
1

2

t1
These feature trees can be found in the greatest xpoint of TP .
The distinction between the least and greatest xpoint of a de nite program P can
also be characterised in the following way. The computational service provided for
de nite programs usually tests whether a conjunction G of F0-formulae and atomic
R(F0)-formulae is satis able in the least model a de nite program P . This is the same
as asking whether P entails 9~G. If one is interested in whether P ^ 9~G is consistent,
one has to use the greatest model. For this reason, the greatest xpoint semantics was
chosen for some formalisations of type systems, which are a special form of de nite
programs that use only unary predicates (see [AKPG93, Pol89, PM90, Kri95]2 for
examples of type systems with greatest xpoint semantics; for formalisations using
the least xpoint semantics see [AK86, EZ90b, EZ90a, Smo92, Car92]3 ).

3.2.1 De nite Programs
The de nitions presented in this section are similar to the
one in [Smo93] and have
S
been adapted for our purposes. In the following, let R = n2N Rn be a set of relation
symbols, where Rn contains exactly those relation symbols in R of arity n. As in the
last section, we use M as a meta-variable ranging over TF0 and RF0 .

De nition 3.2 (Relational Extension) The signature of the relational extension
R(F0) of F0 is L [ f[]g [ R.
2[Pol89, PM90] de ned their semantics by a least xpoint, but on a partial order that is just the

inverse of partial order that is just by the other approaches. Hence, one has to use the dual notion
for the comparison of the di erent approaches.
3In [EZ90a], the denotational semantics was de ned via the least xpoint; but the authors present
also an operational semantics, which interestingly corresponds more to a greatest xpoint semantics
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De nition 3.3 (R(F0)-interpretation) An interpretation A of R(F0) extending the
feature tree model M is a R(F0)-structure with the following properties:





the universe of A is the universe of M

cA = cM for every c 2 L,

[]A = []M, and
for every R 2 Rn of arity n, RA is a subset of Qni=1 U(M).

The set of de nite R(F0)-formulae is given by the following formation rule

D; D0 ::= R(t1; : : :; tn) j D ^ D0 j D _ D0 j 9xD j ;
where R 2 R denotes a relation symbol of arity n and  a F0-formula.

De nition 3.4 An equivalence
R(x1; : : : ; xn) $ D
is called de nite if

 R is a relation symbol of arity n,
 D is a de nite formula, and
 V (D)  fx1; : : :; xng.
A nite set P of de nite equivalences is called de nite program if P contains for
every R 2 R at most one de nite equivalence R(x1; : : : ; xn) $ D.

Since P is nite, it is sucient to consider only those relation symbols that occur in
P . For this reasons, we assume henceforth that R is a nite set of relation symbols,
and that fR1; : : : ; Rng is a xed enumeration of R. Furthermore, we assume that ni
denotes the arity of Ri. Since R is nite, we can encode R(F0) interpretations just
as a nite tuple of sets. This view on interpretation is more appropriate for encoding
de nite programs within F0.
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De nition 3.5 The interpretation domain intdom(R; M) for R = fR1; : : : ; Rng
over M is de ned as

intdom(R; M) =

n
Y
i=1

}(U(M)ni );

where Ri has arity ni for every i 2 1 : : : n. For every element m = (m1; : : :; mn ) 2
intdom(R; M) we de ne the associated interpretation I (m) by

RiI(m) = mi:

Clearly, there is a one to one mapping of elements of intdom(R; M) to R(F0)interpretations. We de ne the continuous function associated to a de nite program
P directly on elements of intdom(R; M) and not on the R(F0)-interpretations. In the
following, we use  for the component-wise subset relation, and [ for the componentwise union on elements of intdom(R; M).
M : Qn }(U(M)ni ) !
De
nition
3.6
For
a
de
nite
program
P
the
mapping
T
P
i=1
Qn }(U(M)ni ) is de ned by
i=1
TPM : (m1; : : : ; mn) 7! (m01; : : :; m0n)
if and only if for every i 2 1 : : : n
Ri (x1; : : :; xni ) $ D 2 P
m0i = f( (x1); : : :; (xn )) j
and I ((m1 ; : : :; mn)); j= Dg

Proposition 3.14 Let P be a de nite program and m 2 intdom(R; M). Then I (m)
is a model of P if and only if m is a xpoint of TPM.

Proof. Let m = (m1; : : : mn). Now TPM(m) = m i for all valuations into I (m)
and for every Ri(x1; : : : ; xni ) $ D in P
(3.2)
( (x1); : : : ; (xni )) 2 mi , I (m); j= D:
But (3.2) is the same as I (m); j= Ri(x1; : : : ; xni ) $ D. Hence, TPM(m) = m i
I (m) j= P .
2
Next we show that TPM is a continuous function for every de nite program P , which
implies that TPM has a least and a greatest xpoint. Therefore, there exist a least
and a greatest model of P extending M. We assume the reader familiar with the
basic lattice theory and the di erent xpoint theorems for continuous functions (for
an text book on lattice theory, see e.g. [DP90]; a short summary can be found in the
appendix). For our purpose, we need one additional proposition.
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Proposition 3.15 Let TPM : Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) ! QQni=1 }(U(M)ni ) be some function.
Then T is continuous if and only if for every m 2 ni=1 }(U(M)ni ),
n
Y
[
T (m) = ff 2 }(U(M)ni ) j f  m; f niteg:
i=1

Proof. Follows from Proposition A.1, where the more general case of algebraic
lattices is considered, since intdom(R; M) is an algebraic lattice.
2
Proposition 3.16 Let D be a de nite formula, m an element of intdom(R; M) and
be a valuation into I (m) such that I (m); j= D. Then m0; j= D for every
m  m0 .
Proof. By an easy induction proof on the structure of de nite formulae.

2

Corollary 3.1 TPM is monotone for every de nite program P .
Lemma 3.2 Let D be a de nite formula, m be an element of intdom(R; M) and
be a valuation into I (m) such that I (m); j= D. Then there is a nite f  m such
that I (f ); j= D.
Proof. By induction on the structure of de nite formulae. Let m and be given
as described. If D =  where  is a F0-formula, then we de ne f as (;; : : :; ;). If
6 i, and
D = Ri(t1; : : :; tni ), then we can de ne f as (f1; : : :; fn ) with fj = ; for j =
fi = f( (t1); : : :; (tmi ))g. For the induction step we have the following cases:
 D = D1 ^ D2. Then there exist f1  m and f2  m nite with
I (f1); j= D1 and I (f2); j= D2
by induction hypotheses. Let f = f1 [ f2. Clearly, f is nite with f  m.
By 3.16, we know that I (f ); j= D1 and I (f ); j= D2 Hence, I (f ); j=
D1 ^ D2
 D = D1 _ D2. Similar to the above case.
 D = 9xD0. Then there exists a 0 such that and 0 di er only on x and
I (m); 0 j= D0
By induction hypotheses, there is a nite f  m with I (f ); 0 j= D0 , which
implies I (f ); j= 9xD0.
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2

Lemma 3.3 TPM is a continuous function for every de nite program P .
Proof. By Lemma 3.15, we have to show that for every m 2 intdom(R; M),
T M(m)
P

=

[

n
Y

ff 2 }(U(M)ni ) j f  m; f niteg
i=1

The -direction follows from the monotonicity of TPM (Corollary 3.1). For the direction let TpM(m) = (m01; : : : ; m0n) and let (1; : : :; ni ) be an element of m0i. We
have to show that there is a nite f  m such that
(1; : : :; ni ) 2 i(TPM(f ));
where i is the i-th projection. Since P is a de nite program, we know that there is
a unique equivalence Ri(x1; : : : ; xni ) $ D in P . By de nition of TPM, there exists a
valuation into I (m) such that (1; : : :; ni ) = ( (x1); : : :; (xni )) and I (m); j= D.
By Lemma 3.2, there exists a nite f  m with I (f ); j= D. Hence, (1; : : : ; ni ) 2
i(TPM(f )).
2

Corollary 3.2 Every de nite program has a least and a greatest model.
Proof. Follows directly from the above lemma.

2

A goal G is a possible empty conjunction of F0-constraints and R(F0)-atoms. Considering the least model of a de nite program P is the same as asking whether P entails
9~G. One has to choose the greatest model if one is interested in whether P ^ 9~G is
consistent.

Proposition 3.17 Let G be some goal and P be a de nite program. Then 9~G is
valid in every model of P extending M if and only if it is valid in the least model of
P extending M, and 9~G is satis able in every model of P extending M if and only
if it is valid in the greatest model of P extending M.
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3.2.2 Fixpoints of Continuous Functions
In this section, we show that for every continuous function
n
n
Y
Y
T : }(U(M)ni ) ! }(U(M)ni )
i=1

i=1

which is de nable within F0, the least and (under certain restrictions) the greatest xpointQis de nable. In the following the letter T denotes always a continuous function
over ni=1 }(U(M)ni ). Since the models of de nite programs are continuous function
of this type, we can use the encoding also for the least and greatest models of de nite
programs.

De nition 3.7 Let T : Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) ! Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) be some function. A

family of F0 -formulae

(T;i(M1; : : : ; Mn; x1; : : :; xni ))i=1::n
is called de nition for T in M in terms of F0 i for every i 2 1 : : : n and every
valuation into M,

M; j= T;i(M1; : : : ; Mn; x1; : : :; xni ) ()
( (x1); : : :; (xni )) 2 i(T (RELn1 ( (M1)); : : : ; RELnn ( (Mn))));
where i is the ith projection function.

We say that T is de nable in F0 if there exists a de nition for T in terms of F0 in
both feature tree models.

Lemma 3.4 The function TPM is de nable in F0 for every de nite program P .
Proof. For a R(F0)-formula , we de ne the

to be the F0-formula where every
occurrence of an atomic formula Ri (t1; : : :; tn) in is replaced by in(ht1; : : :; tni; Mi).
Let P = fRi(x1; : : : ; xni ) $ Di j i 2 1 : : : ng. Then de ning
repl

T;i(M1; : : :; Mn ; x1; : : : xni ) := Direpl;
for every i 2 1 : : : n yields a M-de nition for T .

2

We start with the F0-de nition for the least xpoint. The de nition for the greatest
xpoints will follow as an easy corollary. For the encoding of the least xpoint, we
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could apply either Tarski's xpoint theorem or Kleene's xpoint theorem. The rst
states that the least xpoint lfp(T ) of a continuous function T is the greatest lower
bound of all pre- xpoints, i.e.,
\
lfp(T ) = fm j T (m)  mg:
(3.3)
The second xpoint theorem constructs the xpoint Qvia an !-iterative application of
T to the least element ?. Since the least element of ni=1 }(U(M)ni ) is (;; : : :; ;), we
get
[
lfp(T ) = T " ! = fT k ((;; : : :; ;)) j k 2 Ng:
(3.4)
The characterisation of lfp(T ) in (3.3) would yield the simplest de nition for lfp(T )
since it uses a direct representation of the least xpoint. The formula
prefixpT

(M1; : : :; Mn ) :=
^n
8x1; : : :; xni (T;i(M1; : : :; Mn; x1; : : :; xni ) ! in(hx1; : : :; xni i; Mi ));

i=1

where (T;i(M1; : : :; Mn ; x1; : : :; xni ))i21:::n is a de nition for T within F0, expresses
that the tuple M1; : : :; Mn represent a pre- xpoint of T. Since the subset relation
is de nable in F0, we could also de ne the lower bound o all pre- xpoints, and
hence the least xpoint of T . But this de nition works only if all pre- xpoints are
representable in M, which is not normally not the case.
This implies that we must use (3.4) for the de nition of the least xpoint. Our aim
T )(x~ ))
is to nd a family of formulae (lfp(
i i=1::n such that for every valuation ,
i
T )(x ; : : :; x ) () ( (x ); : : :; (x )) 2  (T " ! ):
M; j= lfp(
1
ni
1
ni
i
i

Since the de nition shall also work for the case M = RF0 , we impose the additional
T)
restriction that is sucient for the set variables in the formulae lfp(
(x1; : : : ; xni ) to
i
denote nite sets.
The restriction to nite sets is the minor problem. By Proposition 3.15 we know that
(1; : : :; ni ) 2 i(T (m)) if there is a nite f  m with (1; : : : ; ni ) 2 i(T (f )). Furthermore, (1; : : : ; ni ) 2 i(lfp(T )) if there is some k 2 N such that (1; : : :; ni ) 2
i(T k ((;; : : :; ;)). Hence, an easy induction shows that (1; : : :; ni ) 2 i(lfp(T )) i
there is a nite sequence
(m01; : : :; m0ni ); : : : ; (mk1 ; : : :; mkn)
of nite elements (ml1; : : :; mln) of Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) such that
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 (m01; : : :; m0n) = (;; : : :; ;),
 (mk1+1; : : :; mkn+1)  T (mk1 ; : : :; mkn) for every l 2 0 : : : k ? 1, and
 (1; : : :; ni ) 2 mki .
Note that the restriction to nite elements is a sucient but not necessary condition
(which is important for the case M = TF0 , since we can represent also in nite sets in
TF0 ).
Since we may only use a nite number of variables denoting sets, we have to nd an appropriate representation of sequences. Given a sequence (m01; : : :; m0n); : : : ; (mk1 ; : : :; mkn);
we can represent this sequence using a single tuple (s1; : : :; sn) if we extend each element of mli by the number l:

si = f(1; : : :; ni ; l) j (1; : : :; ni ) 2 mlig
For a set s containing tuples of arity ni + 1, we say that a set m 2 }(U(M)ni ) is the
restriction s to l if

m = f(1 : : :; ni ) j (1 : : : ; ni ; l) 2 sg:
A tuple (m1; : : :; mn) is the restriction of (s1; : : :; sn) to l if every mi is the restriction
of
say that a sequence (m01; : : : ; m0n); : : : ; (mk1 ; : : :; mkn) of elements of
Qnsi }to(Ul.(MWe
n
i
) ) is associated to a tuple (s1; : : :; sn) i (ml1; : : :; mln) is the restriction
i=1
of (s1; : : : ; sn) to l for every l = 0::k. Note that for every k 2 N there is a sequence
associated to (s1; : : : ; sn).
In the following, we use the variables S1; : : :; Sn to encode the tuple (s1; : : : ; sn). Instead of natural numbers we use the feature tree representation of natural numbers as
introduced in Section 3.1.3. Note that there is a one-to-one mapping of natural numbers to the feature tree representation of natural numbers. Hence, we can represent
sequences as tuples (s1; : : : ; sn) with
n
Y
(s1; : : :; sn) 2 }(U(M)ni  natM);
i=1

where natM denotes the set of feature trees representing natural numbers.
To show that S1; : : :; Sn is a correct encoding of an iterative application of T , we
must nd a formula guaranteeing that every sequence m0; : : : ; mk associated to the
denotation of S1; : : :; Sn , satis es ml+1  T (ml) for every l 2 1 : : : k ? 1. For this
purpose we need to express that the sets denoted by the variables M1; : : : ; Mn are
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the restriction of the sets encoded by S1; : : : ; Sn to a given natural number encoded
by the variable C :
(M1; : : :; Mn ; S1; : : : ; Sn; C ) :=
^n
8x1; : : : ; xni (in(hx1; : : :; xni i; Mi) $ in(hx1; : : :; xni ; C i; Si)))

restr

i=1

Proposition 3.18 For every valuation into M, if
M; j= restr(M1; : : : ; Mn; S1; : : :; Sn ; C ]);
then RELni ( (Mi)) is the restriction of RELni+1 ( (Si )) to NUM( (C )).

The next formula
seqT (S1; : : : ; Sn ) guarantees that every sequence m0; : : :; mk of
Q
elements of ni=1 }(U(M)ni ) associated to the interpretation of S1 : : : ; Sn satis es

ml+1  T (ml)
In the following, we assume that the formulae (T;i(M1; : : : ; Mn; x1; : : :; xni ))i=1::n are
a de nition for T within F0.
The formula appT (S1; : : :; Sn ; x1; : : :; xni ; C ) de ned as
!
restr(M1 ; : : :; Mn ; S1; : : : ; Sn ; C ) ^
9M1; : : :; Mn  (M ; : : :; M ; x ; : : :; x )
T;i

1

n

ni

1

states that (x1; : : :; xni ) is an element of the application of T to the restriction of
S1; : : : ; Sn to C . Thus, we can write seqT (S1; : : :; Sn ) as
!
^n
in(hx1 ; : : : ; xni ; C i; Si) ^ nat(C ) !
8x1; : : :; xni ; C
C = 0 _ (C 6= 0 ^ app (S ; : : : ; S ; x ; : : : ; x ; C ? 1))
i=1

T

1

n

1

ni

Proposition 3.19 If M; j= seqT (S1; : : :; Sn), then every sequence m0; : : :; mk associated to (RELn1 +1 ( (S1 )); : : :; RELnn +1 ( (Sn ))) satis es ml+1  T (ml) for every
l 2 0 : : : k ? 1.
Lemma 3.5 Let T : Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) ! Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) be a continuous function

which is de nable in F0 . Then there is a family of formulae

( i(M1; : : : ; Mn; C; x1; : : : ; xni ))i=1::n
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into M,

M; j= i(M1; : : :; M1; C; x1; : : :; xni )

()

( (x1); : : : ; (xni )) 2 i(T NUM(

(C ))((m1 ; : : :; mn )))

where (m1; : : :; mn) = (RELn1 ( (M1 )); : : :; RELnn ( (M1))).

Proof. It is easy to check that the family of formulae
0
(C ) ^
BB nat
in(hx1 ; : : :; xn ; C i; Si ) ^
i := 9S1; : : :; Sn ; B
B@ seq (S1; : : :; Si n ) ^
T

(M1; : : :; Mn ; S1; : : : ; Sn; 0)

restr

1
CC
CC
A

2

satis es the required properties.

Using this proposition, we can de ne the least and (under certain restrictions) the
greatest xpoint of a continuous function.

Theorem 3.1 For any continuous function T : Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) ! Qni=1 }(U(M)ni )

which is de nable in F0 there is a family of formulae

T )(x ; : : : ; x ))
(lfp(
1
ni i=1::n
i
T )(x ; : : : ; x ) i ( (x ); : : : ; (x )) 2  (lfp(T )).
such that M; j= lfp(
1
ni
1
ni
i
i

Proof. By Proposition A.1 we know that lfp(T ) = T " !. This implies that
for every tuple (1; : : :; ni ) of feature trees, (1; : : :; ni ) 2 i(lfp(T )) i there is
some k 2 N with (1; : : :; ni ) 2 i(T k(;; : : : ; ;)). By lemma 3.5 there is a formula
i(M1 ; : : : ; Mn ; C; x1; : : : ; xni )

such that for all valuations into M,

M; j= i(M1; : : :; M1; C; x1; : : :; xni )
( (x1); : : :; (xni )) 2 i(T NUM(

()

(C ))((RELn

1

( (M1)); : : :; RELnn ( (M1))))):

T)
Since for every k there is a feature tree representing k, we can de ne lfp(
(x1; : : : ; xni )
i
as 9C i(eset; : : :; eset; C; x1; : : :; xni ), where eset is an arbitrary constant symbol in
L.
2
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Theorem 3.2 Let T : Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) ! Qni=1 }(U(M)ni ) be a continuous function
which is de nable in F0 If gfp(T ) = T # !, then there is a family of formulae
T)
(gfp(
(x1; : : :; xni ))i=1::n
i
T )(x ; : : :; x ) i ( (x ); : : :; (x )) 2  (gfp(T )).
such that M; j= gfp(
1
ni
1
ni
i
i
Proof. By the monotonicity of T we know that (T k (Qni=1 U(M)ni ))k2N is a decreasing
sequence of sets, i.e.
n
n
Y
Y
T k+1( U(M)ni )  T k ( U(M)ni ):
58

i=1

i=1

Hence,a tuple (1; : : : ; ni ) of feature trees is an element of i(T # !) if and only if
for every k 2 N
n
Y
k
(1; : : : ; ni ) 2 i(T ( U(M)ni )):
i=1

This implies by Proposition
3.15 that (1; : : : ; ni ) 2 i(T # !) i for every k 2 N
Q
n
there is a nite mQ2 i=1 U(M)ni with (1; : : : ; ni ) 2 i(T k(m)). The restriction to
nite elements of ni=1 U(M)ni is not necessary, but sucient.
Using the formulae i(M1; : : :; Mn ; C; x1; : : :; xni ) of lemma 3.5, we can de ne the
relation (1; : : :; ni ) 2 i(T # !) by the formula
T)
gfp(
(x1; : : :; xni ) := 8C 9M1; : : :; Mn (nat(C ) ! i(M1; : : :; Mn ; C; x1; : : :; xni )):
i

2

Using these theorems, we can show the de nability of the least and greatest model
of de nite programs.

Theorem 3.3 The relations de ned by the least model A?P of a de nite program P

extending M are de nable in F0 i.e., there are formulae (Ri (x1; : : : ; xni ))21:::n such
that
?
M; j= Ri (x1; : : : ; xni ) () ( (x1); : : :; (xni )) 2 RAi P
If the greatest xpoint of the associated continuous function TPM can be generated in !many steps (i.e., gfp(TPM) = T # !), then there exist formulae ( Ri (x1; : : : ; xni ))21:::n
such that
>
M; j= Ri (x1; : : :; xni ) () ( (x1); : : :; (xni )) 2 RAi P

Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.14, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, and Theorems 3.1

and 3.2.

2

Chapter 4
Recursive Axiomatisations of FT
and CFT

0

0

There are two complementary ways of specifying a feature theory: either by explicitly
constructing a standard interpretation and taking all sentences valid in it, or by stating axioms and proving their consistency. Both approaches to xing a feature theory
have their advantages. The construction of a standard interpretation provides for a
clear intuition and yields a complete theory (i.e., if  is a closed feature description,
then either  or : is a consequence of the theory). The presentation of a recursively
enumerable axiomatisation has the advantage that we inherit from predicate logic a
sound and complete deduction system for valid feature descriptions. Note that all
models of a complete theory are elementarily equivalent. The ideal is to specify a
feature theory by both a standard interpretation and a corresponding recursively enumerable axiomatisation. The existence of such a double characterisation, however, is
by no means obvious, since it implies that the theory is decidable.
In the rst two chapters, we have exempli ed the rst approach by de ning the
feature tree interpretation of the language F0 and investigating the theory of this
interpretation. Since we have shown that this theory is undecidable, it is clear that
a recursive enumerable axiomatisation of this theory cannot exists. In this chapter,
we present an axiomatisation for the theory of standard interpretations of FT0 and
CFT0, which we have de ned in the rst chapter. In the following, we deliberately
confuse the language FT0 (resp. CFT0) with the axiomatisation of the theory of TFT0
(resp. TCFT0 ).
In Section 4.1, we give an informal guide through the completeness proofs and compare the proofs for FT0 and CFT0. Section 4.2 formally introduces the method for
proving completeness. In Section 4.3, we de ne the tool of path constraints which
59
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helps us to keep the completeness proofs simple. Section 4.4 presents the axiomatisation for FT0 and proves it completeness. Furthermore, we show that the feature graph
interpretation and both the in nite and rational feature tree interpretation are models of FT0. This implies that all these models are elementarily equivalent with respect
to the language of FT0. In this section, we will also show that the arity predicates
of CFT0 are not de nable in FT0. As an example, we will show how the quanti er
elimination can be used for checking entailment of existentially quanti ed formulae
containing negated equations. Section 4.5 nally introduces the theory CFT0 and
proves it completeness. Again we will show that both the rational and in nite tree
interpretation are models of CFT0. Note that the feature tree graph interpretation is
not a model of CFT0.

4.1 The Method
4.1.1 Quanti er Elimination
The completeness proofs use a version of the method of quanti er elimination used
by [Mah88]. To proof the completeness of a theory T using this method, it is necessary
to nd a class of formulae (here called prime formulae) satisfying certain properties.
For both FT0 and CFT0, the set of prime formulae is the set of existentially quanti ed
solved formulae. A solved formula is a normal form of conjunction of atomic formulae
with some nice properties. In particular, it is always satis able.
The rst property is that every closed prime formula is valid in T , which will be
a trivial consequence of the set of axioms. The second property is that the class of
prime formulae is closed under conjunction and existential quanti cation. Again, this
is easy to show in our case.
The third (and dicult to prove) property is that the following two equivalences are
valid in T : (1) Given prime formulae ; 1; : : :; n, then
^n
^n
(4.1)
9X ( ^ : i) j=j 9X ( ^ : i);
i=1

i=1

and (2) there exists for all prime formulae ; 0 a Boolean combination of prime
formulae  such that
9X ( ^ : 0) j=j ;
(4.2)
where X is a set of variables. These schemes can now be used for a system transforming every closed formula in the language of T a Boolean combination of solved
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prime formulae. Since every closed prime formula is valid in T , we know that the
result of transforming the sentence reduces either to > or to ?. In the rst case, 
is valid in T . Otherwise, : is valid in T .
The transformation works as follows. An invariant of the transformation is that both
the input and output formulae of a single transformation step are of the form
Q1 : : :Qn
where Q1 : : :Qn are quanti ers and is a Boolean combination of prime formulae. A
single transformation step now eliminates the innermost quanti er.
If the innermost quanti er Qn is an existential one, then we rst transform into disjunctive normal form, treating the prime formulae as atoms. Then we can distribute
the existential quanti er over the disjuncts, yielding a disjunction of formulae of the
form
^k
^n
9x( i ^ : j0 )
0

i=1

j =1

where all i and j are prime formulae. Since prime formulae are closed under
conjunction, we can assume that the disjuncts are of the form
^k
9x( ^ : j0 :)
j =1

Now we can apply scheme 4.1, transforming each disjunct into a conjunction of the
form
^k
9x( ^ : j0 );
j =1

which can be transformed into a Boolean combination of prime formulae  by scheme 4.2.
All together, we have eliminated the innermost existential quanti er.
In the second case that the innermost quanti er is a universal one, we substitute
:9x: for 8x . Then we put : into its negation normal form 0, treating the prime
formulae as atoms. Applying the elimination method as described for existential
quanti cation on 9x 0 yields a Boolean combination of prime formulae . Now putting
: into negation normal form again (treating prime formulae as atoms) yields a
Boolean combination of prime formulae that is equivalent to 8x .
We have described the elimination of a single quanti er. But as the schemes 4.1
and 4.2 use an existential quanti cation over a whole set of variables X , the elimination methods apply also to a whole set of quanti ers of the same type (i.e., if
we start with a formula Q1 : : : Qk : : : Qk+n where Qk : : :Qk+n are either of the form
9xk : : : 9xk+n or of the form 8xk : : : 8xk+n, then we can eliminate Qk : : :Qk+n in one
step.
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4.1.2 Comparison of the Completeness Proofs for FT0 and
CFT0

The di erence between FT0 and CFT0 is that CFT0 additionally has arity constraints.
This implies that every FT0 formula is also a CFT0 formula. Hence, the completeness
proof for CFT0 is an extension of the completeness proof of FT0. However, we have to
extend the completeness proof for FT0 in a non-trivial way, since we have to handle
additional equations imposed by the arity constraints. E.g.
xff g ^ xfx ^ yff g ^ yfy j= 0 x =: y
CFT

holds in CFT0 stating that there is only one solution for the formula xff g ^ xfx.
In FT0 it is not possible to identify one element of the domain by a formula. Thus,
CFT0 requires records to be extensional (i.e., two records are identical if they have
the same set of attributes and identical values under the corresponding attributes).
Note that this property could not be guaranteed using the language of FT0 (i.e., FT0
has non-extensional models).
In the following we give a concrete example where the additional problems that arise
in the completeness proof for CFT0. Consider the FT0-formula 9x( ^ : 0) with
:= 9x1; x2(xfx1 ^ xgx2)
0 := 9y (xfy ^ xgy );
which is an instance of left hand side of scheme 4.2. In the standard model of FT0
(which is the same as for CFT0), there always exists a valuation for x satisfying
such that the values under the features f and g are di erent. This implies that the
equivalence

9x( ^ : 0) j=j 9x

(4.3)

is valid in FT0. Hence, 9x is the Boolean combination of prime formulae as required
by scheme 4.2. Roughly speaking, this equivalence is proven by extending to a
prime formula ext which makes x1 and x2 di erent, e.g. the prime formula


9x1; x2 xfx1 ^ xgx2 ^ x1fa ^ x2fa0
with a; a0 being two di erent constant symbols. Clearly, 9x ext is satis able in FT0.
Hence, there exists in every model of FT0 a valuation for x satisfying ext. Since this
valuation must also satisfy and cannot satisfy 0, this shows the equivalence in 4.3.
Therefore, it is necessary in the proof to characterise the variables for which such
additional constraints must be added. In the case of FT0 this is easy; they are
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exactly the variables where an additional equation is added when applying the solved
form algorithm on

^

0

= 9x1; x2; y(xfx1 ^ xgx2 ^ xfy ^ xgy):

But in the case of CFT0, the situation is more complex, since variables can be determined using the arity constraints. Consider the following two formulae 1 and
2:
1
0
xfx
^
xgx
^
1
2
C
B
1 = 9x1; x2; x3; x4 B
@ x1ff g ^ x1fx3 ^ CA
x2ff g ^ x2fx4
1
0
xfx
^
xgx
^
1
2
C
B
2 = 9x1; x2 B
@ x1ff g ^ x1fx1 ^ CA
x2ff g ^ x2fx2
We let 0 again be 9y(xfy ^ xgy). Although in both cases an additional equation
x1 =: x2 is added when solving 1 ^ 0 or 2 ^ 0, the equivalence 9x( 1 ^: 0) j=j 9x 1
is valid in CFT0, whereas the equivalence 9x( 2 ^ : 0) j=j 9x 2 is not.

4.2 Overall Structure of the Completeness Proofs
The completeness of FT0 and CFT0 will be shown by exhibiting simpli cation algorithms for both FT0 and CFT0. The following lemma gives the overall structure of
the algorithms, which is the same as in Maher's [Mah88] completeness proof for the
theory of constructor trees.

Lemma 4.1 Let T be a rst order theory. Suppose there exists a set of prime formulae such that:

1. for every atomic formula  one can compute a Boolean combination  of prime
formulae such that
 j=jT  and V ()  V ();
2. > is a prime formula, and there is no other closed prime formula
3. for every two prime formulae and 0 one can compute a formula  that is
either prime or ? and satis es

^ 0 j=jT  and V ()  V ( ^ 0)
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4. for every prime formula
mula 0 such that

and every variable x one can compute a prime for-

9x j=jT
5. if , 1; : : :;

n

0

and V ( 0)  V (9x )

are prime formulae, then

^n

^n

i=1

i=1

9x( ^ : i) j=jT

9x( ^ : i)

6. for every two prime formulae , 0 and every variable x one can compute a
Boolean combination  of prime formulae such that

9x( ^ : 0) j=jT  and V ()  V (9x( ^ : 0)):
Then one can compute for every formula  a Boolean combination  of prime formulae
such that  j=jT  and V ()  V ().

Proof. Suppose a set of prime formulae exists as required. Let  be a formula. We

show by induction on the structure of  how to compute a Boolean combination  of
prime formulae such that  j=jT  and V ()  V ().
If  is an atomic formula, then it can be transformed into an equivalent Boolean
combination of prime formulae by assumption (1).
If  is : , ^ 0 or _ 0, then the claim follows immediately with the induction
hypothesis.
It remains to show the claim for  = 9x . By the induction hypothesis we know that
we can compute a Boolean combination  of prime formulae such that  j=jT and
V ()  V ( ). Now  can be transformed to a disjunctive normal form where prime
formulae play the role of atomic formulae; that is,  is equivalent to 1 _ : : : _ n,
where every \clause" i is a conjunction of prime and negated prime formulae. Hence

9x j=j 9x(1 _ : : : _ n) j=j 9x1 _ : : : _ 9xn;
where all three formulae have exactly the same free variables. It remains to show
that one can compute for every clause  a Boolean combination  of prime formulae
such that 9x j=jT  and V ()  V (9x). We distinguish the following cases.
(i)  = for some basic constraint . Then the claim follows by assumption (4).
(ii)  = ^ Vn : , n > 0. Then the claim follows with assumptions (5) and (6).
i=1

i
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(iii)  = Vni=1 : i, n > 0. Then  j=jT > ^ Vni=1 : i and the claim follows with case
(ii) since > is a prime formula by assumption (2).
(iv)  = 1 ^: : :^ k ^: 10 ^: : :^: n0 , k > 1, n  0. Then we know by assumption (3)
that either 1 ^ : : : ^ k j=jT ? or 1 ^ : : : ^ k j=jT for some prime formula .
In the former case we choose  = :>, and in the latter case the claim follows
with case (i) or (ii).

2
Note that, provided a set of prime formulae with the required properties exists for
FT0 (resp. CFT0), the preceding lemma yields the completeness of FT0 (resp. CFT0)
since every closed formula can be simpli ed to > or :> (since > is the only closed
prime formula).
Section 4.4 establishes the set of prime formulae as required for FT0, whereas in
section 4.5 we will do the same for CFT0. In the next section we will de ne the tool
of path constraints that will help us to keep the proofs for both FT0 and CFT0 simple.

4.3 Path Constraints
Path constraints are a exible syntax for atomic formulae closed under conjunction
and existential quanti cation. We will see that for every prime formula there is an
equivalent quanti er-free formula consisting only of path constraints.
The propositions to come will be proven for a common sub-theory of FT0 and CFT0,
which expresses exactly the minimal properties of features. This theory is called
FT0. In a slightly modi ed version, this theory has been introduced in [Smo92].
Since CFT0 contains unary predicates in form of arity constraints, FT0 must also
contain unary predicates. Thus, the signature of the common sub-theory consists of
all elements of L acting both as constants and features, a set of unary predicates
P and a distinguished unary predicate symbol atom. If nothing else is stated, the
letter P denotes a unary predicate symbol in P [fatomg. Since CFT0 contains unary
predicates, whereas FT0 does not, we formalise the theory FT0 with di erent sets of
unary predicates. Thus, we use FTP0 to denote the instance of FT0 whose signature
contains exactly the unary predicate symbols listed in P . We will see that FTfg
0 is a
f
Fi gi2N
0
0
subset of FT and that FT0
is a subset of CFT , where fFigi2N is an enumeration
of all arity constraints.
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As mentioned, FTP0 is a minimal theory expressing the properties of features. In the
models of FTP0 , features are interpreted as binary, functional relations. All predicates
in P are free, i.e. they are just interpreted as unary predicates without additional
conditions. Therefore, we have the following axiom schemes for FTP0 stating that
every feature is functional, that features are not de ned on constants, that the unique
name assumption holds for the constants, and that the denotation of atom should be
the set of all constants1 :
(Ax1) 8~(xfy ^ xfz ! y =: z) for every feature f
(Ax2) :(c1 =: c2)
if c1 and c2 are di erent constants
(Ax3)
(Ax4)
(Ax5)

8~(cfx ! ?)

for every constant c
atom(c)
for every constant c
8~(xfy ^ atom(x) ! ?) for every feature f .

Using FTP0 we are able to de ne path constraints. We start by recalling the de nition
of the denotation of a path.
The interpretations f A, gA of two features f , g in a structure A are binary relations
on the universe U(A) of A; hence their composition f A  gA is again a binary relation
on U(A) satisfying

a(f A  gA)b () 9c 2 U(A): af Ac ^ cgA b
for all a; b 2 U(A). Consequently we de ne the denotation pA of a path p =
f1  fn in a structure A as the composition
(f1  fn)A := f1A    fnA ;
where the empty path " is taken to denote the identity relation. If A is a model of
the theory FTP0 , then every path denotes a unary partial function on the universe of
A. Given an element a 2 U(A), pA is thus either unde ned on a or leads from a to
exactly one b 2 U(A).

De nition 4.1 (Path Constraints) Let p, q be paths, x, y be variables, P be a
unary predicate symbol, and c be a constant symbol. Then path constraints are de ned
as follows:
A; j= xpc : ()

(x) pA cA

1Note that this property can only be approximated. For guaranteeing this property, an in nite

disjunction would be needed.
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A; j= xpy : () (x) pA (y)
A; j= xp # yq : () 9a 2 U(A): (x) pA a ^ (y) qA a
A; j= P (xp) : () 9a 2 U(A): (x) pA a ^ a 2 P A
A proper path constraint is a path constraint of the form \xpc", \P (xp)" or \xp #yq".

Note that path constraints xpy generalise feature constraints xfy. We use xp# as a
shortcut for xp # xp. By de nition, xp# is satis ed by some valuation into some
structure A i the path pA is de ned on (x).
Every path constraint can be expressed with the already existing formulae, as can be
seen from the following equivalences:
x"t j=j x =: t
xfpt j=j 9z(xfz ^ zpt) (z 6= x; t)
xp # yq j=j 9z(xpz ^ yqz) (z 6= x; y)
P (xp) j=j 9y(xpy ^ P (y)) (y 6= x):
We are now going to de ne the closure of quanti er-free and of existential quanti ed
formulae. The closure of a formulae is a set of all path constraints that is equivalent
to . In general, the closure can be in nite. But we will show that there is a nite
subset that is also equivalent to (which we will call projection).
We will de ne the closure only for special classes of formulae in order to guarantee
some nice properties for the closure. In the case of quanti er-free formulae, this will
be the class of solved formulae. In the case of existential quanti ed formulae, this
will be the class of prime formulae. We will later prove that for the theory FT0 the
prime formulae satis es all condition required by lemma 4.1. For CFT0 we have to
rede ne the notions of solved formula in order to handle the arities predicates.
The framework of path constraints will later be used for proving claims 5 and 6 of
Lemma 4.1. Recall the example of Section 4.1.2, page 62. There we considered the
FT0-formulae
= 9x19x2

0

:= 9x1; x2(xfx1 ^ xgx2)
:= 9y(xfy ^ xgy);

and argued that the equivalence

9x( ^ : 0) j=j 9x
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is valid in FT0. This will be shown in the completeness proof for FT0 by extending
to a formula


ext := 9x1; x2 xfx1 ^ xgx2 ^ x1fa ^ x2 fa0 :
For constructing this formula we introduce the notions of projection, rooted path and
value of a rooted path in a solved formula.
The rst step in constructing ext is to generate a projection for 0, which is

xf # xg:
xf and xg are called rooted paths. The value jxf j and jxgj of xf and xg in are
x1 and x2, respectively. Since xf # xg is not entailed by , we know that the values
of xf and xg in must be di erent variables. Hence, we can add consistently the
constraints x1fa and x2fa0 to generate ext.

De nition 4.2 (Basic Constraint) A basic constraint is either ? or a possibly

empty conjunction of atomic formulae.

In the case of FT0, we have t1ft2 and t1 =: t2 as atomic formulae. In CFT0, we have
the additional atomic formulae of form tF . Note that > is a basic constraint since >
is the empty conjunction. In the following, we will always use the Greek letter  to
denote basic constraints.
We say that a basic constraint  binds x to y (resp. c) if x =: y 2  (resp.
x =: c 2 ) and x occurs only once in . Here it is important to note that we consider
equations as directed, that is, assume that x =: y is di erent from y =: x if x 6= y. We
say that  eliminates x if  binds x to some variable y or some constant c.

De nition 4.3 (Solved Formula) A solved formula is a basic constraint 6= ?
such that the following conditions are satis ed:
1. no atomic constraint occurs twice in ;

2. an equation x =: t appears in if and only if eliminates x;
3. if xft 2  and xft0 2 , then t = t0 ;

4.  contains no atomic constraint of the form c =: t, cft or atom(c);

5. if xft 2 , then atom(x) 62 .
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(CCl)
(CFCl1)
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xft1 ^ xft: 2 ^ 
xft1 ^ t1 = t2 ^ 
x =: t ^ 
x 2 V () and x 6= y
:
x = t ^ [x t]
c1 =: c2
c1 6= c1

?

cft

?
(CFCl2) atom(x) ^ xft ^ 
?
(Orient)

(Triv)
(Simpl1)
(Simpl2)

c =:: x
x=c
t =: t ^ 


P (x) ^ P (x) ^ 
P (x) ^ 
atom(c) ^ 

Figure 4.1: The basic simpli cation rules.

Every solved formula has a unique decomposition = N ^ G into a possibly
empty conjunction N of equations \x =: y" and a possibly empty conjunction G of
constraints \P (x)" and feature constraints \xfy". We call N the normaliser and G
the graph of .

The letter always denotes a solved formula. We will see that every basic constraint
is equivalent in FTP0 to either ? or a solved formula.
Note that the basic simpli cation rules (Cong), (CFCl1), (CCl), (Simpl2) and (CFCl2)
correspond to the axioms schemes (Ax1), (Ax3), (Ax2), (Ax4) and (Ax5) , respectively. Thus, they are equivalence transformation with respect to FTP0 . The remaining
simpli cation rules are equivalence transformations in general.
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Proposition 4.1 The basic simpli cation rules are terminating and perform equivalence transformations with respect to FTP0 . Moreover, a basic constraint  =
6 ? is

solved if and only if no basic simpli cation rule applies to it.

Proof. To see that the basic simpli cation rules are terminating, observe that no

rule adds a new variable and that every rule preserves eliminated variables. Since
rule (Elim) increases the number of eliminated variables, and the remaining rules
obviously terminate, the entire system must terminate. The other claims are easy to
verify.
2

Proposition 4.2 Let  be a formula built from atomic formulae with conjunction.
Then one can compute a formula  that is either solved or ? such that  j=jFTP0  and
V ()  V ().
Proof. Follows from the preceding proposition and the fact that the basic simpli -

cation rules do not introduce new variables.

2

De nition 4.4 (Closure) The closure [ ] of a solved formula is the closure of the
atomic formulae occurring in with respect to the following deduction rules:

x =: t
x"t

xpy yft
xpft

xpt yqt
P (t) xpt
xpc
x"x
xp # yq
P (xp)
atom(xp)
Recall that we assume that equations x =: y are directed, that is, are ordered pairs of
variables. Hence, xy 2 [ ] and yx 2= [ ] if x =: y 2 .

Proposition 4.3 Let be a solved formula. Then:
1. if  2 [ ], then j=FTP0 

2. x"t 2 [ ] i x = t or x =: t 2
3. xft 2 [ ] i xft 2

or 9z: x =: z 2 and zft 2

4. xpft 2 [ ] i 9z: xpz 2 [ ] and zft 2
5. if p 6= " and xpt; xpt0 2 [ ], then t = t0
6. or all P 2 P , P (xp) 2 [ ] i xpt 2 [ ] and P (t) 2
7. atom(xp) 2 [ ] i xpc 2 [ ] for some c 2 L or xpy 2 [ ] and atom(y) 2 .
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8. it is decidable whether a path constraint is in [ ].

Proof. For the rst claim one veri es the soundness of the deduction rules for path

constraints. The veri cation of the other claims is straightforward.

2

Now we extend the notion of path constraints to include also existential quanti ed
formulae.

De nition 4.5 (Prime Formula) Let  be a basic constraint. A formula = 9X
is called prime if it satis es the following conditions:
1.  is solved;
2. X has no variable in common with the normaliser of ;
3. for every x 2 X there is a variable y 2 V ( ) and a path p such that ypx 2 [].

Given a formula = 9X where  is a basic constraint, we can simply transform
into an equivalent formula 0 such that the rst two conditions are satis ed. We will
later see that in the case of the complete theories FT0 and CFT0, we can nd also
an 0 that satis es additionally the third conditions. In the following, the letter
denotes always a prime formula if nothing else is stated.

De nition 4.6 (Closure of Prime Formulae) The closure of a prime formula =
9X is de ned as follows:
[ ] := f 2 [ ] j  = x"# or  proper path constraint with V () \ X = ; g:
Proposition 4.4 If is a prime formula and  2 [ ], then
: j= : ).

j=  (and hence

Proof. Let = 9X be a prime formula, A; j= , and  2 [ ]. Let 0 be an
arbitrary X -update of such that A; 0 j= . Since [ ]  [ ], we have  2 [ ] and
thus A; 0 j= . If  has no variable in common with X , then A; j= . Otherwise,
 has the form \x"#" and hence A; j=  holds trivially.
2
We now know that the closure [ ], taken as an in nite conjunction, is entailed by .
We are going to show that, conversely, is entailed by certain nite subsets of its
closure [ ]. For this we need rst the de nition of a rooted path.
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De nition 4.7 (Rooted Path) A rooted path xp consists of a variable x and a
path p. The value jxpj of a rooted path xp in some solved formula is de ned as
follows:

8
>
x
>
<t
jxpj := > t
>
:

unde ned

i p = " ^ x =: t 62
i p = " ^ x =: t 2
i xpt 2 [ ]
else.

A rooted path xp is called realized in a solved formula i jxpj is de ned. A rooted
path xp is realized in a prime formula = 9X if either p = " or x 2 V ( ) and xp
is realized in .

We say that a proper path constraint  contains a rooted path xp if  = xp#,
 = xpc,  = xp # yq or  = yq # xp

Proposition 4.5 j  j is a partial function for every solved formula .
Proof. Follows from proposition 4.3 (5).

2

Proposition 4.6 Let xp be a rooted path. If xp is realized in some solved formula
, then jxpj is either a constant or a variable z with z 2 V ( G ).
Proposition 4.7 Let = 9X be a prime formula and  = xp # yq be a proper path
constraint with x; y 62 X . If both xp and yq are realized in , then
9X ^  j=jFTP0 9X ( ^ jxpj =: jyqj ):
De nition 4.8 (Access Function) An access function for a prime formula =
9X is a function that maps every x 2 V ( ) ? X to the rooted path x", and every
x 2 X to a rooted path x0p such that x0px 2 [ ] and x0 2= X .
Proposition 4.8 For every prime formula = 9X and every access function @ of
,

j@xj = x:
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Thus, j  j is the left inverse of @. But the converse is not true. Given the prime
formula = 9z with
= xfz ^ ygz
and the access function with @z = xf , we have @jygj = xf .
Note that every prime formula has at least one access function, and that the access function of a prime formula 9X is injective on V ( ) (follows from Proposition 4.3 (5)).

De nition 4.9 (Projection) The projection of a prime formula = 9X with

respect to an access function @ for is the conjunction of the following proper path
constraints:

fx" # y" j x =: y 2 g [
fP (x0p) j P (x) 2 ; x0p = @xg [
fx0pf # y0q j xfy 2 ; x0p = @x; y0q = @yg:

Obviously, one can compute for every prime formula an access function and hence a
projection. Furthermore, if  is a projection of a prime formula , then  taken as a
set is a nite subset of the closure [ ].

Proposition 4.9 Let  be a projection of a prime formula . Then   [ ] and
 j=jFTP0 .
Proof. Let  be the projection of a prime formula = 9X with respect to an

access function @.
Since every path constraint  2  is in [ ] and thus satis es j= , we have j= .
To show the other direction, suppose A; j= , where A is a model of FTP0 . Then
A; 0 j= x0px for every x 2 X with @x = x0p de nes a unique X -update 0 of .
From the de nition of a projection it is clear that A; 0 j= . Hence A; j= . 2
As a consequence of this proposition one can compute for every prime formula an
equivalent quanti er-free conjunction of proper path constraints.

Proposition 4.10 If is a prime formula, then j=jFT0 [ ]
Proof. By Proposition 4.4 we have j=FT0 [ ], and by Proposition 4.9 we have
[ ] j=FT0 since has a projection   [ ].
2
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4.4 The Theory FT0
4.4.1 The Axioms
The rst ve axiom schemes of FT0 are the axiom schemes of FTfg
0:
(Ax1) 8~(xfy ^ xfz ! y =: z)
for every feature f .
(Ax2) :(c1 =: c2)
if c1 and c2 are di erent constants
(Ax3)
(Ax4)
(Ax5)

8~(cfx ! ?)

atom(c)
8x; y(xfy ^ atom(x) ! ?).

for all constants c.
for all constants c

The sixth and nal axiom scheme will say that certain \consistent feature descriptions" are satis able. For its formulation we need the important notion of a solved
clause.
An exclusion constraint is an additional atomic formula of the form xf " (\f unde ned on x") taken to be equivalent to :9y (xfy) (for some variable y 6= x).

De nition 4.10 (Solved Clause) A solved clause is a possibly empty conjunction
 of atomic formulae of the form xft and xf " such that the following conditions are
satis ed:

1. no atomic formula occurs twice in 
2. there are no constraints of the form cft, cf " or atom(c) in 
3. if xft 2 , then there exists no t 6= t0 such that xft0 2 
4. if xft 2 , then xf " 2= 
5. if atom(x) 2 , then neither xfy nor xf " is in .

Proposition 4.11 Given a solved clause , the subset 0 of  containing all atomic

constraints of the form t1 ft2 is a graph. Vice versa, the graph of a solved formulae
is a solved clause.
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x h"
h

f

g
v f"

u
g

1

f

g
z

h
w f" g"

Figure 4.2: A graph representation of a solved clause.
Figure 4.2 gives a graph representation of the solved clause
xfu ^ xgv ^ xh" ^
uhx ^ ug1 ^ ufz ^
vgz ^ vhw ^ vf " ^
wf " ^ wg":
Here, the symbols 1 denotes a constant. A more readable textual representation of
this solved clause is
x : [f : u g: v h"]
u : [h: x g: 1 f : z]
v : [g: z h: w f "]
w : [f " g"]:
As in the example, a solved clause can always be seen as a graph whose nodes are
the variables and constants appearing in the clause and whose arcs are given by the
feature constraints xft. The constraints xf " appear as labels of the node x. The
graphical representation of solved clauses should be very helpful in understanding the
proofs to come.
A variable x is constrained in a solved clause  if  contains a constraint of the
form xft or xf ". We use CV () to denote the set of all variables that are constrained
in . The variables in V () ?CV () are called the parameters of a solved clause .
In the graph representation of a solved clause the parameters appear as leaves that
are not not labelled with a feature exclusion. The parameter of the solved clause in
Figure 4.2 is y.
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We can now state the nal axiom scheme. It says that the constrained variables of a
solved clause have solutions for all values of the parameters:
(Ax6) 8~ 9X for X = CV () and every solved clause  that contains no constraints of the form atom(x).

Proposition 4.12 Let  be a solved clause and X = CV (). Then
FT0 j= 8~9X:
The theory FT0 is the set of all sentences that can be obtained as instances of the
axiom schemes (Ax1), (Ax2), (Ax3), (Ax4), (Ax5) and (Ax6). In the next sections
we will show that FT0 is a complete theory. By using an adaption of the proof of
Theorem 8.3 in [Smo92] one can show that FT0 is undecidable.

4.4.2 Feature Trees and Feature Graphs
In this section we establish three models of FT0 consisting of either feature trees or
feature graphs. Since we will show that FT0 is a complete theory, all three models
are in fact elementarily equivalent.

Theorem 4.1 The feature tree structures TFT0 and RFT0 are models of the theory FT0 .

Proof. We will rst show that TFT0 is a model of FT0.
The rst ve axiom schemes are obviously satis ed by TFT0 . To see that TFT0 satis es
the sixth axiom scheme, let  be a solved clause, X be the variables constrained in
, and be a valuation into TFT0 . It suces to show that there exists an X -update
0 of such that TFT0 ; 0 j=  .
For a feature tree  = (D; ) and a path p we de ne p to be the feature tree (D0; 0)
with D0 = fpq j q 2 Dg and 0 = f(pq; a) j (q; a) 2 g. Clearly, p?1p = , but the
converse may not hold. Now one can verify that
[
8x 2 X 0(x) := (Dx; x) [
p (y)
xpy2[]; y62X

with

Dx := fp j xp# 2 []g
x := f(p; c) j xpc 2 []g
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de nes an X -update 0 of such that TFT0 ; 0 j= .
The same construction shows that RFT0 is a model of FT0.

2

Now we will de ne the third FT0-model, namely the feature graph model. A feature
pregraph is a pair (t; ) consisting of a term t (called the root) and a solved clause
not containing exclusion constraints and constraints of the form atom(x) such that
the following conditions are satis ed:

 if t is a constant c, then is the empty clause, and
 if t is a variable x, then for every variable y occurring in , there exists a path
p satisfying xpy 2 [ ].
If one deletes the exclusion constraints in Figure 4.2, one obtains the graphical representation of a feature pregraph whose root is x.
A feature pregraph (t; ) is called a subpregraph of a feature pregraph (t0; ) if  
and t = t0 or t0 is a variable x and xpt 2 [] for some path p. Note that a feature
pregraph has only nitely many subpregraphs.
We say that two feature pregraphs are equivalent if they are equal up to consistent
variable renaming. For instance, (x; xfy ^ ygx) and (u; ufx ^ xgu) are equivalent
feature pregraphs.
A feature graph is an element of the quotient of the set of all feature pregraphs
with respect to equivalence as de ned above. Put di erently, a feature graph is an
isomorphism class of feature pregraphs. We use (t; ) to denote the feature graph
obtained as the equivalence class of the feature pregraph (t; ).
The feature graph structure G is the FT0-structure de ned as follows:






the universe of G is the set of all feature graphs

cG = (c; fg) for every c 2 L.
atomG = fcG j c 2 Lg

((x; ); ) 2 f G i there exists a maximal feature subpregraph (t; ) of (x; )
such that xft 2 and  = (t; ).

Theorem 4.2 The feature graph structure G is a model of the theory FT0.
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Proof. The rst ve axiom schemes are obviously satis ed by G. To see that G

satis es the sixth axiom scheme, let  be a solved clause and a valuation into TFT0 .
It suces to show that there exists an CV ()-update 0 of such that G; 0 j= .
First we choose for the parameters y 2 V ()?CV () variable disjoint feature pregraphs
(y; y ) such that (y) = (y; y ). Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality
that every pregraph (y; y ) has with  exactly its root variable y in common. Hence
^
0 :=  ^
y
y2V ()?CV ()

is a solved clause. Now, for every constrained variable x 2 CV (), let x be the
maximal solved clause such that x  0 and (x; x) is a feature pregraph. Then the
CV ()-update 0 of such that 0(x) = (x; x) for every x 2 CV () satis es G; 0 j= .

2

Let F be the structure whose domain consists of all feature pregraphs and that is
otherwise de ned analogous to G. Note that G is in fact the quotient of F with
respect to equivalence of feature pregraphs.

Proposition 4.13 The feature pregraph structure F is a model of FT0 but not of
FT0.

Proof. It is easy to see that F satis es the rst ve axiom schemes. To see that F
does not satisfy the sixth axiom scheme, consider the solved clause

 = xfy ^ xgz
and a valuation into F such that (y) = (x; xha), (z) = (x; xhb), where a and b
are two di erent constants. Then there exists no x-update 0 of satisfying F; 0 j= 
since a feature pregraph cannot contain both xha and xhb.
2

4.4.3 Some Properties of Prime Formulae
We will now show that the class of prime formulae de ned in section 4.2 satis es
the requirements 1{ 4 of Lemma 4.1. Note that all propositions proven for FTfg
0 in
fg
0
0
Section 4.3 can also be used for the theory FT as FT0 is a sub-theory of FT .
Requirement 2 is trivial. For requirement 1 note that if  is a basic formula tft0 or
t =: t0 with t 6= t0, then  is equivalent to ?, which is 6= >. If  is a trivial equation
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t =: t, then  is equivalent to >. All other atomic formulae are prime formulae by
de nition. In this section we are going to prove requirements 3 and 4.
For this we de ne the notion of decided variables of an existential quanti ed solved
formula 9X . The decided variables are those variables in V ( ) whose valuation is
uniquely determined by the valuation of the free variables.

De nition 4.11 (Decided Variables) Let be a solved formula and X be a set of
variables. A variable x 2 V ( ) is said to be decided in a formula  = 9X if x 2 V ()
or there is a variable y 2 V () with y =
6 x and a path p such that
ypx 2 [ ]:
For a solved clause  we say that x is decided in  = 9X if x is decided in 9X ,
where   is the solved formula containing all constraints of  that are of the form
xfy.

We say that a variable is undecided if it is not decided. The set of decided variables
of a formula  will be denoted by Dec(). Consider the formula

 := 9x; x1; x2(xfx1 ^ xgx2 ^ xhy ^ zfx2)

(4.4)

Then the variables Dec() = fy; z; x2g. x and x1 are both undecided in .
In the following we show that every existential quanti ed solved formula 9X is
equivalent to 9X 0, where 0 is the set of constraints on the decided variables. Thus,
we above de ned formula  is equivalent in FT0 to the formula

0 := 9x2(zfx2):
We will use this equivalence to show that we can transform every existential quanti ed
solved formula in a prime formula thus proving requirement 4 of Lemma 4.1. Note
that in a prime formula = 9X every variable in V ( ) is decided. Furthermore, this
will be used in the next section for the proofs of assumptions 5 and 6 of Lemma 4.1.

Proposition 4.14 Let Y be a set of variables that are existential quanti ed and
decided in  = 9X and let be some valuation into a FT0 model A with A; j= .
Then there exists a unique Y -update 0 of such that

A; 0 j= 9X nY :
A constraint  is called a constraint for x if  is of the form xft, atom(x) or x =: t.
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Lemma 4.2 (Garbage Collection) Let ; 0 be solved clauses and let  = 9X
and  0 = 9X 0 0 be formulae with V () = V ( 0) and Dec() = Dec( 0). If  and  0
contain exactly the same constraints for the decided variables, then

 j=jFT0 0:

Proof. Let , 0 be given as described and let Z = Dec() \ X = Dec(0) \ X 0. As 

and 0 contain the same constraints for the decided variables, we can write  and 0
as
 = 9Z 9Y ( ^ ) and 0 = 9Z 9Y 0( 0 ^ );
where Y = X nZ , Y 0 = X 0nZ and contains all constraints for the variables in
Z . Note that all variables of are decided in  and 0. Hence V ( ) \ Y = ; and
V ( ) \ Y 0 = ;. This implies that

 j=j 9Z (9Y ^ ) and 0 j=j 9Z (9Y 0 0 ^ );
Now and 0 are solved clauses. The variables which are free in 9Y and 9Y 0 0 are
decided in  and 0. Since we have put all constraints for the decided variables into
, we know that and 0 contain no constraints for the free variables in 9Y and
9Y 0 0. This implies that the free variables of 9Y (resp. 9Y 0 0) are parameters of
(resp. 0). Hence
FT0 j= 8~9Y and FT0 j= 8~9Y 0 0
by Proposition (4.12). This shows  j=j 9Z and 0 j=j 9Z .
2
We will say that two formula  = 9X and 0 = 9X 0 0 di er only on the undecided variables if V () = V (0), Dec() = Dec(0), and  and 0 contain exactly the
same constraints for the decided variables.

Proposition 4.15 For every prime formula and every set of variables X one can
compute a prime formula 0 such that

9X j=jFT0

0

and V ( 0)  V (9X ):

Proof. We will proof that we can compute a formula 0 as required by the lemma
for the special case X = fxg. For arbitrary sets X we can compute a 0 by iterative
application of the method for this special case.
Let = 9Y be a prime formula and x be a variable. We construct a prime formula
0 such that 9x j=j 0 0 and V ( 0)  V (9x ). We distinguish the following cases.
FT
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1. x 2= V ( ). Then 0 := does the job.
2. = (x =: y ^ 0). Then 0 := 9Y 0 does the job.
3. = (y =: x^ 0). Then 0 := 9Y ( 0[x y]) does the job since j=j x =: y ^ 0[x y].
4. x 2= Y and x occurs in the graph but not in the normaliser of . Then 9x9Y j=j
0
N ^ 9x9Y G . Let G contain all the constraints for the variable that are decided
in 9x9Y G . Then 9x9Y G and 9x9Y G0 have the same set of decided variables and
contain the same constraints for the decided variables. Since G and G0 contain no
equations, they are solved clauses. Hence, by proposition 4.2

9x9Y G j=jFT0 9x9Y G0 :
This implies that 0 = N ^9x9Y G0 is a prime formulae with j=jFT0 0 and V ( 0) 
V ( ).
2
Proposition 4.16 For every two prime formulae and 0 one can compute a formula  that is either prime or ? and satis es
^ 0 j=jFT0  and V ()  V ( ^ 0):
Proof. Let = 9X and 0 = 9X 0 0 be prime formulae. Without loss of generality

we can assume that X and X 0 are disjoint. Hence

^

j=j 9X 9X 0( ^ 0):

0

Since ^ 0 is a basic constraint, Proposition 4.2 tells us that we can compute a
formula  that is either solved or ? and satis es ^ 0 j=jFT0  and V ()  V ( ^ 0).
If  = ?, then  := ? does the job. Otherwise,  is solved. Since

^

0

j=jFT0 9X 9X 0;

we know by Proposition 4.15 how to compute a prime formula 00 such that ^ 0 j=jFT0
00. From the construction of 00 one veri es easily that V ( 00)  V ( ^ 0).
2

4.4.4 Proof of the Main Lemmas
In this section we show that our prime formulae satisfy the requirements (5) and (6)
of Lemma 4.1 and thus obtain the completeness of FT0. We start with the de nition
of the central notion of a joker.
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De nition 4.12 Let = 9Y be a prime formula and X be a set of variables. A
rooted path xp is called decided in wrt. X if either x 62 X or there is some pre x p0
such that xp0 is realized and jxp0 j is constant or a variable decided in 9X .
xp is called undecided in wrt. X is xp is not decided in wrt. X . Note that in this
case x must be an element of X . If and X are clear from the context, we will just
say decided instead of decided in wrt. X .

Proposition 4.17 If  is a proper path constrained such that all rooted paths contained in  are decided in wrt. X , then either A; j= 8X ( ! ) or A; j=
8X ( ! :).
De nition 4.13 (X -Joker) A proper path constraint  is called an X -joker for a
prime formula if  2= [ ] and one of the following conditions is satis ed:
1.  = xpc and xp is undecided in wrt. X
2.  = atom(xp) and xp is undecided in wrt. X
3.  = xp # yq and xp is undecided in wrt. X
4.  = yp # xq and xq is undecided in wrt. X .

We will now give some examples for X -jokers. The path constraint xf # xg is an
fxg-joker for the formulae

9x1; x2(xfx1 ^ xgx2)
9x1(xfx1 ^ xgy)
9x1(xfx1):
On the other hand, xf # xg is no fxg-joker for the formulae
1 := 9x1(xfx1 ^ xgx1)
2 := 9x1(xfy ^ xgx1 ^ zhx1);
since xf # xg 2 [ 1], and both xf and xg are decided in 2 wrt. fxg.
Proposition 4.18 It is decidable whether a rooted path is undecided in a prime for-

mula wrt. a set of variables, and whether a path constraint is an X -joker for a prime
formula.
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Proof. Follows with Proposition 4.3.

2

Lemma 4.3 Let be a prime formula and 1; : : :; n be X -jokers for . Then
^n

9X j=FT0 9X ( ^ :i):
i=1

Proof. Let = 9Y be a prime formula, 1; : : :; n (n > 0) be X -jokers for , A be
some model of FT0, and Vbe some valuation into A with A; j= 9X . We have to
show that A; j= 9X ( ^ ni=1 :). We will de ne a prime formula 0 satisfying the
following:

 0 j= ,
 9X j=jFT0 9X 0,
 A; j= 8X ( 0 ! :i) for all i = 1::n
Once we have de ned a 0 satisfying these conditions, we can prove the claim using
the following argumentation. Since 9X j=jFT0 9X 0 and A; j= 9X , there must
be an X -update 0 of such that A; 0 j= 0. But asV 0 j= and for all i = 1::n
A; j= V8X ( 0 ! :i), we know that A; 0 j= ^ ni=1 :i. This shows A; j=
9X ( ^ n : ).
i=1

i

For the construction of 0 we de ne Fused to be the set of all features that occur in
the path constraints i. In the following, we will just say that a rooted path xp is
decided when meaning that xp is decided in wrt. X , and we will use undecided in
a similar way. Let Z  V ( G ) be the set of all variables of the graph of that are
undecided, and let h be a new feature. Note that if a rooted path xp is undecided
and realized in , then jxpj is a variable z with z 2 Z . Furthermore, let ZC  Z be
the set of variables z 2 Z with atom(z) 2 .
By Proposition 4.14 there exists a unique update 0 of to the variables that are
decided in 9X . For each z 2 ZC we x a constant cz that does not appear in and
i for i = 1 : : : n such that

8x 2 ((X [ Y ) \ Dec(9X )) : cAz 6= 0(x):
By the construction we know that for every rooted path yq which is contained in
some i and which is both realized and decided the proposition

A; j= 8X ( ! :ypcz )
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holds. Similarly, we x for every z 2 Z nZC a constant cz that does not appear in
and i for i = 1 : : : n such that
8x 2 ((X [ Y ) \ Dec(9X )) : : 0 (x) hA cAz :
Again we know for every rooted path yq which is contained in some i and which is
both realized and decided that

A; j= 8X ( ! :yphcz )
is true. It is understood that cz 6= cz0 for z 6= z0 and z; z0 2 Z .
Let be obtained from G be deleting all constraints atom(z) with z 2 ZC , and let
z1; : : :; zm be an enumeration of ZC . The formula 0 = 9Y ( N0 ^ G0 ) is now de ned
by
:
:
0
N = N ^ z1 = cz1 ^ : : : ^ zm = czm
0
1
^
0 = [z1 cz ; : : :; zm cz ] ^ ^ @zhcz ^
zf "A :
m
1
G
z2(Z nZC )

f 2Fused; zft62

We will show that 0 satis es the requirements stated above. Clearly, 0 j=CFT0 .
Next we will show that 9X j=jFT0 9X 0.
By the de nition of Z we know that N contains no constraint of the form z =: t with
z 2 Z . Since the variables in Z are undecided, we know that z0 =: z 2 N and z 2 Z
implies z0 2 X . Since N eliminates the variables on the left sides of the equation,
this implies
9X 9Y ( N ^ G ) j=j 9X 9Y ( N00 ^ G);
where N00 is the biggest subset of N with V ( N00 ) \ Z = ;. Similarly, 9X 0 =
9X 9Y ( N0 ^ G0 ) j=j 9X 9Y ( N00 ^ G0 ). Now V ( N00 ) \ Z = ; implies
9X j=j 9Z 0( N00 ^ 9Z G ) and 9X 0 j=j 9Z 0( N00 ^ 9Z G0 );
where Z 0 = (X [ Y )nZ .
Since V (9Z G)  Dec(9X ), we know that every variable in Z is also undecided in
9Z G: if there would be a variable z 2 Z such that there is a p with ypz 2 [ G]
and y 2 V (9Z G ), then y 2 Dec(9X ), which implies z 2 Dec(9X ). But this is
contradictory to the de nition of Z . Hence, 9Z G and 9Z G0 are solved clauses that
di er only on the undecided variables. Then proposition 4.2 shows that 9Z G j=jFT0
9Z G0 and therefore 9X j=jFT0 9X 0.
The remaining part is to show that A; j= 8X ( 0 ! Vni=1 :i) for all i = 1::n. We
distinguish the following cases for i:
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1. i contains a rooted path xp that is undecided and not realized in : Let p0 be
the longest path such that xp0 is realized in (such a path must exists since at
least x is realized in ), and let p = p0 fq. As xp is undecided, we know that
jxp0j is a variable z with z 2 Z . As p0 is the longest subpath of p0 with xp0
realized in we know that zft 62 . If z 2 ZC , then we have substituted z by
a constant cz . Otherwise we have added zf " in G0 since f 2 Fused.
2. every undecided rooted path contained in i is realized in . Note that in this
case i cannot be of the form xp#, since xp realized in implies that xp# 2 [ ].
We will split up this case as follows:
(a) i = xpc. Then xp is undecided. Since xp is realized in , we know that
jxpj is a variable z with z 2 Z . If z 2 Zc , then we have substituted z by
a constant symbol c0 di erent from c. Otherwise, we have added at least
one feature constraint zhcz in G0 , which implies 0 j= :i.
(b) i = atom(xp). Then xp is undecided. Since xp is realized in , we
know that jxpj is a variable z with z 2 Z . Now i 62 [ ] implies that
atom(z) 62 G and therefore z 62 ZC . Hence, we have added at least one
feature constraint zhcz in G0 .
(c) i = xp # yq or i = yq # xp where xp is undecided but realized in .
Again we get jxpj = z 2 Z . There are two cases, namely z 2 ZC and
z 2 (Z nZC ).
If z 2 ZC , then we have substituted z by cz in G0 . If yq is undecided,
we can assume that yq is also realized in (otherwise case 1 would be
applicable). This implies that we have either added a constraint z0hcz0 in
0
0
0
0
G or we have substituted z by cz0 in G , where z = jyq j . Since cz and
cz0 are di erent, this shows 0 j= :i.
If yq is decided, then A; j= 8X ( ! :yqcz ) by the de nition of cz . As
0 j= , we get A; j= 8X ( 0 ! :xp # yq ).
The other case z 2 (Z nZC ) is handled analogously.

2
Note that the proof uses the axiom scheme (Ax6), the existence of in nitely many
features, and the existence of in nitely many constants.

Lemma 4.4 Let , 0 be prime formulae and be a valuation into a model A of FT
such that

A; j= 9X ( ^ 0) and A; j= 9X ( ^ : 0):
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Then every projection of 0 contains an X -joker for .

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that A; j= ^ 0. Furthermore,
there exists an X -update 0 of such that A; 0 j= ^ : 0. Let  be a projection of
0. Since A; 0 6j= 0; we know by Proposition 4.9 that A; 0 6j= . Hence, there exists
a proper path constraint  2  such that A; 0 6j= . Since A; j= 0, we know by
Proposition 4.4 that A; j= . Hence, we know by Proposition 4.17 that  must be
2

an X -joker for .

Lemma 4.5 If , 1; : : : ; n are prime formulae, then
^n

^n

i=1

i=1

9X ( ^ : i) j=jFT0

9X ( ^ : i):

Proof. Let ; 1; : : : ; n be prime formulae. Then 9X ( ^ Vni=1 : i) j= Vni=1 9X ( ^
: i) is trivial.
To see the other direction, suppose that A is a model of FT0 and
V
A; j= ni=1 9X ( ^ : i). We have to exhibit some X -update 0 of such that
A; 0 j= and A; 0 j= : i for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Without loss of generality we can assume that A; 0 j= 9X ( ^ i) for i = 1; : : :; m
and A; 0 j= :9X ( ^ i) for i = m + 1; : : : ; n.
By Lemma 4.4 there exists, for every i = 1; : : : ; m, an X -joker i 2 [ i] for . By
Lemma 4.3 we have

m
^

9X j= 9X ( ^ :i):

Since : j= : i by Proposition 4.4, we have

i=1
m
^

9X j= 9X ( ^ : i):
i=1

Hence we know that there exists an X -update 0 of such that A; 0 j= and A; 0 j=
: i for i = 1; : : : ; m. Since we know that A; j= :9X ( ^ i) for i = m + 1; : : :; n,
we have A; 0 j= : i for i = m + 1; : : : ; n.
2

Lemma 4.6 For every two prime formulae ,

0 and every set of variables

can compute a Boolean combination  of prime formulae such that

9X ( ^ : 0) j=jFT0  and V ()  V (9X ( ^ : 0)):

X one
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Proof. Let ; 0 be prime formulae,  be a projection of 0, X be a set of variables

and A be a model of FT0. We distinguish two cases:
1.  contains an X -joker  for . Then we know that 9X j= 9X ( ^ :) by
Lemma 4.3. Since 0 j=FT0  j= , we know that : j= : 0 and hence 9X j=FT0
9X ( ^ : 0). Thus
9X ( ^ : 0) j=jFT0 9X :
Now the claim follows with Proposition 4.15.
2.  contains no X -joker  for . Then we know by Lemma 4.4 that there exists no
valuation into A such that
A; j= 9X ( ^ 0) and A; j= 9X ( ^ : 0):
Hence,

9X ( ^ : 0) j=jFT0 9X ^ :9X ( ^ 0):

Now the claim follows with Propositions 4.15, 4.16 and 4.18.
The above shows the existence of . Moreover,  can be computed since we can
compute a projection  of 0, and since we can decide whether  contains an X -joker
for by Proposition 4.18 ( is nite).
2

Theorem 4.3 For every formula  one can compute a Boolean combination  of
prime formulae such that  j=jFT0  and V ()  V ( ).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.1, Propositions 4.16 and 4.15, and Lemmas 4.5
and 4.6.

2

Theorem 4.4 FT0 is a complete and decidable theory.
Proof. The completeness of FT0 follows from the preceding theorem and the fact that
> is the only closed prime formula. The decidability follows from the completeness
and the fact that FT0 is given by a recursive set of sentences.

2

4.4.5 Applications of the Simpli cation Algorithm
As a rst application, we want to show that CFT0 is less expressive than FT0, which
is established by the existence of a quanti er elimination for FT0. To show that FT0
is less expressive we must show that the arity predicates are not de nable in FT0.
This claim is a trivial consequence of the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.7 Let (x) be a FT0-formula with one free variable x such that FT0 j=
9x(x). If there is some feature g with FT0 j= 9x(9y(xgy) ^ (x)), then there are
in nitely many features f such that for all constant symbols c,

FT0 j= 9x(xfc ^ (x)):

Proof. Let (x) be a formula with one free variable, and let (x) be the corresponding

Boolean combination of prime formulae equivalent to (x) which is the result of
quanti er elimination. Note that x is the only free variable in (x) by the de nition
of the quanti er elimination. Without loss of generality, we can assume that (x) is
in disjunctive normal form. Since prime formulae are closed under conjunction,
we
V
k
can furthermore assume that every disjunct of (x) is of the form (x) ^ j=1 : j (x),
where (x); 1(x); : : : k (x) are prime formulae such that x is the only variable free
in (x); 1(x); : : : k (x).2 Furthermore, we can assume that every disjunct of (x) is
satis able in FT0.
Now we choose some disjunct ^ Vkj=1 : j of (x). Since FT0 j= 9x(9y(xgy) ^ )
for some feature g, we can assume without loss of generality that does not contain
a constraint x =: c or atom(x). Let f be an arbitrary feature that is not used
in ; 1; : : : k , c be some arbitrary constant symbol and 0 be the prime formula
equivalent to the conjunction of xfc and . Note that every fxg-joker  for with
the property that f is not used in  is also an fxg-joker for 0. For the claim it is
sucient to proof that
^k
0
0
(4.5)
FT j= 9x( ^ : j ):
j =1

Since ^ Vkj=1 : j is satis able, we know by Lemma 4.4 that for every j 2 1 : : : k
either j=FT0 : j or there exists a fxg-joker j 2 [ j ] for , which must also be an
fxg-joker for 0. Since 0 j= , a simple argumentation using Lemma 4.3 shows (4.5).

2

Corollary 4.1 The arity constraints are not de nable inVFT0, i.e., for every nite set
of features F there is no formula (x) such that (x) ! f 2F 9y xfy and (x) ! xf "
for f 62 F .
Proof. Follows directly from the last lemma.

2

2Recall that every closed prime formula is valid in FT0 and hence equivalent to >. This implies
that we can assume without loss of generality that (x); 1 (x); : : : k (x) have x as a free variable.
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Finally, we want to give a concrete example of how the quanti er elimination works.
Suppose we shall prove that if c1 and c2 are two di erent constant symbols, then
(4.6)
FT0 j= 8x[(xfc1 ^ xgc2) ! 9y1; y2(xfy1 ^ xgy2 ^ :(y1 =: y2))]:
This is the same as showing that xfc1 ^ xgc2 entails 9y1; y2(xfy1 ^ xgy2 ^ y1 6= y2). In
the following, we will abbreviate xfc1 ^ xgc2 by , and xfy1 ^ xgy2 by 0. Note that
both ; 0 are prime formulae. The rst step is to eliminate the quanti ers 9y19y2.
A projection for y1 =: y2 is y1 # y2. Since both y1 and y2 are decided in 0 wrt.
fy1; y2g, we know that y1 # y2 is no fy1; y2g-joker for 0. Hence, we can apply case
2 of lemma 4.6:
8x[: _ 9y1; y2( 0 ^ :(y1 =: y2))]
+ case 2 of lemma 4.6
8x[: _ (9y1; y2 0 ^ :9y1; y2( 0 ^ y1 =: y2))]:
Now 9y1; y2( 0 ^ y1 =: y2) is no prime formula. An equivalent prime formula is
00 = 9y (xfy ^ xgy ). Now we have to eliminate the out-most quanti er 8x, for which
purpose we have rst to apply some rst-order equivalence transformation:
8x[: _ (9y1; y2 0 ^ : 00)]:

+
:9x[ ^ (:9y1; y2 0 _ 00)]:
+
:[9x( ^ :9y1; y2 0) _ 9x( ^ 00)]:
Since c1 6= c2, we get 9x( ^ 00) = 9x( ^ 9y(xfy ^ xgy)) j=jCFT0 ?. Hence, we have
to consider only :9x( ^ :9y1; y2 0). Now a projection  for 9y1; y2 0 is fxf #; xg#g.
Since   [ ], we can again apply case 2 of lemma 4.6, yielding
:[9x ^ :9x( ^ 9y1; y2 0)]:
But 9x j=jCFT0 > and 9x( ^ 9y1; y2 0) j=jCFT0 >, which implies that we get :[> ^
:>], which is the same as :? or >. This proves (4.6).

4.5 Adding Arity Constraints: CFT0
4.5.1 The Axioms
The language of CFT0 contains in addition to FT0 for every nite set of features
F  L a unary predicate xF (called arity), which is written in post x notation. The
theory CFT0 has the following axiom schemes:
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(Ax1)
(Ax2)
(Ax3)
(Ax4)
(Ax5)
(Ax6)

8~(xfy ^ xfz ! y =: z)
8~(cfx ! ?)
:(c1 =: c2)
8~(xF ^ xfy ! ?)
cF ! ?
8~(xF ! 9y(xfy))

for every feature f .
for all constants c.
if c1 and cs are di erent constants
if f 62 F .
for every constant c and arity F .
if f 2 F and x 6= y.

The rst three axiom schemes are the same as in FT0 and FT0. The last three
axiom schemes handle the arity constraints. They guarantee that if x has arity F ,
then exactly the features f 2 F are de ned on x.
In order to achieve a complete theory, we must add an axiom scheme that is similar
to the axiom (Ax6) of FT0. In contrast to FT0, it is not enough to guarantee that
solved forms are consistent in the intended models. Consider the formula

xff g ^ xfx:
Then there exists exactly one element of TCFT0 (resp. RCFT0 ) that satis es this description. The uniqueness of the solution of such descriptions must also be expressed
in the axioms. Note that it was not possible to x one element of the domain in
the theory FT0 since we cannot restrict the arities of the variables in FT0. The axiom scheme that guarantees both the existence and under certain conditions also the
uniqueness of solutions of solved forms was rst introduced by [ST94]. They also introduced a complete axiomatisation for CFT in this paper without actually proving
completeness. Before stating the required axiom scheme, we will recall the important
notion of a determinant as presented in [ST94].

De nition 4.14 (Determinant) A determinant for x is a formula of the form
xff1; : : :; fng ^ xf1t1 ^ : : : ^ xfn tn;
where each ti is a variable or constant. We will write the above formula for convenience as
x =: (f1 : t1; : : :; fn : tn):
Given a basic constraint , we say that x is determined in  if  contains a determinant for x. A determinant for pairwise distinct variables x1; : : : ; xn is a conjunction

x1 =: D1 ^ : : : ^ xn =: Dn ;
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where D1; : : :; Dn are determinants for x1; : : : ; xn. For a basic constraint  we de ne
D() to be the set of variables that are determined in .

The variables in V ()nD() are called the parameters of . Now we can de ne the
last axiom scheme as introduced by [ST94], which states that for every valuation of
the parameters of a determinant  there is exactly one valuation for the variables
determined by :
(Ax7) 8~(9!D()) if  is a determinant.
An example of an instance of scheme (Ax7) is
0 :
BB x =: (f : u g: v)
8y; z; w9!x; u;v @ u = (h: x g: y f : z)
v =: (g: z h: w)

1
CC
A

The theory CFT0 consists of the axiom schemes (Ax1){(Ax7).

Proposition 4.19 The structures TCFT0 and RCFT0 are models of CFT0.
Proof. That the rst six axioms schemes are satis ed is obvious. To show that TCFT0

(resp. RCFT0 ) satis es the last axiom scheme, one assumes arbitrary feature trees for
the universally quanti ed variables and constructs feature trees for the existentially
quanti ed variables.
2
We can also de ne a feature graph interpretation GCFT0 of the language CFT0, where

 the universe of GCFT0 and the interpretations of atom, the constant symbols
and the feature symbols are de ned as for the feature graph interpretation G
of FT0 (see Section 4.4.2, page 77), and
 (x; ) 2 F GCFT0 i F = ff j 9t : xft 2 g.

Proposition 4.20 The feature graph structure GCFT0 is no model of the theory CFT0.
Proof. GCFT0 does not satisfy the axiom scheme (Ax7). Consider the two di erent

feature graphs
 = (x; xfy ^ yh1 ^ xgz ^ zh1) and 0 = (x; xfy ^ yh1 ^ xgy);
and let  = (y; yh1). Both  and 0 have the arity ff; gg and  as a subgraph under
the features f and g. Hence, GCFT0 6j= 8y; z9!x(xff;gg ^ xfy ^ xgz).
2
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4.5.2 Solved Formulae, Congruences and Normaliser
For CFT0 we have to rede ne the notion of a solved form, since the arity constraints
are no free predicates in CFT0.

De nition 4.15 (Solved Formula) A basic constraint is a solved formula if
1. no atomic constraint occurs twice in ;

2. an equation x =: t appears in if and only if eliminates x;
3. if xft 2  and xft0 2 , then t = t0 ;
4. if xF; xG 2 , then F = G;
5. if xF 2  and f 62 F , then xfy 62 ;

6.  does not contain an atomic formula of the form c =: t, cF or cft.

Every solved form has a unique decomposition = N ^ G into a possibly empty
conjunction N of equations \x =: y" and a possibly empty conjunction G of constraints \xF " and feature constraints \xfy". We call N the normaliser and G the
graph of .

Proposition 4.21 Let be the graph of a solved formula. A variable x is called
constrained in if contains a constraint xft or xF . Let CV ( ) be the set of all
variables constrained in . Then

CFT0 j= 8~9CV ( )

Proof. We will extend to a determinant  with D() = CV ( ).
For every x 2 CV ( ) and x 62 D( ) let Fx be a set of features such that Fx contains
exactly the features f with xfy 2 and let  be de ned as
 = [ fxFx j x 2 CV ( )g
By de nition,  is a determinant. By axiom (Ax7) we know that
CFT0 j= 8~ 9D()
which proves CFT0 j= 8~9CV ( ) .

2
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Again, every basic constraint is equivalent in CFT0 to either ? or a solved formula.
The basic simpli cation rules for achieving a solved form are the basic simpli cation
rules of FT0 (see gure 4.1, page 69) plus the following clash rules:
(ArCl)

xF ^ xG ^  F 6= G

?
(FArCl) xfy ^ xF ^  f 62 F
?
cF ^ 
(CArCl)
?

We say that a basic constraint clashes if it can be reduced to ? with one of the clashrules (i.e., one of the rules (CCl), (CFCl1), (CFCl2), (ArCl), (FArCl), or (CArCl)).
We say that a basic constraint is clash-free if it does not clash.

Proposition 4.22 The basic simpli cation rules for CFT0 are terminating and perform equivalence transformations with respect to CFT0 . Moreover, a basic formula
 6= ? is solved if and only if no basic simpli cation rule applies to it.

Proposition 4.23 Let  be a formula built from atomic formulae with conjunction.
Then one can compute a formula  that is either solved or ? such that  j=jCFT0 
and V ()  V ().
Proof. Follows from the preceding proposition and the fact that the basic simpli -

cation rules do not introduce new variables.

2

In the completeness proof for FT0 we have de ned the notion of normaliser, which was
the set of equations attached to a solved formula. For CFT0 we need a more detailed
de nition of a normaliser. To this end we use the notion of congruence of a basic
constraint. The de nitions of congruence and normalisers are taken out of [ST94],
where they have been de ned and used for the rst time.
A congruence of a basic constraint  is an equivalence relation  on terms
satisfying the following:

 t1 =: t2 2  implies t1  t2
 t1ft2; t01ft02 2  and t1  t01 implies t1  t02.
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It is easy to see that the set of congruences of a basic constraint is closed under
intersection. Since the equivalence relation identifying all terms is a congruence for
every basic constraint, we know that every basic constraint has a least congruence.
It will be convenient to represent congruences as idempotent substitutions. Since our
congruences also relates constants, we de ne a substitution to be a function on the
set of terms.

De nition 4.16 A normaliser of a congruence  is an idempotent substitution 
that satis es

8t1; t2 : ((t1) = (t2) , t1  t2):

We say that substitution  is nite if there are only nitely many terms t with (t) 6= t.
A nite substitution can be represented as
^ :
ft = (t) j t 6= (t)g:
For convenience, we will simply use  to denote this formula. Clearly, for every basic
constraint  and every substitution  we have

 ^  j=j  ^ :

De nition 4.17 (Normaliser) A normaliser of a basic constraint  is a normaliser
of the least congruence of .

We will now recall some properties of normalisers that have been proven in [ST94].
A graph constraint is a basic constraint that contains no equations. A graph
constraint is called a graph if it is a solved formula. We say for a substitution 
and a graph constraint  that  clashes if either  clashes or the result of applying
 to  clashes. Note that for every normaliser  which is clash-free we can assume
without loss of generality that (c) = c for every constant symbol c (which we will
do henceforth).

Proposition 4.24 Let A be a model of CFT0,  a basic constraint and  a normaliser

of . Then  is unsatis able in A if and only if G clashes, where G is a graph
constraint containing all constraints of  of the form tF and tft0 .

Proposition 4.25 Let =

G^ N

be the normal form of a basic constraint  that
is normal with respect to the rules (Triv), (Cong), (Orient) and (Elim). Then  = N
is a normaliser of  satisfying G =  G and V ()  V ().
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This proposition allows us to calculate normalisers. Note that this also implies that
for a solved formula the two notions of normaliser as de ned in De nition 4.15 and
in De nition 4.17 agree.

De nition 4.18 (Saturated Formula) A basic constraint  is called saturated if
for every arity constraint xF 2  and every feature f 2 F there exists a feature
constraint xft 2 .
Lemma 4.8 Let be a saturated graph constraint and  be a normaliser of some
congruence of . If  is clash-free and if V ()  D( ), then
j=CFT0 :
For our purposes, we need two additional propositions.

Proposition 4.26 Let the substitution  be a normaliser of some congruence of a
graph constraint  such that  is clash-free. Then  is a graph.

Proposition 4.27 Let  be the normaliser of some congruence of graph and let
 = 0 [ 00 be a partition of . If 0 is a normaliser of some congruence of , then 00
is a normaliser of some congruence of 0 .

Proof. Let , , 0, and 00 be given as described. If 0 is a normaliser of some
congruence of , we have to show that 00 is a normaliser of some congruence of 0 .
Clearly, 00 is an idempotent substitution. The congruence property follows from the
fact that 00(0(x)) = (x).
2

4.5.3 Prime Formulae
We now de ne a class of prime formula for the theory CFT0 that have the properties
as required by lemma 4.1.
De nition 4.19 (Prime Formula) Let  be a basic constraint. A formula =
9X is called prime if it satis es the following conditions:
1.  is solved and saturated;
2. X has no variable in common with the normaliser of ;
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3. for every x 2 X there is a variable y 2 V ( ) and a path p such that ypx 2 [].

The letter will always denote a prime formula if nothing else is stated. Again, > is
the only closed prime formula. Note that we can use all de nitions and propositions
of section 4.3 since a solved formula in CFT0 is also a solved formula as de ned for
FT0F1;:::;Fi;::: and FT0F1 ;:::;Fi;:::  CFT0, where F1; : : :; Fi; : : : is an enumeration of all
arity constraints.
As in the completeness proof for FT0, we have to de ne the notion of decided variables
in order to show that every existential quanti ed basic constraint can be transformed
into a prime formula. Decided variables of an existential quanti ed formula are those
variables, which are reachable from a free variable via a feature path. We have shown
for FT0, that every existential quanti ed solved formula is equivalent to the set of
constraints on the decided variables. But for CFT0, we will de ne a more general
notion of decidedness, which is more appropriate for the proofs to come.

De nition 4.20 (Decided Variables) Let be some solved formula, and let =
9X . A variable x 2 V ( ) is said to be explicitly decided in if there is a variable
y free in and a path p such that

ypx 2 [ ]:
A variable x 2 V ( ) is called implicitly decided in if contains a determinant D
for x where each parameter of D is explicitly decided in . We say that x 2 V ( ) is
decided in if there is a z with x"z 2 [ ] and z is explicitly or implicitly decided in
.

We say that a variable is undecided if it is not decided. The set of decided variables
of a formula will be denoted by Dec( ). The set of explicitly decided variables
is denoted by Dece ( ). Note that if 9X is a prime formula, then every variable in
V ( ) is explicitly decided. For the formula
= 9x; x1; x2(xfy ^ x1ff; gg ^ x1fy ^ x1gx2 ^ zhx2)
we get Dece ( ) = fy; z; x2g and Dec( ) = Dece ( ) [fx1g. The variable x is the only
one which is undecided in .
Note that the explicitly decided variables are the variables we have called decided in
the completeness proof for FT0.
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Proposition 4.28 Let be a solved formula, = 9X , and Y be the subset of X

containing all variables that are decided in . Then for every valuation into a CFT0
model A with A; j= there exists a unique Y -update 0 of such that

A; 0 j= 9X nY :

Proposition 4.29 Let be a solved formula and X be a set of variables. If x is
a variable that is decided in 9X and contains a constraint xfy, then y is also
decided in 9X .
The following lemmas and propositions will show that we can transform every existential quanti ed basic constraint into a prime formula. A constraint c is called
a constraint for x if c is of the form xft, xF or x =: t. We will say that two
formulae = 9X and 0 = 9X 0 0 di er only on the undecided variables if
V ( ) = V ( 0), Dece ( ) = Dece ( 0), and and 0 contain exactly the same constraints for the explicitly decided variables.

Lemma 4.9 (Garbage Collection) Let = 9X and 0 = 9X 0 0 be existentially
quanti ed solved formulae that di er only on the undecided variables. Then

j=jCFT0 0:
Proof. Let Y = Dece ( ) \ X = Dece ( 0) \ X 0, Z = X nY and Z 0 = X 0nY . Y

contains the existentially quanti ed, explicitly decided variables, whereas Z (resp.
Z 0) contains the variables that are not explicitly decided in (resp. 0). We will
show that there is a possible empty conjunction of equations  such that

9X j=jCFT0 9Y ( ^ 9Z G) and 9X j=jCFT0 9Y ( ^ 9Z 0 G0 ):

(4.7)

Once we have shown this, the lemma can be proven as follows. Since V (9Z G) 
Dece ( ), we know that every variable explicitly decided in 9Z G must also be explicitly decided in : A variable x is explicitly decided in 9Z G if there is a variable
y 2 V (9Z G) with ypx 2 [ G ]. Since y 2 Dece ( ), we know that there is variable
z 2 V ( ) with zqy 2 [ ] for some path q. Hence, zpqx 2 [ ], which implies that z is
explicitly decided in .
Similarly we can show that Dece (9Z 0 G0 )  Dece ( ). This implies that (9Z G ) and
(9Z 0 G0 ) are graphs that do not di er on the decided variables. An adaption of the
proof of lemma 4.2 shows that

9Z G j=jCFT0 9Z 0 G0 ;
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which proves j=jCFT0 0.
For the proof of (4.7) let  be the subset of equations x =: t in N \ N0 with V (x =:
t)  Dece ( ). Then all variables occuring on the left side of an equation in N n
(resp. N0 n) cannot be explicitly decided in (resp. 0). Since and 0 eliminate
the variables on the left side of the equations, we get

9X j=j 9X ( ^ G) and 9X 0 j=j 9X ( ^ G0 )
Now (4.7) follows from the fact that V () \ Z = ; and V () \ Z 0 = ;.

2

Proposition 4.30 For every prime formula and every set of variables X one can
compute a prime formula 0 such that

9X j=jCFT0

0

and V ( 0)  V (9X ):

Proof. See proof of proposition 4.15.

2

Proposition 4.31 For every two prime formulae and 0 one can compute a formula  that is either prime or ? and satis es
^ 0 j=jCFT0  and V ()  V ( ^ 0):
Proof. See proof of proposition 4.16.

2

4.5.4 Proof of the Main Lemmas
In this section we will show that our prime formulae for CFT0 satisfy requirements (5)
and (6) of lemma 4.1. The procedure is similar to the one in the proof for FT0, i.e.
we will de ne the central notion of X -jokers.

De nition 4.21 A rooted path xp is said to be determined in = 9X if jxpj is
de ned and jxpj 2 D( ).
Proposition 4.32 Let = 9X be some prime formula and x 2 D( ) be an variable
that is undecided in . Then there is a variable y and path p such that xpy 2 [ ],
y 62 D( ) and y is undecided in .
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Proof. Since x is in D( ) and is undecided, every determinant   with x 2 D()

must contain an undecided parameter. Now let  be the largest determinant such
that   , x 2 D() and for every z 2 V () there is a path p with

xpz 2 [ ]:
Such a determinant must exists since is saturated. Now let y be one parameter of 
that is undecided. y cannot be determined in . If would contain a determinant D
for y, then 0 =  ^ y =: D would be a determinant that is larger than  and satis es
0  , x 2 D(0) and 8z 2 V (0)9p : xpz 2 [ ]. Hence, y is the variable we have
searched for.
2

De nition 4.22 Let = 9Y be a prime formula and X be a set of variables. A
rooted path xp is said to be decided in wrt. X if either x 62 X or there is some
pre x p0 such that xp0 is realized and jxp0 j is constant or a variable that is decided
in 9X .
Note that this de nition di ers from the one in 4.12, as the decided variables in FT0
are the explicitly decided variables in CFT0.

Proposition 4.33 If  is a proper path constraint such that all rooted paths contained
in  are decided in wrt. X , then either A; j= 8X ( ! ) or A; j= 8X ( ! :).
De nition 4.23 (X -Joker) Let = 9Y  be a prime formula and X be a set of
variables. We say that a rooted path xp is free in wrt. X if xp is neither determined
in nor decided in wrt. X . A proper path constraint is called an X -joker for if
 62 [ ] and one of the following conditions is satis ed:






 = xpc and xp is free in wrt. X ,
 = atom(xp) and xp is free in wrt. X ,
 = xp # yq and xp is free in wrt. X ,
 = yq # xp and xp is free in wrt. X .

This de nition and the de nition of X -jokers for FT0 di er in that an X -joker for
CFT0 must contain an undecided rooted path that is additionally undetermined.
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Thus, the path constraint  = xf # xg is no fxg-joker for the formulae
1
0
xfx
^
xgx
^
1
2
CC
B
x
f
f
g
^
x
fx
^
1
1
3
1 = 9x1; x2; x3; x4 B
A
@
x2ff g ^ x2fx4
1
0
xfx
^
xgx
^
1
2
CC
B
x
f
f
g
^
x
fx
^
1
1
1
2 = 9x1; x2 B
A
@
x2ff g ^ x2fx2
But we can calculate an fxg-joker 0 for 1 with the property 1 ^  j=CFT0 0, namely
the constraint xff # xgf . On the other hand, 0 is no fxg-joker for 2, and there
exists no fxg-joker 00 with the property that 2 ^  j=CFT0 00. The calculation of
entailed X -jokers is the subject of Lemma 4.10. Note that the di erences between
the X -jokers for FT0 and CFT0 is also re ected in the following observation. In FT0,
given a proper path constraint  such that there is some FT0 model A and a valuation
with
A; j= 9X ( ^ ) and A; j= 9X ( ^ :);
then  must be an X -joker (see lemma 4.4). For CFT0, this does not hold.

Proposition 4.34 It is decidable whether a rooted path is free in a prime formula

wrt. a set of variables, and whether a path constraint is an X -joker for a prime
formula.

Proof. Follows from proposition 4.3.

2

Lemma 4.10 Let = 9Y be a prime formula and  be a proper path constraint.
Then either we can calculate an X -joker  0 for with

^  j= 0
or for every CFT0 model A and every valuation

we have

A; j= 8X ( ! ) or A; j= 8X ( ! :):

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that V () \ Y = ;. If  is an
element of [ ], then j=CFT0  by proposition 4.4. If the normal form of ^  is ?,
then j= :. If both fail, then we distinguish the cases listed below. We will say
that a rooted path xp is decided to mean that xp is decided in wrt. X , and we will
use the term undecided in a similar way. Analogous, we will say that a variable is
(un-)decided if it is (un-)decided in 9X .
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1. all rooted paths contained in  are decided. Then proposition 4.33 shows that
for every CFT0 model A and every either A; j= 8X ( ! ) or A; j=
8X ( ! :):
2.  contains a rooted path xp that is undecided and not realized in . Then xp#
is an X -joker since is saturated.
3.  contains at least one undecided rooted path, and the undecided rooted paths
contained in  are realized in . We will split up this case as follows:
3.a  = xp#. Then  is in [ ].
3.b  = xpc and xp is undecided but realized in . By our assumption we can
assume that xp is not determined in since this would imply ^  j=jCFT0 ?.
Hence,  must be an X -joker.
3.c  = xpF . Analogous to case (3.b).
3.d  = atom(xp). Analogous to case (3.b).
3.e  = xp # yq and xp is decided and yq is undecided. Then yq is realized. If yq
is undetermined in , then  is an X -joker.
Otherwise let z = jyqj with z 2 D( ). Since z is undecided, proposition 4.32
shows that there is a variable u 62 D( ) that is undecided and a path r such
that zru 2 [ ]. Then yqr is a rooted path that is both undecided and not
determined in .
Now jxprj must be either unde ned or a variable z0 with z0 6= z, since otherwise
u would be a decided variable. Hence, 0 = xpr # yqr is not in [ ]. This shows
that 0 is an X -joker with  j=CFT0 0.
3.f  = xp # yq and both xp and yq are undecided. Then xp and yq are realized in
.
If jxpj (resp. jyqj ) is not an element of V ( G ), then xp (resp. yq) is not
determined in , which implies that  is an X -joker.
Otherwise, let @ be some access function of and  be a normaliser of G ^
jxpj =: jyqj . Note that
^  j=j 0 9Y ( N ^ G ^ jxpj =: jyqj )
CFT

and

G ^ jxpj

=: jyqj j=jCFT0

G ^ :
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Since V (jxpj =: jyqj )  V ( G ), we can assume by proposition 4.25 that V () 
V ( G). Since N eliminates the variable on the left side of the equations, this
implies
:
N ^ G ^ jxpj = jyq j j=jCFT0 N ^ G ^ :
Furthermore, we can assume without loss of generality that  contains no trivial
equations of form z =: z. Hence, @z1 # @z2 62 [ ] for every equation z1 =: z2 in
. Since we have assumed ^  6j=CFT0 ?, we know that  G is clash-free.
If  contains an equation z =: c where z is undecided, then z 2 V ( G ). Now z
cannot be determined in G as  G is clash-free. Hence, @zc is an X -joker 0
with ^  j=CFT0 0.
If  contains an equation z1 =: z1 or z2 =: z1 where z1 is undecided and z2 is
decided, then 0 = @z1 # @z2 is a proper path constraint with ^  j= 0.
Furthermore, we can apply case (3.e) on 0 yielding an X -joker 00 with ^  j=
00.
If  contains an equation z1 =: z1 or z2 =: z1 where z1 and z2 are undecided and
z1 is not determined in G , then 0 = @z1 # @z2 is an X -joker with ^  j= 0.
The remaining case is that  contains only equations of the form z =: c with z
decided or equations of the form z1 =: z2 where either both variables are decided
or both variables are undecided but determined in G . We will show that in
this case A; j= 9X ( ^ ) implies A; j= 8X ( ! ).
Now assume that A; j= 9X ( ^ ). We will show that then
A; j= 8X 8Y ( G ! ):
(4.8)
This implies that A; j= 8X 8Y ( N ^ G ! jxpj =: jyqj ), which is equivalent
to A; j= 8X (9Y ! ).
Let 0 be the subset of  containing all equations among decided variables, and
let 00 be the rest of . 00 contains only equations between variables that are
determined in G . It is easy to check that 0 is a normaliser of some congruence
of G . This implies by proposition 4.26 that 0 G is a solved graph.
Let 0 be the unique extension of to the variables that are decided, and let
Z  X [ Y be the set of undecided variables. Clearly, A; 0 j= 0. Furthermore,
V (0) \ Z = ;. This implies
A; 0 j= 8Z ( G $ 0 G ):
Since 00 is a normaliser of some congruence of 0 G by proposition 4.27, 0 G is
a solved graph and V (00)  D(0 G ), we know by lemma 4.8 that
0 G j= 00:
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Hence, A; 0 j= 8Z ( G ! 0 ^ 00), which implies A; 0 j= 8Z ( G ! ). From
this follows (4.8) as 0 was the unique update of to Dec(9X ).

2

Corollary 4.2 Let be a prime formula and  be a proper path constraint. If there
is a CFT0 model A and a valuation

into A with

A; j= 9X ( ^ ) and A; j= 9X ( ^ :);
then we can calculate an X -joker for with ^  j=  0.

Lemma 4.11 Let = 9Y be a prime formula and 1; : : : ; n be X -jokers for .
Then

^n

9X j=CFT0 9X ( ^ :i)
i=1

Proof. Let = 9Y be a prime formula, 1; : : :; n (n > 0) be X -jokers for , A be
some model of CFT0, and V be some valuation into A with A; j= 9X . We have to
show that A; j= 9X ( ^ ni=1 :). We will de ne a prime formula 0 satisfying the
following:

 0 j= ,
 9X j=jCFT0 9X 0,
 A; j= 8X ( 0 ! :i) for all i = 1::n
Once we have de ned a 0 satisfying these conditions, we can prove the claim using
the following argumentation. Since 9X j=jCFT0 9X 0 and A; j= 9X , there must
be an X -update 0 of such that A; 0 j= 0. But asV 0 j= and for all i = 1::n
A; j= V8X ( 0 ! :i), we know that A; 0 j= ^ ni=1 :i. This shows A; j=
9X ( ^ n : ).
i=1

i

In the following, we will just say that a rooted path xp is decided when meaning that
xp is decided in wrt. X , and we will use undecided in a similar way. Let Z  V ( G)
be the set of all variables of the graph of that are undecided and undetermined.
Note that if a rooted path xp is undecided, undetermined and realized in , then
jxpj is a variable z with z 2 Z . Furthermore, let ZC  Z be the set of variables
z 2 Z with atom(z) 2 .
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By Proposition 4.28 there exists a the unique update 0 of to the variables that are
decided in 9X . For each z 2 ZC we x a constant cz that does not appear in and
i for i = 1 : : : n such that
8x 2 ((X [ Y ) \ Dec(9X )) : cAz 6= 0(x):
By the construction we know that for every rooted path yq which is contained in
some i and which is both realized and decided, that the proposition
A; j= 8X ( ! :ypcz )
holds. Similarly, we x for every z 2 Z nZC an arity Fz = ff j zfy 2 g[ fhg, where
h is a new feature such that
8x 2 ((X [ Y ) \ Dec(9X )) : : 0(x)FzA:
Again we know for every rooted path yq which is contained in some i and which is
both realized and decided, that the proposition
A; j= 8X ( ! :ypFz )
is true. It is understood that cz 6= cz0 for z 6= z0 and z; z0 2 ZC , and Fz 6= Fz0 for
z 6= z0 and z; z0 2 Z nZC .
Let be obtained from G be deleting all constraints atom(z) with z 2 ZC , and let
z1; : : :; zm be an enumeration of ZC . The formula 0 = 9Y ( N0 ^ G0 ) is now de ned
by
:
:
0
N = N ^ z1 = cz1 ^ : : : ^ zm = czm^
0
zFz
G = [z1 cz1 ; : : : ; zm czm ] ^
z2(Z nZC )

We will show that 0 satis es the requirements stated above. Clearly, 0 j=CFT0 .
Furthermore, 9X j=j 9X 0 by proposition 4.9.
The remaining part is to show that A; j= 8X ( 0 ! Vni=1 :i) for all i = 1::n. We
distinguish the following cases for i:
1. i contains a rooted path xp that is undecided and not realized in : Let p0 be
the longest path such that xp0 is realized in (such a path must exists since at
least x is realized), and let p = p0fq. If xp0 is determined in , then j= xp0F
with f 62 F as is saturated. Hence, j= :xp#.
If xp0 is undetermined, we know that jxp0j is a variable z with z 2 Z since xp is
undecided. As p0 is the longest subpath of p0 with xp0 realized in we know that
zft 62 . If z 2 ZC , then we have substituted z by a constant cz . Otherwise,
we have added an arity constraint zFz with f 62 Fz . Hence, j= :xp#.
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2. every undecided rooted path contained in i is realized in . Note that in this
case i cannot be of the form xp#, since xp realized implies that xp# 2 [ ]. We
split up this case as follows:
(a) i = xpc. Then xp must be undecided as i is an X -joker. Since xp
is realized in , we know that jxpj is a variable z with z 2 Z . If z 2
Zc , then we have substituted z by a constant symbol c0 di erent from c.
Otherwise, either contains an arity constraint zF or we have added an
arity constraint zFz in G0 . In both cases we get 0 j= :i.
(b) i = xpF . Analogous to case (2a)
(c) i = atom(xp). Then xp is undecided. Since xp is realized in , we
know that jxpj is a variable z with z 2 Z . Now i 62 [ ] implies that
atom(z) 62 G and therefore z 62 ZC . Hence, we have added a constraint
zFz in G0 .
(d) i = xp # yq or i = yq # xp where xp is undecided and not determined in
. By the above cases we can assume that xp is realized in . Again we
get jxpj = z 2 Z . There are two cases, namely z 2 ZC and z 2 (Z nZC ).
If z 2 ZC , then we have substituted z by cz in G0 . If yq is undecided,
we know that yq is also realized in . This implies that we have either
added a constraint z0Fz0 in G0 or we have substituted z0 by cz0 in G0 , where
z0 = jyqj . Since cz and cz0 are di erent, this shows 0 j= :i.
If yq is decided, then A; j= 8X ( ! :yqcz ) by the de nition of cz . As
0 j= , we get A; j= 8X ( 0 ! :xp # yq ).
The other case z 2 (Z nZC ) is handled analogously.

2

Lemma 4.12 If , 1; : : : ; n are prime formulae, then
^n
^n
9X ( ^ : i) j=jCFT0 9X ( ^ : i):
i=1

i=1

Proof. Let ; 1; : : : ; n be prime formulae. Then 9X ( ^ Vni=1 : i) j= Vni=1 9X ( ^
: i) is Vtrivial. To see the other direction, suppose that A is a model of CFT0 and
A; j= ni=1 9X ( ^: i). We must exhibit some X -update 0 of such that A; 0 j=
and A; 0 j= : i for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Without loss of generality we can assume that A; 0 j= 9X ( ^ i) for i = 1; : : :; m
and A; 0 j= :9X ( ^ i) for i = m + 1; : : : ; n. For every i = 1; : : :; m let i be a
projection of i.
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Since for every i = 1; : : :; m

i j=jCFT0 i;
we know that there is a proper path constraint  with
A; j= 9X ( ^ ) and A; j= 9X ( ^ :);
This implies by corollary 4.2 that we can calculate, for every i = 1; : : :; m, an X -joker
i0 for with ^ i j=CFT0 i0. By Lemma 4.11 we have
m
^
9X j= 9X ( ^ :i0):
i=1

from which

m
^

9X j= 9X ( ^ :i):

follows.
Since :i j= : i by Proposition 4.4, we have

i=1

m
^

9X j= 9X ( ^ : i):
i=1

Hence we know that there exists an X -update 0 of such that A; 0 j= and A; 0 j=
: i for i = 1; : : : ; m. Since we know that A; j= :9X ( ^ i) for i = m + 1; : : :; n,
we have A; 0 j= : i for i = m + 1; : : : ; n.
2

Lemma 4.13 For every two prime formulae ; 0 and every set of variables X one
can compute a Boolean combination  of prime formulae such that

9X ( ^ : 0) j=jCFT0  and V ()  V (9X ( ^ : 0))
Proof. Let  be a projection of
following cases:

0

and A be model of CFT0. We distinguish the

1. There exists an  2  such that we can derive an X -joker 0 with ^  j=CFT0 0
using lemma 4.10. Then 9X j=CFT0 9X ( ^ : 0) by lemma 4.11. Since
^ :0 j=CFT0 :, we get
9X j=CFT0 9X ( ^ :):
Since 0 j=CFT0  j= , we know that : j=CFT0 : 0 and hence 9X j=CFT0
9X ( ^ : 0). Thus
9X ( ^ : 0) j=jCFT0 9X
The rest follows from proposition 4.30.
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2. For every  2  lemma 4.10 does not produce an X -joker 0 with ^  j=CFT0 0.
Then for every valuation into A and every  2  either A; j= 8X ( ! )
or A; j= 8X ( ! :). This implies that either
^
A; j= 8X ( ! )
or

2

A; j= 8X ( ! :(

^
2

)):

Since V2  j=j  j=jCFT0 0, this implies that there is no valuation with

A; j= 9X ( ^ 0) and A; j= 9X ( ^ : 0):
Hence

9X ( ^ : 0) j=jCFT0 9X ^ :9X ( ^ 0):

The rest follows from propositions 4.30 and 4.31.

2

Theorem 4.5 For every formula  one can compute a Boolean combination  of
prime formulae such that  j=jCFT0  and V ()  V ( ).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.1, Propositions 4.31 and 4.30, and Lemmas 4.12
and 4.13.

2

Theorem 4.6 CFT0 is a complete and decidable theory.
Proof. The completeness of CFT0 follows from the preceding theorem and the fact
that > is the only closed prime formula. The decidability follows from the completeness and the fact that CFT0 is given by a recursive set of sentences.

2
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Chapter 5
Decidability of the Positive
Existential Fragment of RFT
In this chapter, we will show that the positive existential fragment of the language
RFT is decidable. This is done by presenting a quasi-terminating rule system that
transforms each quanti er-free conjunction of atomic constraints into an equivalent
set of solved formulae (seen as a disjunction).
Section 5.1 gives an informal description of the method for checking satis ability.
Section 5.2 introduces the two-sorted logic RF, in which a regular path expression
xLy is expressed by two constraints x[]y and  2: L.  is a variable that is interpreted as a feature path. Furthermore, this section presents a validity preserving
translation of RFT-clauses into RF-clauses. Section 5.3 characterise the clauses that
are obtained by translating clauses of the original syntax into RF and de nes two
normal forms, namely pre-solved clauses and solved clauses. Pre-solved clauses are
satis able under the condition that there exists a valuation for the path variables,
whereas solved clauses are always satis able. We show the satis ability of solved
clauses by constructing a valuation in the feature tree interpretation. Since we will
prove in the following sections that we can transform an initial clause into an equivalent set of solved clauses, this implies that the feature tree interpretation is canonical.
In Section 5.4 we de ne a set of deterministic and non-deterministic simpli cation
rules that transforms an initial clause into an equivalent set of pre-solved clauses.
This intermediate step is necessary since otherwise the algorithm would not terminate. Section 5.5 nally shows how pre-solved clauses can be transformed into solved
clauses.
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5.1 The Method

We will rst present a slightly modi ed method for testing satis ability of quanti er
free formulae in the FT0-language, and then turn to the systems as extended by
regular path expressions. For the sake of convenience, we allow expressions of the
form xpy where p is a path. Although these constraints extend the language of FT0,
they can easily be de ned within FT0. Every constraint xf1 : : :fn y is equivalent to
the FT0-formula 9x1; : : :xn(xf1x1 ^ x1f2x2 ^ : : : xn?1fn xn ^ xn =: y).
Now consider a clause  = xp1y1 ^ xp2y2 (in the rest of the chapter we will call
formulae like this clauses). Although only subtree relations for x; y1 and x; y2 are
contained in this clause, an additional subtree or equality relation can be implied
depending on the paths p1 and p2. If p1 equals p2, we know that y1 and y2 must be
equal, which implies that  is equivalent to xp1y1 ^ y1 =: y2. If p1 is a pre x of p2 and
hence p2 = p1 p0, we can transform  into the equivalent formula xp1y1 ^ y1p0y2, thus
additionally stating that y2 is a subtree of y1. The reverse case is handled similarly.
If neither pre x nor equality holds between the paths, there is nothing to do. By and
large, clauses where the last condition holds for every x and every pair of di erent
constraints xp1y1 2  and xp2y2 2  are the solved graphs as de ned in the last
chapter, which are satis able.
If we consider a clause of the form  = xL1y1 ^ xL2y2, then we have again to check the
relation between y1 and y2. But now there is in general no unique relation determined
by , since this depends on which paths p1 and p2 are used out of L1 and L2. Hence,
we have to select non-deterministically a relation between p1 and p2 before we can
calculate the relation between y1 and y2. In the following, we will often just say
\guess" instead of \select non-deterministically".
But there is a problem with the original syntax, namely that it does not allow one
to express any relation between the chosen paths1. Therefore, we extend the syntax
by introducing so-called path variables (written ; ; 0 ; : : :), which are interpreted as
feature paths. We will henceforth refer to the variables of the original syntax as tree
variables. If we use in addition the modi ed subtree relation x[]y and a restriction
constraint  2: L, a path expression xLy can be expressed by the equivalent clause
x[]y ^  2: L ( new).
1Maxwell and Kaplan solved this problem by using operations on regular languages such as inter-

section and calculating pre x languages directly. The use of this method forced them to introduce
a new variable each time a transformation rule was applied. For a feature description that contains
a cycle of the form xL1 y1 ^ : : : yn?1Ln x this resulted in the introduction of an in nite number of
variables.
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Using this extended (two-sorted) syntax we are now able to reason about the relations
:
between di erent
: path variables. : To do this we introduce additional constraints  = 
(equality),    (pre x) and  q  (divergence). Divergence holds if neither equality
nor pre x does. Now we can describe a normal form equivalent to the solved graphs
of the last chapter, which we will call pre-solved clauses. A clause  is pre-solved
if for
: each pair of di erent constraints x[]y1 and x[ ]y2 in  there is a constraint
 q  in . Additionally, we require pre-solved clauses to contain at most one
constraint  2: L for each path variable . We call these clauses pre-solved, since these
clauses are not necessarily satis able: it may happen that the divergence constraints
together with the restrictions
of the form  2: L are inconsistent (think of the clause
:
 2: f + ^  2: ff + ^  q  , e.g.). But pre-solved clauses have the property that if we
nd a valuation for the path variables, then the clause is satis able.
Our algorithm rst transforms a clause into a set of pre-solved clauses, which is (when
viewed as a disjunction) equivalent to the initial clause. In a second phase the presolved clauses are checked for satis ability with respect to the path variables. In both
phases we use a set of deterministic and non-deterministic transformation rules.
Before starting with the technical part we will illustrate the rst phase, since it is the
more dicult one. For the rest of the chapter we will write clauses as sets of atomic
constraints. Consider the clause = fx[]y;  2: L1; x[ ]z;  2: L2g. Initially, one
guesses the relation between the path variables  and  . In our example there are
four di erent possibilities. Therefore, can be expressed equivalently by the set of
clauses
:
:
:
1 = f q ; x[]y;  2 L1 ; x[ ]z;  2 L2 g
:
:
:
2 = f = ; x[]y;  2 L1 ; x[ ]z;  2 L2 g
:
:
:
3 = f  ; x[]y;  2 L1 ; x[ ]z;  2 L2 g
:
:
:
4 = f  ; x[]y;  2 L1; x[ ]z;  2 L2 g:
The clause 1 is pre-solved. For the others we must evaluate the relation between 
and  as follows. In 2 we substitute  for  and y for z, which yields
fy =: z; x[]y;  2: L1;  2: L2g:
We keep only the equality constraint for the tree variables since we are interested
only in their valuation. Combining f 2: L1;  2: L2g into f 2: (L1 \ L2)g will then
give us an equivalent pre-solved clause. For 3 we know that the variable  can be
split up into two parts, one of them covered by . We can use concatenation of path
variables to express this, that means we can replace  by the term  0 with  0 new.
This would lead to the clause
f :  0; x[]y;  2: L1; x[ 0]z;  0 2: L2g:
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:
But this could easily be expressed more simply. First, the constraint    0 is
super uous. Second, the constraint x[ 0]z in combination with x[]y can also be
expressed by fx[]y; y[ 0]zg. We now obtain the clause
0 = fx[]y;  2: L1 ; y [ 0]z;  0 2: L2 g:
3

This shows that we do not need concatenation of path variables within subtree agreements, and we will avoid them for simplicity.
The only thing that remains in order to achieve a pre-solved clause is to resolve the
constraint  0 2: L2. To do this we have to guess a decomposition P; S of L2 with
P S = fps j p 2 P; s 2 S g  L2 such that  2: P and  0 2: S holds. In general, there
can be an in nite number of decompositions (think of the possible decompositions of
the language f g). But as we use regular languages, there is a nite set of regular
decompositions which covers all possibilities. Finally, reducing f 2: L1;  2: P g to
f 2: (L1 \ P )g will yield a pre-solved clause.
Note that the evaluation of the pre x relation in 3 has the additional e ect of
introducing a new constraint y[ 0]z. In general this implies that after the evaluation
of pre x constraints there may be some path variables: whose relation is unknown.
Hence, after reducing the terms of form  =:  or    , we may have to repeat
the non-deterministic choice of relation between path variables.
: In the end, the only
remaining constraints between path variables are of form  q  .
Now let's turn to an additional point we have to consider, namely that the rules we
present will (naturally) loop in some cases. Roughly speaking, one can say that this
occurs if a cycle in the graph coincides with a cycle in the regular language. To see
this let us vary the above example and let be the clause
fx[]x;  2: f; x[ ]z;  2: f gg
Then a possibly looping derivation could be
f : ; x[]x;  2: f; x[ ]z;  2: f  gg
fx[]x;  2: f; x[ 0]z;  0 2: f gg
fx[]x;  2: f; x[ 0]z;  2: f ;  0 2: f  gg
fx[]x;  2: f; x[ 0]z;  0 2: f gg

:
adding relation   
splitting  into  0
decomposing  0 2: f g
joining -restrictions

But we will prove that we get a quasi-terminating rule system, which means that the
rule system may cycle, but produces only nitely many di erent clauses (see [Der87]).
This is achieved by the following measures: rst, we will guarantee that the rules do
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not introduce additional variables; second, we restrict concatenation to length 2; and
third, we will show that the rule system produces only nitely many regular languages.
In order to show that our rewrite system is complete, we must additionally show that
every solution can be found in a pre-solved clause.
Finally, we want to mention a related work in the context of terminological logics,
which have their roots in the knowledge representation formalism KL-one (see [BS85];
for a comparison of feature logic and terminological logics see [NS91]). Baader [Baa90,
Baa91] has considered an extension of the terminological language ALC of [SSS91],
which uses regular languages of roles (binary relations) instead of single roles to build
up concept terms. He has shown that testing satis ability of this extension is decidable. In contrast with our problem, there are cycles in the regular languages but
no cycles in the formulae, since these cycles (i.e., cyclic concept de nitions) can be
compiled out using a technique called \internalisation". As we have pointed out in
the example on page 112, the combination of both types of cycle makes our problem
hard. Thus, while Baader can split the problem into independent subproblems, we
cannot use a similar technique because of the structure of our problem (to be more
concrete, the technique of \internalisation" has been used in Baader et al. [BBN+93]
to prove undecidability of functional uncertainty with negation).

5.2 The language RF
Before de ning the language RF, we rst introduce some relation on paths. We say
that a path u is a pre x of a path v (written u  v) if there is a non-empty path
w such that v = uw. Note that  is neither symmetric nor re exive. We say that
two paths u; v diverge (written u q v) if there are features f; g with f 6= g, and
possibly empty paths w; w1; w2, such that u = wfw1 ^ v = wgw2: It is clear that q
is a symmetric relation.

Proposition 5.1 Given two paths u and v, then exactly one of the relations u = v,
u  v, u  v or u q v holds.
The language RF has two sorts, tree and path, and an in nite supply of variables of
both sorts. The set of tree variables is denoted by X , and the set of path variables
is denoted by P . We use the letters x; y; : : : for tree variables and ; ; : : : for path
: the signature of RF consists of
variables. Besides the equality symbol =,

 an in nite set L of constant symbols of the sort tree,
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a ternary relation symbol [] of sort tree  path  tree,
a binary function  of sort path  path ! path called concatenation,
a binary relation : of sort path  path,
:
a binary relation q of sort path  path, and
an in nite set of unary predicate symbols of sort path of the form 2: L, where L
is a regular expression with [ L]  L+ .

We: use mix :x notation t[p]t0 for the so-called subtree constraints, in x notation
p  q and p q q for the so-called pre x and divergence constraints, and post x
notation p 2: L for the so-called path restriction constraints. In RF, a tree term
is either a constant symbol (denoted by c; c0; : : :), or a tree variable. Tree terms will
be denoted by the letters t; t0; : : :. A path term (denoted by p; q; : : :) is either a path
variable or the concatenation of to path terms pq. Given a RF-formula , we use
VX () to denote the set of tree variables in , and VP () to denote the set of path
variables .
+
In the following, we consider only those interpretations
: of RF which have L as the
:
domain for the sort path, and which interpret ,  and q as concatenation, pre x and
divergence, respectively. Hence, we assume for simplicity that an RF-interpretation
A just consists of a domain Utree (A) for the sort tree. Clearly, an RF-interpretation is
uniquely determined by its interpretation of the constants and the predicate symbol
[]. A valuation into some RF-interpretation A is a pair ( X ; P ), where X is a
valuation of the tree terms into Utree (A) and P is a function P : P ! L+ . In the
following, we use ( P ; X ) j=A  instead A; ( P ; X ) j=  for better readability.
The feature tree structure TRF is the following RF-structure:

 the universe Utree (TRF) of the sort tree is the set of all feature trees,
 cTRF = (fg; f(; c)g) for every constant symbol c 2 L,
 (; p;  ) 2 []TRF i  is the subtree of  at the path p.
RRF is the substructure of TRF consisting only of the rational feature trees.
As we have argued previously, the language RF is more appropriate for testing satis ability of formulae in the positive existential fragment of RFT. Hence, we have to
translate the +1 -fragment of RFT into RF such that validity is preserved. Now we
could restrict ourself to the two RFT-interpretations TRFT and RRFT . But we want
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to solve the more general problem as was stated by [KM88] and [BBN+93], namely
whether satis ability of conjunction of \functional uncertainty" constraints is decidable. Roughly speaking, these authors considered a language which is similar to our
language RFT. Furthermore, they considered only those RFT-interpretations which
satisfy the following system RFT of axioms:
(Uniq) :(c1 =: c2)
if c1 and c2 are di erent constants
(FCCl)
(Fea)
(Conc)
(Reg)

8~(cfx ! ?)
8~(xfy ^ xfz ! y =: z)
8~(xfpy $ 9z(xfz ^ zpy)
_
xLy $ xpy
p2L

for all constants c and features f
for every feature f
for all features f and non-empty paths p.
for every regular expression L.

Clearly, this is not a rst-order axiomatisation since it uses a possibly in nite disjunction in the axiom scheme (Reg).

Proposition 5.2 Both TRFT and RRFT are models of RFT.
Now we de ne a translation of RFT-formulae into RF-formulae, and a corresponding
translation of RFT-models into RF-interpretations. Given a RFT-formula , we
de ne  to be the RF-formula where every occurrence xLt in  is replace by x[]t ^  2:
L, where  is a new path variable. Given a RFT-model A, we de ne the associated
RF-interpretation A by
Utree (A) := U(A)
cA := cA for every c 2 L
[]A := f(; p;  ) j (;  ) 2 fpgAg
Using this translation of RFT-models, we get the following system RF of axioms
which is equivalent to the above stated RFT-axioms:
(Uniq) :(c1 =: c2)
if c1 and c2 are di erent constants
(FCCl') 8~(c[]x ! ?)
for all constants c
(Fea') 8~(x[]y ^ x[]z ! y =: z)
(Conc') 8~(x[0]y $ 9z(x[]z ^ z[0]y)
Note that we do not have to translate the last RFT-axiom scheme (Reg), since we
have xed the interpretation of the sort path in RF.
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Proposition 5.3 Both TRF and RRF are models of RF. Furthermore, TRFT = TRF

and RRFT = RRF .

Proposition 5.4 A is an RF-model for every RFT-model A. Conversely, there exists
for every RF-model B an RFT-model A such that B = A.

Proposition 5.5 For every RFT-model A, every valuation

clause ,

A;

X

X and every

RFT-

j=  () exists P : A; ( X ; P ) j= :

5.3 Prime, Pre-Solved and Solved Clauses
In this section, we will de ne the input and output clauses for both phases of the
algorithm. A clause is either the special symbol ? (\false") or a nite set of atomic
constraints denoting their conjunction. We will say that a path term  is contained (or used: ) in some clause  if  contains: either: a constraint



2: L or a
:
constraint  q q.2 Constraints of the form p 2 L, p q q,    and  =:  will
be called path term constraints. Note that the validity of path term constraints
depend only on the valuation of the path variables. Hence, we write P j=  if  is
a set of path term constraints that are valid under P .
Let  be some clause and x, y be distinct variables. We say that  binds y to x
(resp. c) if x =: y 2  (resp. c =: y 2 ) and y occurs only once in . Here: it is
important that we consider equations as directed, that is, we assume that x = y is
di erent from y =: x. Note that we diverge from the standard practise in treating
equality as binding its right argument (as de : ned in Section 4.3, page 68). This is
for uniformity with constraints involving the  relation, since they will always share
a left argument which we wish to avoid renaming.3 We say that  eliminates y if 
binds y to some variable x. A clause is called basic if it is either ? or:
1. all path terms in  are either path variables or the concatenation of two path
variables (i.e., the length of concatenation is restricted to 2),
2. concatenation is not used in pre x or equality constraints in  (i.e.,  does not
contain a constraint of the form 0 =:  , 0 =:   0 etc.),

2We will not distinguish between p q: q and q q: p.
3We nd the commuted notation with : in place of the pre x relation : even less natural.
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3.  does not contain a constraint of the form t =: c,
4. an equation t =: x appears in  if and only if  eliminates x, and
5. for every path variable  used in  there is at most one constraint t[]t0 2 .
A clause  is called prime if it is basic, does not contain: a path: term of the form
 and does not contain an atomic constraint of form p q q,    or  =:  .
The following two clauses are not basic. The rst clause does not satisfy condition 4,
and the second clause does not satisfy condition 5:
f: y =: z; x[]y; x[0]z;  2: f; 0 2: (f [ g)g
f q 0; x[]y; y[]z; x[0]z;  2: f; 0 2: (f [ g)g
On the other hand, the clause
:
fy =: z;  q 0; x[]y; x[0]y0;  2: f; 0 2: (f [ g)g
is an example of a basic clause which is not prime. The prime clauses are the input
clauses of our algorithm.

Proposition 5.6 For every RFT-clause  there is a prime clause such that is

equivalent to . Conversely, for every prime clause  there is a RFT-clause
that  is equivalent to .

such

Taking as an example the RFT-formula s topic x ^ s comp obj x, the equivalent
prime clause
s[1]x ^ s[2]x ^ 1 2: topic ^ 2 2: comp obj:
Now we turn to the output clauses of the rst phase. A basic clause is said to be
pre-solved if it is either ? or the following holds:
1.  contains no atomic constraint of the form c[]t,
2.  2: L 2  and  2: L0 2  implies L = L0,
3.  2: ; is not in ,

4.  contains no term of form  ,

:
5.  contains no constraint of form  =:  or    , and
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:
6.  q  2  if and only if  6=  , x[]t 2  and x[ ]t0 2 .

For example the clause
)
( :
:
:
1 q 2; 1 q 3; 2 q 3; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3;
1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)
is pre-solved. The following clauses are not pre-solved. The rst violates condition 4,
the second violates condition 5, and the third and fourth do not satisfy condition 6:
:
f1 q 2; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; 1 2: (f [ g); 12 2: (f + [ h+ )g
f1 : 2 ; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ )g
fx[1]y1; x[2]y2; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+)g
:
f1 q 2; x[1]y1; y1[2]y2; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ )g

Lemma 5.1 Let  be a pre-solved clause di erent from ?. Then  is satis able in
TRF and RRF if there is a path valuation P with P j= p, where p is the set of
path term constraints in .

Proof. Let  be a pre-solved clause, and let P be a path valuation such that
P j= . Let be the following RFT-clause:
fx P ()t j x[]t 2 g:
It is easy to check that for every tree valuation X , TRFT; X j= if and only if
TRF; ( X ; P ) j= . The same holds for RRF and RRFT.
That is satis able in TRFT and RRFT can easily be shown using a similar technique
as applied in Theorem 4.1, where we have shown that the solved FT0-clauses are
satis able in TFT0 and RFT0 .
2
Since in the rst phase we transform each prime clause into an equivalent set of presolved clauses, this implies that the structure TRF (resp. RRF) is canonical for prime
clauses; i.e., a prime clause is satis able if it is satis able in TRF (resp. RRF).
In the second phase we will check satis ability of a pre-solved clause by transforming
it into an equivalent set of solved clauses. A clause  is called solved if it is either
? or
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1.  contains no atomic constraint of the form c[]t,
2.  2: L 2  and  2: L0 2  implies L = L0,
3.  2: ; is not in ,

4.  contains no term of form  ,

:
5.  contains no constraint of form  =:  ,  :  or  q  , and
6. for every pair: of variables ;  such that  6=  , x[]t 2  and x[ ]t0 2 , we
have  j=  q  .

Here  j= means that for every A and every ( X ; P ) in A, ( X ; P ) j=A  implies
( X ; P ) j=A . Note that the de nitions of pre-solvedness and solvedness di er in
the last two conditions and that every solved clause is also a prime clause. The clause
fx[]y; x[0]z;  2: (f [ g); 0 2: hg
is a solved clause, whereas

 = fx[]y; x[0]z;  2: (f [ g); 0 2: ghg
:
is not solved since  6j=  q 0.

Lemma 5.2 Every solved clause di erent from ? is satis able in TRF and RRF
Proof. For every solved clause  there is a X [ P -equivalent clause such that is
pre-solved, namely

:
= f q  j  6=  ^ x[]y 2  ^ x[ ]z 2 g [ :

Thus, a solved clause  is (by lemma 5.1) satis able in TRF and RRF if there is a
path valuation P with P j= . Now conditions 2{5 in the de nition of solvedness
guarantee that  contains only path term constraints of the form

2: L :with L 6= ;
(but no path term constraints of the form 0 2: L,  =: 0,  : 0 or p q q). Hence,
every path valuation P with P () 2 L for every  2 VP () satis es P j= . Since
L 6= ; for every  2 VP (), we know that there is at least one path valuation P
with P j= .
2
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5.4 The First Phase

5.4.1 A Set of Rules
For checking satis ability of prime clauses we will use a set of deterministic and nondeterministic transformation rules. Which set of rules is used will depend on the
initial clause.
The rst rule is the non-deterministic addition of relational constraints between path
variables. In one step we will add the relations between one xed variable  and all
other path variables  which are: used under: the same node: x as . We will consider
only the constraints  =:  ,  q  and    but not    . Thus the rule can be
described by the following pseudo code:

Choose x 2 VX () (don't care)
Choose x[]t 2  (don't know)
:
For each x[ ]t0 2  with : di: erent from  and  q  62 
add  :   with :  2 f=: ; ; qg (don't know)
Formally, this rule is written as
(PathRel)

fx[]tg [ :
:
0
f   j x[ ]t 2 ^  6=  ^  q  62 g [ fx[]tg [
:
where :  2 f=: ; : ; qg.
This rule will only be applied if
 contains no pre x and path equality constraint,
 contains no path concatenation, and
 the rule adds at least one constraint.

:
Although we have restricted the relations :  to f=: ; : ; qg, this rule is globally preserving since we have non-deterministically chosen x[]y. To see this let  be a clause,
A be an interpretation and ( X ; P ) be a valuation in A with ( X ; P ) j=A . To nd
an instance of (PathRel) such that ( X ; P ) j=A where is the result of applying
this instance, we choose x[]y 2  with P () -minimal in

f P ( ) j x[ ]z 2 g:
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:
Then for each x[ ]z 2  with  6=:  and  q  62  we add  :   where P () 
:
P ( ) holds. Note that  equals  will not occur since we have chosen a path variable
:
 the interpretation of which is -minimal. Therefore, the restriction :  2 f=: ; : ; qg
is satis ed.
The de nition of (PathRel) is more complex than the naive one in the introduction.
The reason for this is that only by using this special de nition can we maintain the
condition that concatenation of path variables is restricted
to binary
concatenation.
:
:
To see this suppose that we had added both 1   and   2 to a clause .
Then rst splitting up the variable 2 into 20 and then  into 10 will result in a
substitution of 2 in by 1020 . By the de nition of (PathRel) we have ensured
that this does not happen.
The second non-deterministic rule is used in the decomposition of regular languages.
For decomposition we have the following rules:

f 2: Lg [
if fw 2 L j jwj > 1g = ;
?
f:  2: Lg:[
(LangDec )
P S  L
f 2 P g [ f 2 S g [
where L; P; S  F +, L; P; S 2 , and L contains a path w with
jwj > 1.
(DecClash)

For a speci c instance of the rule family LangDec ,  must be a nite set of regular
languages. The clash rule is needed since we require that regular languages do not
contain the empty path.
We use  in (LangDec ) as a global restriction, which means that for every  we
get a di erent rule (LangDec ) (and hence a di erent rule system R ). This is done
as the rule system is quasi-terminating. By restricting (LangDec ) we can guarantee
that only nitely many regular languages are produced.
For (LangDec ) to be globally preserving we need to nd, for every possible valuation
of  and  , a suitable pair P; S in . Therefore, we require  to satisfy

8L 2 ; 8w1; w2 6=  :
[w1w2 2 L ) 9P; S 2  : (P S  L ^ w1 2 P ^ w2 2 S )]:
We will call  closed under decomposition if it satis es this condition. Additionally, we have to ensure that L 2  for every L that is contained in some clause .
We will call such a set  -closed.
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:
(Eq2) f = ; x[]c; x[ ]cg [
fx[]cg [ [ ]

f: =: ; x[]t; x[ ]yg [
ft = y; x[]tg [ [ ; y t]

:
0
(EqClash) f = ; x[]c; x[ ]c g [

?

(Join)

f 2:: L;  2: L0g [
f 2 (L \ L0)g [

(Div1)

f q  0g [:f q  0g [
f q  0g [

(DClash1)

:

:

:

f q g [
?

(CClash)

fc[]tg [
?

L 6= L0 (Empty)

f 2: ;g [
?

c 6= c0

(Div2)

:

f q:  0g [
f q  0g [

(DClash2)

:

f q g [
?

: ; x[]t; x[ ]t0g [
f


(Pre)
fx[]t; t[ ]t0g [ [  ]  6= 
Figure 5.1: Simpli cation rules
The remaining rules are listed in gure 5.1.
The (Pre) rule needs some additional explanation. One might expect (Pre) to be of
the form
: ; x[]t; x[ ]t0g [
f


0
(Pre')
fx[]t; t[ 0]t0g [ [  0]  new.
But as we have mentioned, we have to de ne our rules in a way such that no additional
variables are introduced. This is not satis ed by the rule (Pre'). For solving this
problem note that  is not used in the result of applying (Pre'). Hence, we can
substitute  0 by  , which has the e ect that no new variable is needed. This leads to
the de nition of (Pre) as presented in gure 5.1.
The following proposition and lemma will show that the de nition of (LangDec ) is
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meaningful.

Proposition 5.7 If  is -closed and closed under intersection, then  is -closed
for all R -derivatives of .
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction over the length of derivations. We
use the term reg( ) to denote the set of regular languages used in . Then R is
-closed if reg( )  .
Let be some R -derivative of . For the base step =  the lemma holds trivially.
For the induction step let satisfy the induction hypotheses reg( )   and let
r 2 R be a rule such that !r 0.
If r is some clash rule, then reg( 0) = ;.
If r is not a clash rule and not in (LangDec ) or (Join), then reg( 0) = reg( ) and
therefore reg( 0)   by induction hypotheses. If r 2 (LangDec ), then r adds only
regular languages P; S 2 .
Now let
:  2: L0g [
r0 = ff22: L;
(L \ L0)g [ 2 (Join):
By induction hypotheses we know that L; L0 2 . But then (L \ L0) 2  since  is
closed under intersection.
2

We de ne a nite non-deterministic automaton A over the in nite set L to be
a tuple (QA; iA; A; Fin A), where
1. QA is a nite set of states,
2. iA 2 QA is the initial state,
3. A : QA  L ! }(QA) is a transition function such that

8p 2 QA; Q  QA : ff 2 L j A(p; f ) = Qg is nite or co nite;

(5.1)

4. and Fin A  QA are the nal states.
With A we mean the unique extension of A to L. The regular language that is
accepted by an automaton A is de ned as

L(A) = fw j A (iA; w) \ Fin A 6= ;g:
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A nite deterministic automaton is a tuple (QA; iA; A; Fin A) where QA; iA and FinA
have the same meaning as in the non-deterministic case, and A is a function QAL !
QA with the property that for all states p; q the set ff 2 L j A(p; f ) = qg is nite
or co nite. A and L(A) are de ned analogous.
Note that although the standard constructions for transforming regular expression
into a nite deterministic automaton and vice versa assume a nite alphabet, the
proofs do not use this assumption at all. Hence, the constructions can be generalised
to the in nite case.4 A survey of the standard constructions can, e.g., be found
in [HU79]. As an example, we show how to extend the construction of a deterministic
automaton from a non-deterministic one. This construction is used in [HU79] in the
proof of the equivalence of regular expressions and nite deterministic automatons.

Proposition 5.8 For every non-deterministic automaton A there is a deterministic
automaton A0 with L(A) = L(A0).
Proof. Let A = (QA; iA; A; Fin A) be a non-deterministic automaton. The standard
construction yields a deterministic automaton A0 = (}(QA); fiQA g; A0 ; Fin A0 ) with
[
A(pi ; f )
A0 (fp1 ; : : :; pn g; f ) :=
i=1:::n
6 ;g
Fin A0 := fQ  QA j Q \ Fin A =
In order to show that A0 is a nite deterministic automaton we have to show that for
all P = fp1; : : : ; pn g and Q = fq1; : : :; qmg in QA0 = }(QA) the set
FPQ = ff 2 L j A0 (P; f ) = Qg
is either nite or co nite. Now we can de ne FPQ also inductively as
[
Ff;p1;:::;png :=
ff j A(pi ; f ) = ;g
i=1:::n
\ Q0
[
qg
ff j A(pi ; f )  (Q [ fqg)g \
FfQp[f
Ffp1;:::;png
1;:::;png :=
i=1:::n

Q0 Q

Under the assumption that A satis es 5.1, an easy induction over the cardinality of
2
the sets shows that FPQ is nite or co nite.
The other constructions can be extended similar. Thus we get the following proposition.
4The same observation for tree automata was made in [Pod92].
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Proposition 5.9 For every regular expression L there is a nite deterministic automaton A with L = L(A) and vice versa.
Lemma 5.3 For every prime clause  there is a nite  such that  is -closed,
closed under intersection and decomposition.

Proof. Let reg() = fL1; : : :; Ln g  P (L+ ) be the set of regular languages used in
 and let Ai = (QAi ; iAi ; Ai ; Fin Ai ) be nite, deterministic automatons such that Ai
accepts Li. For each Ai we de ne dec(Ai) to be the set
dec(Ai) = fLcqp j p; q 2 QAi g;
where Lcqp = fw 2 L+ j A i (p; w) = qg.
Of course, each dec(Ai) is nite and contains Li. Furthermore, it is also closed under
decomposition. The complete set of decompositions for a language Lcqp 2 dec(Ai)
consists of the languages

P = Lcsp and S = Lcqs for s 2 QAi :

We de ne 0 to be Sni=1 dec(Ai). 0 contains each Li 2 reg() and is closed under
decomposition. Now let
 = fi (0)
be the least set that contains 0 and is closed under intersection. Then  is nite
and -closed, since it contains each Li 2 reg().
We will prove that  is also closed under decomposition. Given some L 2  and a
path w = w1w2 2 L, we have to nd an appropriate decomposition P; S in . Since
each L in  can be written as a nite intersection
m
\
L = Lk
k=1

with Lk in 0, we know that w = w1w2 is in Lk for 1::m. As 0 is closed under
decomposition, there are languages
Pk and SkT for k = 1::m with w1 2 Pk , w2 2 Sk
T
m
and Pk Sk  Lk . Let P = k=1 Pk and S = mk=1 Sk . Clearly, w1 2 P , w2 2 S and
P S  L. Furthermore, P; S 2  as  is closed under intersection. This implies that
P; S is an appropriate decomposition for w1w2.
2
Before proceeding to some properties of the rule system, we present some sample
derivations. We will start with the prime clause
 = fx[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f  [ h); 3 2: h(f [ g)g :
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To nd an appropriate set of rules R , we must generate a -closed set of languages
, which is closed under decomposition. By the construction used in the proof of the
last lemma we obtain the following set of languages:
 = f(f [ g); (f + [ h+ ); h(f [ g); hg:
For the sake of clarity, we will say that we apply (PathRel) on some variable  if we
apply an instance of (PathRel) of the form
fx[]yg [ :
f: : :g
Figure 5.2 is an example of an R-derivation which transforms  into a pre-solved
clause. We use the frames to highlight the corresponding parts of a clause which have
the deletion
been modi ed by the last rule application. The empty frame denotes
:
of a constraint. Note that we :have removed the constraint 2  3 in the fourth
clause using the (Pre) rule, 1 q 23 in the fth clause using the (Div1) rule, and
the constraint 2 2: (f + [ h+) in the last clause.
Next we want to: examine two clashing R -derivations. The rst one (see gure 5.3)
shows that 2  1 cannot hold. The second clashing derivation (see gure 5.4)
shows that 3 cannot be the pre x of 2.
Finally, here is the complete list of pre-solved clauses di erent from ? that are derivable from  using R:
)
( :
:
:
1 q 2; 1 q 3; 2 q 3; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3;
1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)
o
n :
1 q 2; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; y2[3]y3; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: h; 3 2: (f [ g)
o
n :
1 q 3; x[1]y1; y1[2]y2; x[3]y3; 1 2: f; 2 2: (f + [ h+); 3 2: (f [ g)
o
n :
1 q 3; y1 =: y2; x[1]y1; x[3]y3; 1 2: f; 3 2: (f [ g)

5.4.2 Some Properties of the Rule System
For the rest of the paper we will call clauses that are derivable from prime clauses
admissible.

Lemma 5.4
1. Every admissible clause is basic.
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fx[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)g
# (PathRel) on 1 9
8
< 1 q: 2; 1 q: 3 ; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; =
: 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g) ;
# (PathRel) on 2
9
8
:
:
:
< 2  3 ; 1 q 2; 1 q 3; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; =
;
:
1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)
# (Pre)
8
9
:
:
>
< ; 1 q 2; 1 q 23 ; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; y2[3]y3 ; >
=
>
>
:
;
1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 23 2: h(f [ g)
# (Div1)
9
8
< 1 q: 2 ; ; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; y2[3]y3; =
: 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 23 2: h(f [ g) ;
# (LangDec )
9
8
:
=
<
1 q 2; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; y2[3]y3;
:
:
:
:
: 1 2 (f [ g); 2 2 (f + [ h+ ); 2 2 h; 3 2 (f [ g) ;
# (Join)
:
f1 q 2; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; y2[3]y3; 1 2: (f [ g); ; 2 2: h; 3 2: (f [ g)g
Figure 5.2: A successful R -derivation
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fx[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)g
# (PathRel) on 2 9
8
:
:
< 2  1; 2 q 3 ; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; =
: 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g) ;
# (Pre)
8
9
:
< ; 2 q 3; y2[1]y1 ; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; =
: 21 2: (f [ g) ; 2 2: (f + [ h+); 3 2: h(f [ g) ;
# (DecClash)
?
Figure 5.3: A clashing R -derivation
:
:
2. If    ,  =:  or  q  is contained in some admissible clause , then there
is a term t such that t[]t0 and t[ ]t00 is in .

Proof. The proof of the rst claim is left to the reader. The second claim will be

proved by induction over the length of derivations. For prime clauses the claim holds
trivially. For the induction hypotheses assume that we have proven the claim for
every admissible clause  that is derivable from a prime clause in n steps and let
 !r 0. If r is di erent from (Pre), (PathRel), (Eq1,2) or (Div2), there is nothing
to prove. Thus we have the following cases:

r 2 (PathRel): the claim holds by de nition of (PathRel).
r 2 (Eq1,2): the claim is invariant under substitution of one variable  by another
variable  if both t[]t0 and t[ ]t00 are contained in .
r 2 (Pre): then  = f : ; x[]t; x[ ]t0g [ and 0 = fx[]t; t[ ]t0g [ [  ].
The only subtree constraint that is changed is x[ ]t0. But as  is substituted
by  , 0 does not contain any path equality or pre x constraints involving  .
:
:
r 2 (Div2): then  = f q  0g [ and 0 = f q  0g [ . We will prove
below that if  is contained in some admissible clause , then there are terms
t; t0; t00 such that t[]t0 and t0[ ]t00 are contained in . This will complete the
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fx[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)g
# (PathRel) on 3 9
8
< 3 q: 1; 3 : 2 ; x[1]y1; x[2]y2; x[3]y3; =
: 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g) ;
# (Pre)
8
9
:
>
< 3 q 1; ; x[1]y1; y3[2]y2 ; x[3]y3; >
=
>
: 1 2: (f [ g); 32 2: (f + [ h+ ) ; 3 2: h(f [ g) >
;
# (LangDec )
8
9
:
<
=
3 q 1; x[1]y1; y3[2]y2; x[3]y3;
:
:
:
:
: 1 2 (f [ g); 2 2 (f + [ h+); 3 2 (f + [ h+ ) ; 3 2 h(f [ g) ;
# (Join)
9
8 :
< 3 q 1; x[1]y1; y3[2]y2; x[3]y3; =
: 1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+); 3 2: ; ;
# (Empty)
?
Figure 5.4: Another clashing R -derivation
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:
proof, since then  q  0 in  implies that there are terms t1; t2; t3 and
t01; t02; t03 with ft1[]t2; t2[ ]t3; t01[]t02; t02[ 0]t03g  . But as  is admissible, it
is also basic by the rst claim. Hence, t1 equals t01 and t2 equals t02. Therefore,
both t2[ ]t3 and t2[ 0]t03 are in  and in 0.

Thus it remains to show that if  is used in some admissible clause , then there are
terms t; t0; t00 such that t[]t0 and t0[ ]t00 are contained in . Let  be an admissible
clause for which this holds, and let !r 0. The only rules we have to consider
are (Eq1,2) and (Pre). For (Eq1,2) note that the claim is invariant under consistent
variable renaming. If r 2 (Pre), then we have to check the path term  that is
introduced by r. But by de nition of (Pre) the clause 0 must contain both x[]t and
t[ ]t0.
2
This lemma implies that one of (Eq1,2), (EqClash) or (CClash) can always be applied
if a constraint  =:  is contained in some admissible clause. The next lemma will
show that di erent applications of (Pre) or (Eq1,2) will not interact. This means the
application of one of these rules to some pre x or path equality constraint will not
change any other pre x or path equality constraint contained in the same clause.

Lemma 5.5 Given some prime clause  and a derivation
 = 0 !r0 1  n?1 !rn?1 n =
:  2 (resp.  :  2 ) implies
that contains an application
of
(PathRel)
.
Then

=
 =:  2 i (resp.  :  2 i) for i > k, where k is the number of the last application
:
of (PathRel). Furthermore, if  is contained in , then either  or    is
contained in i for i > k.

Proof. We will use induction over length of derivations. Assume that we have proven
the lemma for admissible clauses that are derivable in n steps and let !r 0 with
r 62 (PathRel). If r is di erent from: (Eq1,2) or (Pre), then there is nothing to prove.
:  in 0 can be missing in if and only
If r 2 (Eq1,2), then a constraint    or

=
if contains a constraint  =:  0 or  :  0 (resp.  0 =:  or  0 :  ) and r is of the
form

f =:  0; : : :g [ with  0 6=  (resp. f =:  0; : : :g [ with  0 6= ):
:::
:::

Hence, must contain at least two pre x or path equality constraints, the left sides of
which are di erent. By induction hypotheses these path equality or pre x constraints
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must have been introduced by the last application of (PathRel). But this contradicts
to the de nition of (PathRel). A similar argument can be given for the part of the
lemma concerning path terms of form  .
If r is in (Pre), then we have to check only the second
claim of the lemma, namely
:
0
that  contained in implies that either    is in or  is used in .
For all path terms in 0 that are not introduced by this application of (Pre) this
holds trivially. For the path term  that is introduced, this: is guaranteed by the
application condition of (Pre), namely that must contain    .
2
We can derive from this lemma certain syntactic properties of admissible clauses
which are needed for proving completeness and quasi-termination.

Corollary 5.1 If  :  is contained in an admissible clause , then  is di erent
from  . Furthermore, there is no other pre x or equality constraint in  involving 
and neither   0 nor  0  is in .

Note that by lemma 5.4 together
with this corollary, either (CClash) or (Pre) is
:
applicable if a constraint    is contained in an admissible clause. Furthermore, an
application of (Pre) causes no violation of the restrictions that we have imposed on
the syntax. This means that concatenation does not occur in pre x or path equality
constraints; and concatenation of path variables is restricted to binary concatenation.
:
Lemma 5.6 If  q  0 is contained in an: admissible
clause : with  di erent from
:
0
0
0
 , then  contains a constraint of form  q  ,  =  or    0.

:

Proof.: We will prove a stronger result, namely that if: f : :;  q  0g:   or
f q  0g  , then  contains a constraint of form  q  0,  =  0 or    0. We

will prove this by induction over length of derivations. Assume that we have proven
the claim for every admissible clause  that is derivable in n steps from a prime clause
and let  !r 0. Again we have to check only the rules (Pre), (PathRel), (Eq1,2) or
(Div2):
: 0
r 2 (PathRel): we have to check only
constraints

q
 that are already in . By
: 0
lemma 5.4 we know that if  q  is in , then there is a variable :x with both
x[ ]y and x[ 0]z in . Hence, if (PathRel)
the constraint
   , it must
: 0 adds
:
:
0
0
by de nition also add a constraint  q  ,  =  or    .

r 2 (Eq1,2): the claim is invariant under consistent variable renaming.
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r 2 (Pre): then  = f : ; x[]t; x[ ]t0g [ and 0 = fx[]t; t[ ]t0g [ :[  ].
The only case that: we have to check is that  contains a constraint  q  0. Then
0 contains:  q  0. By induction
hypotheses  must contain a constraint c
:
:
0
0
0
of form  q  ,  =  or    . Since (Pre) does not change c, this must hold
also for 0.
:
:
r 2 (Div2): then  = f q  0g [ and: 0 = f q  0g [ . The only new
divergence constraint that comes
in is:  q  0. But as  contains both  and
:
0
 , it may not contain    or    0 by corollary 5.1. Hence, 0 does not
contain such a constraint.

2
: 0
This lemma ensures that a constraint



q
 is always reducible. If  0 equals ,
: 0
then we can apply (DClash1). If  q  is in , we can apply (Div1). If  =:  0 is in
 we can either apply :(CClash) :or (EqClash), or we can apply (Eq1,2) followed by
(DClash1). If  = f   0; : q  0g [ , then we can either apply (CClash) or we
can apply (Pre) yielding f q  0g [ 0, where we can apply (Div2).

5.4.3 Soundness and Completeness
Since we have a two-sorted logic, we have to rede ne the notions of soundness and
preservingness. For a set   X we de ne = to be the following relation on valuations
of tree variables:
for all x 2  the equation X (x) = 0X (x) holds:
X = 0X i
Similarly, we de ne = with   P for path valuations. Let #  X [ P be a set
of variables. For a given interpretation A we say that a valuation ( X ; P ) is a
#-solution of a clause  in A if there is a valuation ( 0X ; 0P ) in A such that
X =X\# 0X ;
P =P\# 0P and ( 0X ; 0P ) j=A :
The set of all #-solutions of  in A is denoted by [ ] A# . We call X -solutions just
solutions and write [ ] A instead of [ ] AX .5 A clause  is #-equivalent to a clause
5By calling X -solutions just solutions we intend to suggest that X -solutions are the interesting

one. The are two reasons for concentrating on X -solutions rather than X [P -solutions. First, there
are only tree variables in the original Kaplan/Maxwell syntax, and we have added path variables
as an additional data structure. Our X -solutions will be solutions for the corresponding clauses in
the original syntax. And second, all of the rules we will present will preserve the solutions (i.e.,
X -solutions) of a clause, but not necessarily the X [ P -solutions.
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a set of clauses ?) if for every interpretation A, [ ] A# = [ ] A# (resp. [ ] A# =
S (resp.
[ ] A). Again we use equivalent as short for X -equivalent.
2?

#

A rule R is #-sound if  !R implies [ ] A#  [ ] A# for every interpretation A. R is
called #-preserving if  !R implies [ ] A#  [ ] A# for every A. And R is globally
#-preserving if
[
8A : [ ] A#  [ ] A# :
!R

Proposition 5.10 The rules (Eq1,2), (EqClash), (Div1,2), (CClash), (Join), (Empty) and (DClash1,2) are X [ P -sound and X [ P -preserving.
Proposition 5.11 The rule (Pre) is X -sound and X -preserving.
For (Pre) we can even characterise pairs of path valuations which preserve the X solutions.
Proposition 5.12 Let  = f : ; x[]t; x[ ]t0g [ and be the result of applying
(Pre) to . Given a pair of path valuations P ; 0P with
P ( ) = P () 0P ( ) = 0P () 0P ( );
P =P?f g 0P and
then for each interpretation A and for each rst order valuation X
( X ; P ) j=A  $ ( X ; 0P ) j=A :

Proposition 5.13 If  is closed under decomposition, then (LangDec ) is X [ P sound and globally X [ P -preserving. Furthermore, (PathRel) is X [ P -sound and
globally X [ P -preserving.
Finally, we have to prove that the rules are complete. This means that given an
input clause , for every solution X of  in some interpretation A there is a presolved clause derivable from  such that X is a solution of . If the rule system is
terminating, then for completeness one has to prove that the pre-solved clauses are
just the irreducible clauses.
In our case this is not enough since the rule system can loop. Therefore, we have to
prove explicitly that each solution of a given prime clause  can be found in some
pre-solved -derivative. We de ne Irred(; R) to be the set all R -derivatives of
 which are R-irreducible, and Pre-Solved(; R ) to be the set of all pre-solved
clauses which are derivable from . A set of rules R is said to be -complete wrt.
to a set of variables # if
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1. Irred(; R) = Pre-Solved(; R),
2. for every interpretation A
[ ] A# 

[

[ ] A# :

2Pre-Solved(;R)

We will show that for every prime clause  there is a set of regular languages  such
that R is -complete wrt. the tree variables X .

Theorem 5.1 (Completeness I) Given a prime clause . If  is a set of regular

languages that is -closed, closed under intersection and closed under decomposition,
then every R -derivative of  that is not pre-solved is R-reducible.

Proof. Let be a R -derivative of  that is not pre-solved. We will check all

conditions that are stated in the de nition on page 117.
If one of the conditions 1{3 is not satis ed by , then one of the rules (CClash),
(Join) or (Empty) will apply.
Now let's check the conditions 4 and 5:

contains a constraint  2: L. As  is -closed, we know that  is also -closed

by lemma 5.7. Therefore we can apply (LangDec ) or (DecClash).
:
contains a constraint  q 0 0. By lemma 5.5 we know that in every R derivation for : the last :application of (PathRel) must have introduced the
constraints    and 0   0. By the de nition of (PathRel) this implies that
 equals 0. Hence, we can apply (Div2).
:
contains a constraint  q  0. If  0 equals , then :we can directly
apply
: (DClash1).
:
0
0
Otherwise, there is by lemma 5.6 a constraint  =  ,    or  q  0 in .
If  =:  0 is in , we can apply one of (CClash), (EqClash) or (Eq1,2) by lem0 . The remaining
ma 5.4. Applying
: (Eq1,2) results in the substitution of  by
constraint  q  can be reduced using (DClash1). If  :  0 is in , then we
can apply either (CClash) or (Pre) by
5.4 and corollary 5.1. In the later
: lemma
0
case we obtain the constraint
: 0  q  , which can be reduced using (Div2).
The last case is that  q  is in , where we can apply (Div1).
contains a constraint  =:  . Then one of (CClash), (EqClash) or (Eq1,2) is applicable by lemma 5.4.
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contains a constraint  :  . Then either (CClash) or (Pre) is applicable by
lemma 5.4 and corollary 5.1.

The remaining case
: is that does not satisfy the last condition of a 0pre-solved clause,
namely that  q  with  6=  in if and only if x[]t and x[ ]t in . Given the
above, we can now assume that does not contain a path concatenation or a pre x
or path equality constraint.
There are three possibilities for to: violate the last condition. The rst is that
contains a constraint of the form
is applicable. The second is
:  q . Then (DClash2)
0
0
that there is a constraint  q  with x[]t 2 and x [ ]t 2 such that x is di erent
from x0. But this is excluded by lemma 5.4.
The last case is that :there are di erent path variables  and  such that x[]t and
x[ ]t0 are in but  q  is not. As contains no concatenation and no path equality
or pre x constraints, the rule (PathRel) is applicable.
2
Next we have to establish the second condition for -completeness, namely that for
every interpretation A and for every solution X of  there is a pre-solved -derivative
with X 2 [ ] A. This property is needed since our rule system can loop. Let us
recall an example of a looping derivation in order to explain the main idea involved
in the second part of the completeness proof. In contrast with our rst example of a
looping derivation (see page 112), we will omit the path restrictions, since they are
not needed for what we want to demonstrate. Let  be the clause

 = fx[]x; x[ ]yg:
A looping: derivation can consist of an application of (PathRel) yielding the clause
1 = f  ; x[]x; x[ ]yg, followed by an application of (Pre) on yielding 2 = .6
Clearly, the cause of the looping derivation is the rule (Pre). We will later prove that,
indeed, every in nite derivation must use the (Pre) rule in nitely often.
To prove the second completeness condition we restrict the set of allowed derivations
of a prime clause  to those depending on some arbitrary but xed valuation ( X ; P )
with ( X ; P ) j=A . This control will guarantee that
1. X is a solution of every clause in the derivation,
2. under this control, all derivations are nite.
6The rst example of a looping derivation on page 112 shows that the situation is no di erent if

we add path restrictions.
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We will additionally show that even under this control the irreducible clauses are just
the pre-solved clauses. Hence this control will give us, for every clause  and every
initial solution X , a pre-solved -derivative that has X as an solution.
We will add this further control only on the non-deterministic rules (PathRel) and
(LangDec ), thus restricting the set of instances of these rules that may be applied.
We allow only those instances which preserve the valuation ( X ; P ). Using our above
example, if P satis es
P () = f and P ( ) = g
:
we may apply only that instance of (PathRel) which transforms  into 1 = f q
; x[]x; x[ ]yg. Since the choice of the instances depends only on the path valuation,
we will call such restricted derivations P -strict.
It is easy to see that the above restriction will always enforce niteness of derivations
if the initial path valuation P satis es
P () 6 P ( )

where  6=  ^ x[]y 2  ^ x[ ]z 2 :

One might say that in this case P is pre x-free with respect to .
For initial path valuations which are not pre x-free we must have a closer look at
the (Pre) rule, since this rule is the cause of looping derivations. Since the (Pre) rule
is not P -preserving, it may happen that the clause resulting of an application of
(Pre) is not valid under the initial valuation ( X ; P ). But as (Pre) is X -preserving,
we know that there is a 0P such that ( X ; 0P ) j=A .
Hence, in a P -strict derivation we can keep the initial valuation X of the tree
variables, but we must change the path valuation every time the (Pre) rule is applied.
Since application of (Pre) is the cause of looping derivations, this implies that we can
obtain niteness of P -strict derivations if we guarantee that after a nite number of
(Pre) applications the initial path valuation has been transformed into a pre x-free
path valuation.
We will again turn to our example to clarify this. If the initial path valuation P for
 is of the form
P () = f and P ( ) = fffg;
the rst rule in a P -strict -derivation
could be an application of (PathRel) trans:
forming  = 0 into 1 = f  ; x[]x; x[ ]yg. Now we are able to apply (Pre),
which implies that we have to change P . Using proposition 5.12 we can use the
following 0P :
0 () = f and 0 ( ) = ffg:
P
P
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Proposition 5.12 guarantees that this can be done without loosing X -preservingness.
Note that we have shortened P ( ) by f . Now we could iterate this twice more before
ending up with a pre x-free path valuation.
After these remarks we can turn to the technical part.

Theorem 5.2 (Completeness-II) Let  be a prime clause, let  be a set of regular
languages which is -closed, closed under intersection and decomposition. Then R
is -complete wrt. the tree variables X .
First we need an additional lemma.

Lemma 5.7 There are no in nite derivations using only nitely many instances of
(Pre).

Proof. Assume there is such a derivation. Then there exists an in nite sub-derivation

not using any instance of (Pre). Let  be the starting point of such a derivation. Let
be some clause. Then we de ne the following functions on :
1( ) = number of concatenations in
2( ) = number of di erent path variables in
:
( ) = number of constraints  :  with : 2 f=: ; : ; qg,
;  2 VP () and  :  not in
( ) = total number of constraints in

We de ne ( ) to be the tuple h1( ); 2( )i. Using the functions ,  and  we
can construct a partial order on clauses by de ning < 0 i
(( ) < ( 0))
or
or

(( ) = ( 0)) ^ (( ) < ( 0))

(( ) = ( 0)) ^ (( ) = ( 0)) ^ (( ) = ( 0)):
Here < is the lexicographic ordering on tuples for ( ) and elsewhere the usual
numeric comparison. It is easy to check, that < de nes a well-founded, partial
ordering on clauses.
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1
(PathRel) =
(Eq1,2)
=
(LangDec ) <
=
(Join)
<
(Div1)
(Div2)
<

2  
= <
<
=
= = <
=
=

Table 5.1: Monotonicity of the rules wrt. the measure functions.
Let be some derivation of . Now VP ( )  VP () holds, which is important for
the value of . In table 5.1 we have summarised for every non-clash rule other than
(Pre) the variation of ( ), ( ) and ( )7. The clash rules are not considered
because they automaticly terminate every derivation. The table shows that for every
rule r !r 0 implies 0 < . Because < is a well-founded ordering and therefore
cannot have in nite descending chains, this contradicts our assumption that there is
a in nite derivation not using (Pre).
2

Corollary 5.2 There are no in nite derivations using only nitely many instances
of (PathRel).

Proof. By the above lemma we know that there are no in: nite derivations without
in nite use of (Pre). But (Pre) removes the constraints    , the existence of: which
is an application condition for (Pre). But additional constraints of form    are
only introduced by (PathRel).

2

Proof of theorem 5.2 (Completeness II). The rst condition for -completeness
was proved in theorem 5.1 (Completeness I). For the second, let A be some interpretation and ( X ; P ) be a valuation with ( X ; P ) j=A . We have to show that
there is a R -derivative of  which is pre-solved and satis es 9 0P : ( X ; 0P ) j=A .
This will be done by de ning P -strict derivations, which will always end up in a
pre-solved clause. As we have mentioned, we have to rede ne the path valuation
every time (Pre) is applied. This leads to the following de nition: a derivation

 = 0 !r0 1  n !rn n+1 

7If a rule decreases the -value, the clause resulting from applying this rule is smaller than the

input clause wrt. < independently of the e ects of the rule on the -part. Therefore, we omit
the corresponding  -entries in this case; and similarly for the -part.
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is called P -strict if there is a family of path valuations ( iP ) such that
1. 0P = P ;
2. for each i the proposition ( X ; iP ) j=A i holds; and
3. for each i
 ri 62 (Pre)
implies iP = iP+1 and
:
 ri = f;  g [ 2 (Pre) implies
i =
i+1
i ( ) = i+1 () i+1 ( ):
and
P P?f g P
P
P
P
Now for every P -strict (; R )-derivation
 = 0 !r0 1  n?1 !rn?1 n
where n is not pre-solved, there is a P -strict continuation, as the following argumentation shows. If n is not pre-solved, then there is (by theorem 5.1) a rule which
is applicable. We have to show that there is an applicable rule instance such that a
corresponding nP+1 can be found.
If the applicable rule is di erent from (Pre), then we know that there is an appropriate
path valuation nP+1 , as all rules di erent from (Pre) are either X [ P -preserving or
globally X [ P -preserving. If (Pre) is applicable, then proposition 5.12 shows that
we can nd an appropriate nP+1 .
Next we must show that there is no in nite P -strict (; R )-derivation, which nally
proves the lemma. This is done by introducing a norm on path valuations. For a
path valuation P we de ne j P j to be:
X
j P j =
j P ()j:
2VP ()

Now let

i !ri i+1
be a step in some P -strict (; R)-derivation and let iP ; iP+1 be the corresponding
path valuations. If ri 62 (Pre) we know that iP = iP+1 and hence j iP j = j iP+1 j.
If ri 2 (Pre) we know by the third condition of P -strictness that there are  and 
such that
i ( ) = i+1 () i+1 ( ):
i+1
i =
and
P
P
P
P P?f g P
i
+1
i
As VP (i+1)  VP (i)  VP () this implies j P j < j P j.
As there are no in nite derivations without in nite use of (Pre) this proves that there
are no in nite P -strict derivations.
2
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5.4.4 Quasi-Termination
Lemma 5.8 Let  be a prime clause and  be a nite -closed set of regular languages. Then the set of all R -derivatives of  is nite.
Proof. We will rst consider the sets C which contains every atomic constraint that
occur in at least one R -derivative of . C could be seen as the union of all R derivatives of . We will show that C is nite. As every R -derivative of  is a subset
of C this will prove the lemma.
First we know that no rule adds new variables. This implies that there are at most
n1 = jVP ()j + jVP ()j2 many di erent path terms. By lemma 5.7 we know that 
is -closed for every R -derivative of , which implies that at most jj di erent
regular languages are used in the R -derivatives of .
Let ncon be the number of constants used in . Note that no rule adds new constants.
Therefore C contains at most jncon + VX ()j2 equality constraints, jncon + VX ()j 
jVP ()j  jncon + VX ()j subtree constraints, n21 path divergence constraints, jVP ()j2
pre x and path equality constraints and n1  jj path restriction constraints.
2

Theorem 5.3 For every prime clause  there exists a set of regular languages  such
that R is -complete wrt. X and the set Pre-Solved(; R ) is nite and computable.
Proof. Let reg() be the set of regular languages used in . By lemma 5.3 there must

be a nite  such that  is -closed, closed under intersection and decomposition.
Note that the construction of the set  given in lemma 5.3 is e ective. Then R is complete wrt. X by theorem 5.2. By lemma 5.8 we know that Pre-Solved(; R) must
be nite. Hence, it suces to prove that the set Pre-Solved(; R) is computable.
To do this we will consider loop-free derivations. A derivation is called loop-free if it
is not of the form
0 !r1 : : : !ri i : : : !rk k : : : ;
where i = k . In order to generate the set of derivatives (or a subset of them)
it is enough to consider loop-free derivations. This is because for every pair ; 0
every -derivation which yields 0 and is not loop-free can be replaced with a shorter
derivation by removing some loop. Iterating this step nally yields a loop-free derivation for 0.
Furthermore, the set of all loop-free (; R)-derivations must be nite since R can
only generate nitely many R -derivatives of  by lemma 5.8, and there are only nitely many rules of R applicable on every R-derivative of . But as we
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have mentioned we need to consider only the loop-free derivations, which shows that
Pre-Solved(; R) is computable.
2

Corollary 5.3 For every prime clause  there exists a nite and computable set of

pre-solved clauses ? such that ? is equivalent to .

Proof. Follows from the last theorem and the fact, that every rule is at least
sound.

X-

2

5.5 The Second Phase: Satis ability of Pre-Solved
Clauses
In this section we present a rule system that transforms each pre-solved clause into an
equivalent set of solved clauses (interpreted as a disjunction), each of which is di erent
from ? and is thus satis able by lemma 5.2. A pre-solved clause is satis able if and
only if the corresponding set is non-empty.
We will rst make a minor rede nition of divergence. We say that two paths u; v are
directly diverging (written u q0 v) if there are features f 6= g such that u 2 f L
and v 2 gL . Then u q v holds if there are a possible empty pre x w and paths u0; v0
such that u = wu0 and v = wv0 and u0 q0 v0. Using this de nition of divergence and
the additional atomic constraint
:
 q0  direct divergence;
:
q
2 g [ into either
we can
(non-deterministically)
transform
a
clause

=
f

1
: 0
:
:
:
0
0
0
f1 q0 2g [ or f1 =  1 ; 2 =  2; 1 q0 2g [ :8 By the : de nition
of q0 we can reduce (non-deterministically) the constraints of form 1 q0 2 into
f1 2: f L; 2 2: gL g with f 6= g. The aim is to process all divergence constraints this
way in order to achieve a solved clause.
Before we can present the rule system for solving clause, we have to do two things.
First, we have to rede ne: the notion of a solved clause, since we have extended the
syntax by the constraint q0. Without loss of generality we can in the following assume
that every clause  contains for every path variable  2 VP () a path restriction  2: L.
We say that a clause over the extended syntax is solved if it is either ? or satis es
the conditions of a solved clause as stated in Section 5.3, page 118 plus additionally
8The rst case is needed because we do not allow values of path variables to be empty paths.
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:
7. for every pair of variables ;  such that  6=  ,  q0  2  if and only if 
contains a path restriction  2: L or  2: L with L = F L0 and F  L is co- nite.

Proposition 5.14 Every solved clause di erent from ? is satis able.
And second, we have to reformulate the reduction of divergence constraints. The
reason is that we have to evaluate constraints of the
form 1 =:  01. This can
:
produce constraints of the forms  2: L and  q  0. The second is problematic
as we must guess the relation between  and  0. This complicates the termination
proof.
We will :avoid this problem by using a special property of pre-solved clauses, namely
:
that  q

is
in
a
pre-solved
clause

i
x
[

]
y
and
x
[

]
z
are
in

.
Hence,
if

q

: 0
: 0
and
:  q  are: in , then  q  : is also in . This implies that we can write  as
q (A1) ] : : : ] q (An) ] , where q (A) abbreviates
:
f q 0 j  6= 0 ^ ; 0 2 Ag;

A1; : : :; An are disjoint sets of :path variables and contains no divergence
: constraints.
Now given such a constraint q (A), and some valuation P with P j=q (A), suppose
that a whole set of path variables A1  A diverge under P with the same pre x,
i.e., there is a path p such that

8 2 A1 : P () = pp and 8; 0 2 A1 :  6= 0 ! p q0 p0 :
:
:
Then we can replace the constraints set q (A1)  q (A) by
:
A1 =:  A01 [ q 0(A01)
:
under this valuation, since every valuation 0P with 0P j= (A1 =:  A01 [ q 0(A01))
satis es P =A1 0P . Here  is new, A01 = f01; : : : ; 0ng is a fresh copy of A1 =
f:1; : : :; n g and A =:  A01 abbreviates
the clause f1 =:  01; : : : ; n =:  0ng.
:
q 0(A) is de ned similarly to q (A). If P additionally satis es
8 2 (A ? A1) : p q P ();
:
then we can replace the set of constraints q (A) by
:
:
q (f g [ (A ? A1)) [ A1 =:  A01 [ q 0(A01)
under the valuation P .
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:
Now for every path valuation P with P j=q (A) there must be a set A1 with the
properties stated above. We can nd an appropriate A1 by taking a path p which is
maximal in
fp j 9; 0 2 A :  6= 0 ^ p  P () ^ p  P (0)g;
and de ning A1 as f 2 A j p  P ()g.
This nally leads to the following non-deterministic rule, where we also consider the
e ects of A1 =:  A01 on the subtree constraints in :
:
xA
Y
[
q
1
1
: 0 (A) [:
(Reduce1)
0
fx[ ]zg [ zA1Y1 [ q 0(A1) [ q (f g[ A2) [ 0
where 0 = [1  01; : : : ; n  0n ], A1 ] A2 = A, jA1j >
1 and z;  new. A01 is a disjoint copy of A1. xA1Y1 is short for
fx[1]y1; : : : ; x[n]yn g. may not contain constraints of form 0 2:
L in .
:
Note that we have avoided constraints of the form  q  0. We also employ the
non-deterministic rules
:
q
(Reduce2)
: (A) [
q 0(A) [
:
f

q
0 g [
f 6= g
(Solv)
:

f 2 f F ;  2: gF g [
if  contains constraints  2: L1 and  2: L2 such that L1 = F1L01 and
L2 = F2L02 for two nite sets F1; F2  L.

(Reduce2) is needed because path variables always denote non-empty paths. We will
view (Reduce1) and (Reduce2) as a single rule (Reduce).
To complete our rule system, we need the rules (LangDec ), (DecClash), (Join) and
(Empty). Since we will show that the rule system is terminating, we can replace
(LangDec ) by a simpler version, namely

: Lg [
f



2
(LangDecdfun)
f 2: P g [ f 2: S g [

P S  L; (P; S ) 2 dfun(L)

L must contain a path w with jwj > 1.
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Here dfun : }(L+) ! }(L+ )  }(L+) is a decomposition function that assigns to each
regular language L a nite set of decompositions. dfun is called decomposition
complete if for every regular language L and every path w = w1w2 2 L there is a
pair (P; S ) in dfun(L) with w1 2 P and w2 2 S . The complete set of rules is denoted
RSolv
dfun.
We illustrate the rule system RSolv
dfun using one of the pre-solved clauses listed in section 5.4.1 on page 126, namely
)
( :
:
:
q

;
x
[

]
y
;
x
[

]
y
;
x
[

]
y
;
q

;

q

;


3
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
=
1 2: (f [ g); 2 2: (f + [ h+); 3 2: h(f [ g)
Using the notation introduced in this section, we can write  as
(
)
:
:
x
[

1]y1; x[2 ]y2 ; x[3]y3; 1 2 (f [ g );
q (f1; 2; 3g) [
2 2: (f + [ h+ ); 3 2: h(f [ g)
A successful RSolv
dfun-derivation transforming  into a solved clause appears in gure 5.5.
In the derivation we assume a function dfun with
dfun(f + [ h+ ) = f(f + [ h+ ; f + [ h+ )g
and

dfun(h(f [ g)) = f(h; f [ g)g:

After the explanation of the rule system we can commence the technical part. A
clause
 is called
:
: partitioned if the set of divergence constraints of  is of the form
q (A1) ] : : : ] q (An), where the Ai are disjoint.

Proposition 5.15 There exists a decomposition function dfun that is decomposition
complete.

Proof. See proof of lemma 5.3 for the construction of such a function.

2

Proposition 5.16 Let  be a pre-solved clause and let be a RSolv
dfun-derivative of .
Then is partitioned. Furthermore, for :every pair of variables ;  such that  =
6 ,
x[]y 2 and x[ ]z 2 we have j=  q  .
Proposition 5.17 For every partitioned clause  the rule (Reduce) = (Reduce1) +
(Reduce2) is VX ()-sound and globally VX ()-preserving. The rule (Solv) is X [ P sound and X [ P -preserving. If dfun is decomposition complete, then (LangDecdfun)
is X [ P -sound and X [ P -preserving.
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# (Reduce1) with A1 = f2; 3g
)
1 q ; 02 q0 03; x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[02]y2; z[03]y3; 1 2: (f [ g);
 02 2: (f + [ h+);  03 2: h(f [ g)
# 2 (LangDecdfun)
)
( :
:
1 q ; 02 q0 03; x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[02]y2; z[03]y3; 1 2: (f [ g);
 2: (f + [ h+ ); 02 2: (f + [ h+);  2: h; 03 2: (f [ g)
# (Solv)
)
(
:
1 q ; x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[02]y2; z[03]y3; 1 2: (f [ g);
02 2: hL; 03 2: gL;  2: (f + [ h+ ); 02 2: (f + [ h+ );  2: h; 03 2: (f [ g)
# 3 (Join)
)
( :
1 q ; x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[02]y2; z[03]y3; 1 2: (f [ g);
:
:
:
(

:

:

 2 h; 02 2 h+; 03 2 g
# (Reduce2)
)
( :
1 q0 ; x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[02]y2; z[03]y3; 1 2: (f [ g);
 2: h; 02 2: f + ; 03 2: g
# (Solv)
)
(
0
x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[2]y2; z[03]y3; 1 2: (f [ g);
1 2: f L;  2: hL;  2: h; 02 2: f + ; 03 2: g
# 2 (Join)
)
(
x[1]y1; x[ ]z; z[02]y2; z[03]y3;
1 2: f;  2: h; 02 2: f + ; 03 2: g
Figure 5.5: A successful RSolv
dfun-derivation
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Lemma 5.9 RSolv
dfun is terminating.
Proof. For (Solv), (Join), (LangDec), (DecClash) and (Empty) it is trivial to see

that there are no in nite derivations using only these rules. Furthermore, there are
no derivations which use (Reduce) in nitely often, since during every application of
(Reduce) at least one divergence constraint is removed (note that jA1j > 1 is an
application condition of (Reduce1)). Hence, there are no in nite RSolv
dfun-derivations.

2

Lemma 5.10 Let  be a pre-solved clause. If dfun is decomposition complete, then
Solv
a RSolv
dfun-derivative of  is Rdfun-irreducible if and only if it is solved.
Proof. Let be a RSolv
dfun-derivative of . We have to show that if is not solved,
then one of the rules applies.
Condition 1 is satis ed by every RSolv
dfun-derivative of  since  is pre-solved and we do
not add or change any sort restriction constraint. If one of the conditions 2 or 3 is not
satis ed, then one of the rules (Join) or (Empty) will apply. Condition 6 is satis ed
by every RSolv
dfun-derivative of  by proposition 5.16. Now let's check the conditions 4,
5 and 7:

contains a constraint  2: L. (LangDecdfun) or (DecClash) is applicable.
:
contains a constraint
:  q  . By proposition 5.16 we know that in this case
is of the form q (A) [ . Given the above we can assume that (Reduce) is
applicable.

:

contains a constraint  q0  . Then either 7 is satis ed or (Solv) is applicable.
2

Lemma 5.11 For every pre-solved clause  there is a nite and e ectively computable set of solved clauses ? such that for every A

[ ] AVX () =

[

2?

[ ] AVX ():

Proof. Follows from propositions 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 and lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. 2
Corollary 5.4 Satis ability of pre-solved clauses is decidable.
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Finally, we are able to combine both phases.

Theorem 5.4 Satis ability of prime clauses is decidable.
Proof. Follows from the corollaries 5.3 and 5.4.

2

Theorem 5.5 The positive existential fragment of Th(TRFT ) and Th(RRFT ) is decidable.

Proof. Follows from Propositions 5.3 and 5.5, which show that every RFT-clause can

be translated into an RF-clause such that validity in the corresponding feature tree
structures is preserved, Lemma 5.11, which shows that one can e ectively transform
a prime clause into an equivalent nite set of solved clauses, and Lemma 5.2, which
shows that solved clauses are satis able in TRF and RRF .
2
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Appendix A
Mathematical Preliminaries
We assume the reader to be familiar with rst-order predicate logic. The signature
: which is
of our rst-order languages always contains the binary relation symbol =,
interpreted as equality, and the special symbols ? (\false") and > (\true"). ? (resp.
>) is the same as the empty disjunction (resp. conjunction). We assume an in nite
alphabet of variables and adopt the conventions that x, y, z always denote variables,
and X , Y always denote nite, possibly empty sets of variables.
Compound formulae are obtained as usual with the connectives ^, _, !, $, : and
the quanti ers 9 and 8. We call atomic formulae also constraints.
We identify 9x9y with 9y9x. If X = fx1; : : : ; xng, we write 9X for 9x1 : : : 9xn.
If X = ;, then 9X stands for . Moreover, we use 9~ [8~] to denote the existential
[universal] closure of a formula , and 9!x as an abbreviation for
9x ^ 8x; y( ^ [x y] ! x =: y):
For a set of variables X = fx1; : : :; xng the quanti er 9!X is de ned as 9x1 : : : 9xn.
Moreover, V () is taken to denote the set of all variables that occur free in a formula
. The letters  and will always denote formulae. We use the conventions that to
write (x1; : : :; xn) if x1; : : : ; xn is the set of free variables of .
We assume that the conjunction of formulae is an associative and commutative operation that has > as identity element. This means that we identify  ^ ( ^ ) with
 ^ ( ^ ), and  ^ > with  (but not, for example, xfy ^ xfy with xfy). A conjunction of atomic formulae can thus be seen as the nite multiset of these formulae,
where conjunction is multiset union, and > (the \empty conjunction") is the empty
multiset. We will write   (or 2 , if is an atomic formula) if there exists a
formula 0 such that ^ 0 = .
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Structures and satisfaction of formulae are de ned as usual. A valuation into a
structure A is a total function from the set of all variables into the universe U(A) of
A. A valuation 0 into A is called an x-update [X -update] of a valuation into
A if 0 and agree everywhere except possibly on x [X ]. We use [ ] A to denote
the set of all valuations such that A; j= . We write  j= (\ entails ") if
[ ] A  [ ] A for all structures A, and  j=j (\ is equivalent to ") if [ ] A = [ ] A
for all structures A.
A theory is a set of closed formulae. A model of a theory is a structure that satis es
every formulae of the theory. A formula  is a consequence of a theory T (T j= )
if 8~ is valid in every model of T . A formula  entails a formula in a theory T
( j=T ) if [ ] A  [ ] A for every model A of T . Two formulae , are equivalent
in a theory T ( j=jT ) if [ ] A = [ ] A for every model A of T .
A theory T is complete if for every closed formula  either  or : is a consequence
of T . The set of all sentences valid in some speci c rst-order structure A is called
the theory of A (abbreviated by Th(A)). The theory of a single structure is always
a complete theory. A theory is decidable if the set of its consequences is decidable.
Since the consequences of a recursively enumerable theory are recursively enumerable
(completeness of rst-order deduction), a complete theory is decidable if and only if
it is recursively enumerable.
Two rst-order structures A, B are elementarily equivalent if, for every rst-order
formula ,  is valid in A if and only if  is valid in B. Note that all models of a
complete theory are elementarily equivalent.
A transformation rule is an ordered pair  plus optional application conditions.
Rule instances are de ned as usual. With [x y] we denote the formula that is
obtained from  by replacing every occurrence of x with y. We say that r =  is
applicable to 0 if there is an instance of 00 of r and the application conditions noted
in the de nition of r are satis ed. We write  !r if r is applicable on  and the
result of the application is . For a set of transformation rules R we say  !R if
there is an r 2 R with  !r .  is called R-irreducible if no rule instance r 2 R
applies to . We say that a formula  is R-reducible if  is not R-irreducible. A
sequence
0 !r0 1  i !ri i+1 
is called a derivation. A formula is called a R-derivative of  if there is a
derivation from  to that uses only rule instances of R. Note that we ommit R if
the set of rules is clear from the context.
A rule system R is called terminating if there are no ini nite derivations, and
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quasi-terminating if for every formula , the set of derivable formulae is nite.
In the following, we recall some standard de nitions for lattices and xpoints of
continous functions. They can be found in a standard text book on lattice theory
(e.g., [DP90]).
Let P be a set partially ordered by 4. An element n 2 P is a lower bound for a
subset N of P if
8m 2 N : n 4 m;
and an upper bound for N if 8m 2 N : m 4 n. n is the greatest lower bound
of N (denoted by uN ) if n is a lower bound of N and in addition

8m 2 M : m lower bound for N ) m 4 n:
The least upper bound F N of N is de ned analogously. FA partially ordered set
P is called complete lattice if for all subsets N of P , both N and uN is de ned.
A non-empty subset D of a partially ordered set P is called directed if for every
nite subset F of D there is an upper bound in D. A function T : P ! P on an
ordered set P is continuous if for every directed set D in P
G
G
G
T ( D) = T (D) (:= fT (x) j x 2 Dg):
An element a 2 M is called xpoint of T if T (a) = a. A xpoint a is a least
xpoint of T if a 4 b for all other xpoints b of T . Similarly, we de ne greatest
xpoint. The least xpoint is denoted by lfp(T ), and the greatest xpoint by gfp(T ).
In order to describe xpoints we need to de ne ordinal powers of the function T .
We de ne

T " 0 := ?
T " := T (T " ( ? 1)); if is a successor ordinal
G
T " := fT " ( ) j < g; if is a limes ordinal
and

T # 0 := >
T # := T (T # ( ? 1)); if is a successor ordinal
T # := fT # ( ) j < g; if is a limes ordinal

G

The next two theorems states the well-known results for the xpoints of continuous
function over a complete lattice.
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Theorem A.1 (Kleene) Let P be a complete lattice and T : P ! P be a continuous
function. Then

lfp(T ) = T " !;
and there is some ordinal with

gfp(T ) = T # 0 for all 0  .

Theorem A.2 (Tarksi) Let P be a complete lattice and T : P ! P be a continuous
function. Then

and

lfp(T ) =

fm j T (m)  mg

G

lfp(T ) =

G

fm j m  T (m)g:

The next de nitions will be concerned with special properties of algebraic lattices.
An element k of an CPO P is called nite if for every directed set D in P
G
k 4 D ) k 4 d for some d 2 D:
The set of nite elements is denoted by F (P ). A complete lattice P is called
algebraic1 if for every a 2 p
G
a = fk 2 F (P ) j k 4 ag
If we consider an algebraic lattice, then continuity of a function has a special role,
namely that the the function is complete determined by its nite approximations.
The next proposition is a reformulation of Proposition 3.31 in [DP90, page 62].

Proposition A.1 If P is an algebraic lattice, then T : P ! P is a continuous
function if and only if

G

for all e 2 P : T (e) = fT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 eg:
1Normally, a lattice is called algebraic if every element a 2 P is the least upper bound of the

compact elements that are smaller than a. But in complete lattices, the compact elements are just
the nite ones.
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Proof. For the rst direction we know that e = Ffk j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 eg, since P is
algebraic. As fk j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 eg is directed and T is continuous we know that
G
G
T (e) = T ( fk j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 eg) = fT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 eg
For the other direction assume that T (e) = FfT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 eg for every
e 2 P . We have to show that
G
G
T (D) = T ( D)
FfT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 dg for
for every directed set D. We
know
that
T
(
d
)
=
F T (D) = FfT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ 9d 2 D : k 4 dg. Now k
every d 2 D, which implies
nite implies that k 4 F D i k 4 d for some d 2 D. This shows that
G
G
G
T (D) = fT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 Dg:
Using our assumption we get FfT (k) j k 2 F (P ) ^ k 4 F Dg = T (F D).
2
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